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Abstract 
In recent years, the structural similarity between hyperlinks and citations has 
encouraged information scientists to apply bibliometric techniques to the Web, 
with the hypothesis that studies of links may reflect patterns of informal 
scholarly communication in the way that citations can be used to illustrate formal 
scholarly communication. University web site interlinking has consequently been 
extensively investigated, but much less is known about departmental interlinking, 
i. e. links to, from, or between sets of departmental web sites. University web 
sites are large compared with departmental web sites, and statistically significant 
results are more easily obtained. Nevertheless, universities are multidisciplinary 
by nature and various disciplines may employ the Web differently, thus patterns 
identified at the university level may hide subject differences. Departments are 
typically subject orientated, and departmental interlinking may therefore 
illustrate interesting disciplinary linking patterns, perhaps relating to informal 
scholarly communication. Similarly, international academic interlinking at the 
departmental level is another relatively neglected research area. 
The research aim of this thesis is: firstly to validate departmental link data; 
secondly to identify whether and how link patterns differ along country and 
disciplinary lines amongst similar disciplines and similar countries. In order to 
do so, physics, chemistry and biology departments in Australia, Canada and UK 
were chosen. The subjects are all hard sciences, and are therefore relatively 
similar, and potentially able to reveal subtle differences in linking patterns. The 
three countries are all economically advanced, and all are predominantly English 
speaking, except for Quebec, which is a French speaking zone of Canada. 
Techniques originally designed mainly for university link analysis are applied in 
this study, although modified to cope with the additional difficulties of an 
international department-based investigation. Both the commercial search engine 
AltaVista and the personal web crawler SocSciBot are used to collect the 
necessary link data. Significant correlations between inlinks and research 
quantitative indicators are present, and also between Web Impact Factors (with 
academic staff members as denominators) and research averages. The 
statistically significant results together with the results of a target page 
classification exercise serve to support the validity of the departmental link 
analysis as reflecting academic activities. 
Citation counts are the most relevant data to compare with link counts, since the 
similarity between the two triggered webometric studies. Citation counts for 
Australian departments from 1998 to 2002 are from Research Evaluation and 
Policy Project (REPP), in the Australian National University. With regard to 
citation counts for UK and Canadian departments, the thesis introduces a 
technique to count citations in a semi-automatic way. In addition to citation 
counts, the results from the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) 2001 are 
employed for the UK departments' correlation tests, while research grants 
received in 2003 from the Canadian National Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC) are used for Canadian departments. 
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In order to get a holistic picture of departments' web use profiles and link 
patterns, four different aspects are identified for each set of departments. The 
four aspects are: 
9 General web use 
" National peer interlinking 
" International peer interlinking 
" Interactions with different top level domains 
Different link patterns are identified along both national and disciplinary lines. 
Along national lines, a likely explanation for the difference is that countries with 
better research performances make more general use of the Web; and, with 
respect to international peer interlinking, countries that share more scholarly 
communication tend to interlink more with each other. Along disciplinary lines, 
it seems that departments from disciplines which are more willing to distribute 
their research outputs tend to make more general use of the Web, and also 
interlink more with their national and international peers. 
In summary, the country and disciplinary link patterns identified are both 
influenced by offline factors that affect the relationship between the source and 
target page owners. There can be significant differences in the way that similar 
disciplines use the Web, and these can point to underlying differences in 
informal scholarly communication. 
iv 
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1. General Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The World Wide Web is unorganized and anarchic by nature (Winship, 1995). 
However, it has attracted interests from scientists in different subject areas, such 
as computer science, theoretical physics, information science, communication 
studies and sociology (Thelwall, 2004b). A belief is that useful information can 
be derived from it, especially through hyperlinks, which connect web pages 
together. This has been strengthened by Google's successful use of a link-based 
algorithm to enhance its performance (Brin & Page, 1998; Google, 2002). 
The structural similarity between hyperlinks and citations has inspired 
information scientists to apply bibliometric techniques to the Web (Thelwall, 
2004b). This has started a new research area: webometrics (Almind & 
Ingwersen, 1997). Chapter 2 reviews the transference of related bibliometric 
techniques to webometric studies such as the following. 
" The Web Impact Factor (WIF) is the application of the Journal Impact Factor 
(JIF) to the Web (Ingwersen, 1998). 
" Link Propensity (LP) is based on Salton's measure of co-authorship (Smith & 
Thelwall, 2002). 
" Link counts correlate significantly with research measures as citation counts 
do (Thelwall, 2001b). 
" Mathematical regularities, which are similar to those identified in formal 
publications, have been identified on the Web (Rousseau, 1997; Broder et al., 
2000; Price & Thelwall, 2005, to appear). 
" Co-linked and co-linking, which are from co-citations and bibliographic 
coupling in bibliometrics, help to identify useful clusters on the Web (Larson, 
1996; Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2004). 
The above evidence gives some confidence that it is feasible to further apply 
bibliometric techniques to webometric studies. Most academic link analyses have 
operated at the university level and within a single country. This is because 
firstly, universities are large enough aggregation units for conducting significant 
statistical studies; secondly, international link analysis is more complicated. 
However, universities are multidisciplinary by nature, and various disciplines 
may employ the Web differently (Kling & McKim, 2000; Vaughan, 2002; Tang 
& Thelwall, 2003c). Link patterns identified at university level may hide these 
differences. Departments are typically subject orientated, and departmental link 
analysis has the potential to illustrate disciplinary link patterns. In this respect, 
this study concentrates on link analysis at departmental level and across country 
boundaries. This is also motivated by various citation patterns identified amongst 
different countries and disciplines in bibliometrics (Garfield, 1999; Glänzel & 
Schubert, 2001). 
Although the analogy between hyperlinks and citations triggered webometric 
studies, they are from different environments (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2001). 
Patterns that have been identified through citation analysis are typically regarded 
as formal scholarly communication, since journal articles form a formal portion 
of research outputs. In contrast, those identified through links are regarded as 
informal scholarly communication, as web pages contain various contents with 
very limited amount of formal research outputs (Wilkinson et at., 2003). As a 
result, caution must be exercised when applying bibliometric techniques to the 
Web. Most techniques from bibliometrics need to be adjusted before their 
application in webometrics. For example, the WIF has undergone extensive 
enhancements before it could be used reliably on the Web (Li, 2003), as 
discussed in section 2.5. There are also some techniques that are solely devised 
for webometric purposes. For example, the Alternative Document Model (ADM) 
is a technique used to count links through different heuristic-based models of 
web `documents' (Thelwall, 2002b), as discussed in section 2.4. 
Various techniques which have been applied at the university level, for example, 
the WIF, LP and Alternative Document Models, can also be applied at the 
departmental level. The next section describes briefly these terms. However, link 
analyses at departmental level are more complicated than those at university 
level. It is more difficult to collect both the web and non-web data for 
departments than for universities. For example, the number of departmental 
interlinks is sparse compared with those of universities (Harries et al., 2004), and 
there are less departmental reports with regard to authoritative research measures 
and number of academic staff members. 
1.2 Key Terminologies 
This section defines and explains some basic link terminologies that are 
frequently used in this thesis. 
I: www. ph. bham. ac. uk II: www. phy. bris. ac. uk 
Figure 1.1 Links between two Physics departments 
Figure 1.1, a simple example, is based on Björneborn's approach, which shows 
link relations between web nodes (Björneborn, 2001a). Circles stand for 
departments' web sites. Squares stand for web pages. Arrows between web 
pages, A, B and C represent links. The left circle, I: www. ph. bham. ac. uk, is the 
physics department in the University of Birmingham. The right one, II: 
www. phy. bris. ac. uk, is the physics department in Bristol University. The link 
from A to C is an external inlink to H. At the same time, it is also an external 
outlink from I. The link from A to B is an internal inlink (site self-link) of I. B 
and C are co-linked by A, while A and B are co-linking to (or coupled by) C. 
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Links from A and B to C are interlinks between the two physics departments. 
has two web pages, while II has one web page. 
The Web Impact Factor (WIF) is the number of inlinks received by a web site 
divided by the number of web pages within that web site (Ingwersen, 1998). The 
denominator can also be the number of academic staff members if the entity in 
question is a department or university (Thelwall, 2001b). Section 2.5 discusses 
the development and application of the WIF in detail. Another related link based 
metric is the Web Use Factor (WUF) (Thelwall, 2003b), which is the number of 
outlinks from a web site divided by the number of web pages within that web 
site. The only difference between the two is that the numerators are different. 
Link Propensity (LP) is the number of external inlinks to a university web site or 
collection of such sites, divided by the product of the number of academic staff 
members from both the source and target universities (if numbers of staff 
members are not available, numbers of web pages are used instead) (Smith & 
Thelwall, 2002). It shows the tendency of two web sites linking to each other. 
Section 2.9.4 describes the LP in detail. 
The Alternative Document Model (ADM) is a technique to count links between 
web nodes at different aggregations of document levels through manipulating 
their urls (Thelwall, 2002b). The rationale is to remove large numbers of 
repeated links, which may render other individually created links meaningless, at 
a higher document level. Section 2.4 discusses this technique in detail. 
More terminology can be found in glossary of the thesis. 
1.3 Research Aims and Objectives 
This research aims at identifying departmental link patterns. In brief, the main 
objectives for this project are to 
" Validate departmental link data 
" Identify departmental link patterns along country and disciplinary lines 
1.3.1 Validation of Departmental Link Data 
In order to validate departmental link data, both correlation tests between 
research measures and link counts, and a target page classification scheme have 
been conducted in this study. This serves to test whether links to departments 
associate with research. If the result is positive, then the link patterns identified 
may disclose underlying informal scholarly communication on the Web amongst 
departments, which may be ignored otherwise. 
1. Correlation tests 
Citation counts are regarded as the most relevant data set to compare with link 
data, since the analogy between them triggered webometric research. Link counts 
have been compared with citation counts at three different levels. These are: 
" Link versus citation counts 
" Link counts per academic staff member versus citation counts per 
academic staff member 
" Link counts per web page versus citation counts per publication (CPP) 
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A technique is introduced to count citations for departments in a semi-automatic 
way from the Web of Science (ISI, 2005). Section 5.2.4 describes this in detail. 
When other research quantitative indicators are reported at university level or do 
not exist at all, citation counts can always be a choice in the correlation tests. 
In addition to citation counts, other publicly accessible research measures have 
also been applied in the correlation tests to further validate the departmental link 
data from different aspects. 
2. Target page classification scheme 
Since significant correlations do not imply causation, link motivation analysis 
must be conducted to further interpret link patterns identified. A target page 
classification scheme, which is completed by visiting source pages when 
necessary, is applied for this purpose. With regard to sparse numbers of 
departmental interlinks, whole population of target pages were studied. Section 
5.4 describes this issue in detail. 
1.3.2 Identification of Departmental Link Patterns 
In order to get a full picture of the departmental link patterns, four different 
aspects can be studied. These are: 
1. General web use 
2. National peer interlinking 
3. International peer interlinking 
4. Interactions with different top level domains 
The first aspect illustrates a set of department's web capacity with regard to their 
ability of to publish, to make and to attract links on the Web. The second shows 
how well a set of departments interlinks with their national peers. The third 
shows the ability of a set of departments to attract inlinks from international 
peers. The fourth has the potential to illustrate how a set of departments interacts 
with other web areas. 
1.3.3 New Departmental Link Analysis Techniques and Methods 
Needed 
This study concentrates on investigating new techniques and methods, which can 
be applied to 
1. Collecting departmental link data. Existing techniques for university link data 
collection must be adjusted to suit their uses for departments. Section 5.1.2 
describes these in detail. 
2. Conducting correlation tests. The literature shows that authoritative research 
measures, which are used in the correlation tests, are mainly reported at the 
university level. A semi-automatic technique to count citations for 
departments is needed to overcome this problem. Section 5.2.4 describes this 
in detail. 
3. Identifying various departmental link patterns. Four different aspects of 
departmental link patterns have been investigated in order to better 
understand the phenomena. A new link based metric is needed to indicate the 
ability of a set of departments attracting international peer inlinks from two 
other countries. Section 5.5 explains this in detail. 
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1.4 Research Contributions 
This study proposes: 
1. A method to collect departmental link data; 
2. A semi-automatic technique to count citations for departments, in order to 
carry out the correlation tests; 
3. A method to validate departmental link data; 
4. A novel link based metric, which can be used to indicate a set of 
departments' ability in attracting international peer inlinks. 
Finally, this thesis presents a method that can be used to identify departmental 
link patterns along country and disciplinary lines from four different aspects. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
Figure 1.2 describes diagrammatically the outline of this thesis. 
Chapter 1 General Introduction 
chapter 2 Literature 
Review 
Chapter 3 Prelimin xy 
Research 
Chapter 4 Research Design 
end M echo dolo gy 
Chapter 5 Experimental 
Procedure 
Chapter 6 Validation Tests 
II Chapter 7 National and 
DisciplinaryL. inkingDifferences 
Chapter 8 Discussion 
Chapter 9 Conclusion and 
Future Work 
Figure 1.2 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 reviews related work. The underlying connection between 
webometrics and bibliometrics is the analogy between hyperlinks and citations. 
The similarities and differences between citations and hyperlinks are discussed in 
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section 2.2. Section 2.3 compares search engines and a bespoke web crawler 
SocSciBot with regard to their pros and cons in link data collection. The ADM 
technique is reviewed in detail in section 2.4. Section 2.5 reviews the origin and 
development of WIF. Section 2.6 discusses the correlation tests for link data 
validation in the context of bibliometric studies. Section 2.7 reviews various 
research measures for `evaluating research output'. Section 2.7.1 broadly reviews 
existing research measures, while section 2.7.2 discusses and compares those that 
have been applied in link data correlation tests. Citation counts were regarded as 
the most relevant ones. Section 2.8 discusses link motivation analysis in the 
context of citation motivation analysis. Finally, section 2.9 discusses techniques 
applied in previous link analysis to identify link patterns. 
Chapter 3 describes two preliminary findings before the main study in this thesis. 
They support the research design described in chapter 4, and the experimental 
procedure in chapter 5. 
The first preliminary finding deals with the correlation tests between link and 
research measures for the 79 UK computer science departments who submitted 
in the RAE 2001. The significant result gave some confidence that departments 
are large enough units to carry out link analysis. The departments' link structure 
was extracted from existing universities' link data from SocSciBot without repeat 
crawling. Inlinks from different domains to the departments were counted 
through AltaVista. 
The second second preliminary finding is that a higher proportion of English 
pages in a university web site attracts more international inlinks, at least amongst 
the fourteen Western European countries analysed. As a result of this, the 
departments in this study are chosen from English speaking countries: Australia, 
Canada and the UK. This is to ensure that link patterns identified are not affected 
by the linguistic effects. 
Chapter 4 describes the research design and methodology that are applied in this 
study. A quantitative method is applied in this study. This chapter describes the 
research hypothesis, research design and methods. The main research hypotheses 
are: departmental link data is a valid information source to disclose informal 
scholarly communication between departments; and departmental link patterns 
differ along country and disciplinary lines, even for similar subjects. Section 4.1 
explains the motivations for this research hypothesis. Section 4.2.1 discusses 
why the populations for this study have been selected. Section 4.2.2 describes the 
design structure of departmental link data validation, which includes correlation 
tests between research measures and link counts, and a target page type 
classification scheme. Section 4.2.3 discusses the design structure of link pattern 
identification, which is investigated through four different aspects. Section 4.3 
describes the general research procedure and statistical methods used in this 
study. 
Chapter 5 describes the experimental procedure details used to conduct the 
research, step by step. This follows the general research procedure introduced in 
section 4.3.1. Chapter 6 reports the results of the validation tests: correlation 
coefficient values and the departmental target page types. Chapter 7 reports the 
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results with regard to the four aspects for each set of departments. Different link 
patterns were then identified along both country and disciplinary lines. 
Departments with outstandingly good or bad web exploitation were reported. 
Chapter 8 discusses the difficulties encountered for departmental link analysis, 
with regard to web and non-web data collection, and the classification of the 
target page types. Apparent outliers in the linear diagrams of chapter 6 were 
identified, and reasons were tracked down. Link patterns identified in chapter 7 
were also discussed to seek the underlying reasons. Chapter 9 concludes the 
project and suggests some interesting future research directions. 
1.6 Summary 
The structural similarity between hyperlinks and citations has encouraged 
information scientists to apply bibliometric techniques to webometric studies. 
Previous academic link analysis is mainly at university level, while relatively less 
has been studied at departmental level. Universities are multidisciplinary by 
nature, and link patterns identified at university level may hide different web 
uses from various disciplines. In this context, this study focuses on departmental 
link analysis, since departments are subject oriented and departmental 
interlinking may therefore illustrate interesting disciplinary link patterns. 
In this respect, this study addresses the following two main issues: 
" Whether departmental link counts are valid to convey useful information 
about informal scholarly communication. 
" Whether there are any differences in link patterns for departments along 
country and disciplinary lines. 
The first issue deals with both correlation tests and link motivation analysis. In 
contrast, the second issue investigates into four different aspects to illustrate a 
holistic picture of various departmental web uses along country and disciplinary 
lines. 
This study reviews relevant academic link analysis in the context of bibiometric 
studies. Existing techniques and methods were discussed and compared to find 
out whether they are suitable for this study. Some techniques that have been used 
in link analysis at university level, such as, WIFs, LPs and ADMs, can also be 
applied at departmental level. However, departmental link analysis involves 
more complexities. This study concentrates on investigating new techniques and 
methods that are suitable for link analysis at departmental level. 
The departmental link data has been collected through AltaVista and SocSciBot. 
This study introduces a method to extract departmental link structure from 
existing university link data from the SocSciBot without repeat crawling. 
Citation counts are regarded as the most relevant research measures to carry out 
the correlation tests. This study proposes a semi-automatic technique to count 
citations for departments from the ISI's Web of Science. 
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With regard to link motivation analysis, the study proposes a classification 
scheme for target pages, which is completed by visiting source pages when 
necessary. 
In addition to LP, `adapted mean international peer inlinks' is proposed to 
indicate a set of departments' ability to attract international peer inlinks from two 
other countries. 
In short, this study focuses on departmental link data validation and link pattern 
identification. 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The work presented in this thesis focuses on departmental level link analysis. 
Since the structural similarity between hyperlinks and citations has encouraged 
information scientists to apply bibliometric techniques to webometric studies, 
section 2.2 describes the similarities and differences between hyperlinks and 
citations. 
In particular, this thesis describes how to: 
(1) Validate a set of link data. A search engine and a bespoke web crawler are 
used to collect the link data. Section 2.3 describes each of them in detail. A 
webometrics technique, called the Alternative Document Models (ADM), has 
been used to count the number of links at different aggregated document levels. 
A link-based metric, called the Web Impact Factor (WIF) is applied to compute 
the normalised number of links between departments. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 
subsequently describe each of them, and explain the reasons why they are 
applied in this study. 
Given the number of links collected and a set of WIF values, two approaches are 
used to validate the link data. These are 
(a) Correlation tests. They are used to calculate correlations between the link 
data and a number of research quantitative indicators. Section 2.6 
describes this issue in detail. Section 2.7 discusses different research 
measures for the correlation tests. 
(b) Link motivation analysis. Section 2.8 describes a number of different 
approaches which are used to identify the link motivation, and compares 
with those applied in citation motivation analysis. 
(2) Use the link data to identify patterns. Section 2.9 describes the existing 
techniques for identifying patterns from link data in the context of bibliometrics. 
2.2 The Similarities and Differences between Hyperlinks and 
Citations 
Hyperlinks and citations are from two different environments, with citations in 
traditional print publications and hyperlinks in web publications. However, the 
structural similarity between the two (directional links between documents), has 
attracted information scientists to apply techniques from bibliometrics to the 
Web (Larson, 1996; Almind & Ingwersen, 1997; Rodriguez i Gairfn, 1997; 
Ingwersen, 1998; Cronin, 2001; Prime-Claverie et al., 2002; Prime-Claverie & 
Beigbeder, 2004). 
2.2.1 The Similarities between Hyperlinks and Citations 
The similarities between hyperlinks and citations have been underscored by the 
new term `sitation' introduced by McKiernam (1996) and Rousseau (1997). 
Cronin (2001) claimed that `hypertext and citation indexing are a marriage made 
in heaven. ' Link analysis is thus regarded as a nature growth from citation 
analysis (Cronin, 2001; Borgman & Furner, 2002). 
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The structural resemblance between the two can be identified clearly through the 
graph theoretic point of view. Regardless of the content, the Web may be viewed 
as a directed graph, where web pages are connected by hyperlinks (Kleinberg, 
1999; Broder et al., 2000; Thelwall, 2001 a; Meghabghab, 2002; Prime-Claverie 
& Beigbeder, 2004; Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2004). In bibliometrics, citation 
networks of scientific publications are created by papers connected with citations 
(Garner, 1967; Hummon & Doreian, 1989; Egghe & Rousseau, 1990; Small, 
1999b). Björneborn (2004) uses a web node diagram to illustrate the link 
structure and define the basic link terminology. Based on his approach, figures 
2.1 and 2.2 show the structural similarities between hyperlinks and citations. 
Table 2.1 lists the structural comparison between the two diagrams. 
Figure 2.1 Web pages and hyperlinks Figure 2.2 Papers and citations 
The nodes in figure 2.1 can also be research units in webometrics. In addition to 
a web page, each node may represent a directory, a domain or a web site for a 
research group, a department, a university or a nation. In contrast, in figure 2.2, 
each node may represent a paper, an author, a journal, a research group, a 
department, a university or a nation. In figure 2.2, the self-citation line for node 
`e' is a dotted one since a naher cannot cite itself, although the other units can do. 
Table 2.1 Structural comparison between hvucrlinks and citations 
Figure 2.1 Figure 2.2 
A has an outlink to Ba has a reference to b 
B has an inlink from Ab has a citation from a 
B and C co-linked by Ab and c co-cited by a 
A and D co-linking to Ca and d coupled by c 
E has a selflink e has a self-citation (not for a node as a paper) 
D and E link to each other at the same time d and e cannot link to each other at the same time 
2.2.2 Some Key Differences between Hyperlinks and Citations 
Although hyperlinks and citations are similar in structure, they are different in 
nature. Citations are references given in books and articles, while hyperlinks are 
made between web pages. The dynamic, distributed, unorganised, anarchic 
nature of the Web implies that hyperlinks are more complicated than citations. 
Therefore, the analogy between the two should not be taken too far (Björneborn 
& Ingwersen, 2004). Some key differences are as follows: 
1. Different quality control. Articles have to pass through strict peer review; 
normally at least two reviewers are required to confirm that the quality of a 
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paper is suitable for publication. In comparison, the content of web pages 
often lack any quality guarantee. Web creators have the freedom to publish 
anything or point to anywhere on the Web. 
2. Different motivation types. Although there are more and more online 
journals, a serious issue is that any sort of content can appear on the Web. In 
addition to peer reviewed papers, lecture notes, preprints of draft papers, 
authors' CVs, hobbies, family information and religious content may appear 
on academic staff members' personal web pages (Wilkinson et al., 2003; Bar- 
Ilan, 2004a; Harries et al., 2004). 
3. Different stability. Once citations between papers have been established, they 
are irreversible (Glänzel, 2003). In contrast, web pages and hyperlinks are 
dynamic since they can be updated easily (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997; 
Lawrence et al., 2001; Koehler, 2002; Markwell & Brooks, 2002). 
4. Different certainty. Normally papers have one or many authors, and a clear 
publishing date. However, it is difficult to get the exact publication date of 
web pages, and also authors of web pages can not always be identified 
(Egghe, 2001). 
5. Different currency. The information from the Web is normally more current 
than books and papers. Some new techniques, which cannot be found in 
books or papers, may be found on the Web. 
6. Self-links are different from self-citations. A self-link is an inlink from the 
same site, which is also called an internal link (Ingwersen, 1998; Smith, 
1999a). A self-citation is defined as a citation where the citing and cited 
papers share at least one author (Snyder & Bonzi, 1998; Borgman & Furner, 
2002; van Raan & van Lceuwen, 2002). Self-links mostly serve navigational 
purposes rather than to endorse the target pages (Smith, 1999a; Björneborn & 
Ingwersen, 2004). Self-citations, however, usually indicate that authors build 
on their previous work (Bonzi & Snyder, 1991; Katz & Hicks, 1997; Glänzel 
& Thus, 2004), although with accusation of egotism (Baird & Oppenheim, 
1994). 
7. Structural difference. Citations are uni-directional, while hyperlinks can be 
bi-directional, as shown in table 2.1. Web pages can link to each other 
regardless of their publication date. In comparison, only earlier published 
papers can be cited by later published ones, not vice versa, although it is also 
possible for authors to cite each other's paper at the same time through 
`invisible colleges' (Egghe, 2000). A web page can link to different parts of 
itself. However, a paper cannot cite itself. 
The differences between hyperlinks and citations, however, have not sounded the 
death knell for webometrics, although they call for research to establish how 
hyperlink analysis relates to citation analysis. As part of this, WIFs have been 
found to correlate with non-web research measures not only at university level 
but also at departmental level (Thelwall, 2004b). The majority of links between 
universities are academic related (Wilkinson et al., 2003). Link patterns therefore 
illustrate informal scholarly communication, which ensure that `the sometimes 
overlooked inputs and influences of technicians, mentors, trusted assessors and 
sundry collaborators could more easily be factored into the recognition' (Cronin, 
2001). Other informal scholarly communication, such as those through private 
conversations, e-mails, meetings, and unpublished letters etc. may be lost without 
any record. 
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2.3 Web Data Collection 
In order to quantitatively investigate the Web, reliable data must first be 
collected. Two search engines and a bespoke web crawler have been used for 
collecting academic link data. They both have advantages and disadvantages. 
Search engines are suitable for large web areas, while a bespoke web crawler is 
for small web areas. 
2.3.1 Search Engines 
Search engine performance is a very important component in webometric 
research, as earlier information scientists relied on search engines to collect link 
data. AltaVista (2001) and AliTheWeb (2002) have been used to count the 
number of link pages or web pages for webometric research (Ingwersen, 1998; 
Smith, 1999c; Chu et al., 2002; Smith & Thelwall, 2002; Vaughan, 2002), 
because they have relevant advanced search facilities (Sullivan, 2001 a). Smith & 
Thelwall (2002) used both AltaVista and AllTheWeb in their study. The syntaxes 
(now defunct) below were used to count the number of link pages linking from 
the UK academic domain to Australian universities. 
AltaVista: host:. ac. uk AND link: xxx. cdu. au 
A11TheWeb: url. host: ac. uk+link. all: xxx. edu. au 
Where xxx stands for the third level of the domain name of an Australian 
university. 
Google (2002) also has an advanced search facility, but it does not support the 
same level of Boolean querying as AltaVista or AllTheWcb. Google can only 
count all web pages linking to a given web page, but not to a given site. Its 
advanced search can limit the source to a given domain, but it cannot explicitly 
exclude all links from within the site itself, a second critical gap in its 
functionality for webometric data collection. Section 2.5.2 discusses the 
necessity of removing internal inlinks (site selflinks). Although Google is the 
most used search engine at the moment (Sullivan, 2001b; Sullivan, 2002), it is 
not recommended for collecting link data for link analysis purposes because of 
these limitations. 
It is free and convenient to use search engines to collect link data. Especially for 
a large web area, search engines can be the only choice for collecting link data, 
because it is not pragmatic for a self-designed crawler to cover the whole Web or 
even the web area of a single nation. 
Nevertheless, it is not reliable to collect link data through commercial search 
engines. The reason being: 
1. Limited and uneven coverage of the Web. Given the large size of the Web, 
search engines can only index proportions of it (Lawrence & Giles, 1999). 
Furthermore, they cover the Web unevenly. Firstly, different search engines 
cover different parts of the Web, and the overlap among their coverage is 
very small (Bharat & Broder, 1998; Bar-Ilan, 2001). It is not surprising that 
different search engines return various results for same queries (Snyder & 
Rosenbaum, 1999). Secondly, one search engine not only may cover some 
domains more than the others, but also cover some web sites more than the 
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others within one domain (Thelwall, 2000). Search engines find new web 
pages according to: user registrations of new sites and links from previously 
indexed pages. The results from a search engine can only be relatively 
reliable, if the web sites searched are similarly registered and covered by the 
search engine. 
2. Fluctuations of search results. Search engines may lose information. URLs 
that were returned by a search engine may disappear at a later query from the 
same search engine, even if the urls continue to exist and are relevant to the 
search topic (Bar-Ilan, 1999; Mettrop & Nieuwenhuysen, 2001). Results from 
same search engines may not be consistent even within one day (Bar-Ilan, 
1999; Rousseau, 1999). 
3. The opaqueness of search algorithms. Search engines are mostly for business 
purposes. Search algorithms are normally commercial secrets. They can be 
changed drastically without acknowledging the users (Pandia, 2004). 
Hence, search engine results can only be regarded as indicative rather than 
definite values. In order to get reliable results, it is necessary for information 
scientists to create their own crawler (Bar-Ilan, 2001). The next section describes 
such a crawler in detail. 
2.3.2 SocSciBot: A Bespoke Web Crawler for Academic Web Sites 
Thelwall (2001f; 2001c) has designed a web crawler named SocSciBot to 
overcome some of the problems of search engines. Essentially, the crawler starts 
from the home page of a university web site, extracts all its links and then 
downloads all of the pages found that are on the same site. This process is 
repeated until all links have been followed. It more rigorously identifies and 
eliminates duplicate pages within a web site, as well as mirror sites that are not 
created by the staff members or students within a university. Through the use of 
the data collected in this way, researchers have more control over the extent of 
coverage of sites, and can also be in control of the algorithm used to count links 
from the database. 
An important advantage to SocSciBot is its ability to deliver link data in such a 
form that it can be used in more complex counting methods. Alternative 
Document Models (ADMs) can be used to count the number of links at different 
document levels, for example, to count links among directories, domains or 
whole university sites. This will be discussed in detail in section 2.4. 
A key drawback to the SocSciBot, as mentioned before, is that as a personal 
crawler, it is not suitable for large-scale studies. Another drawback is that 
personal crawlers can only cover the publicly indexable web pages: those that 
can be accessed by following links from a homepage, or a set of seed urls if the 
homepage does not contain any links. Web pages that are not linked directly or 
indirectly by the homepage or the seed urls of a university will be missed, even if 
they are linked to by web pages outside the university. Search engines may index 
the latter, as they identify web pages by following links from its known url lists, 
which are for the whole Web rather than a limited web site. 
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2.3.3. A Comparison between Search Engines and the SocSciBot 
Search engines have to cover a significant proportion of the Web, and the priority 
of a search engine is to respond to a user's query efficiently rather than 
comprehensively. A search engine that is slow or does not tend to provide 
relevant results in the first page is likely to lose customers. Being business- 
driven, they may sacrifice their accuracies for performances (Bar-Ilan, 2001). 
Compared with search engines, the SocSciBot enables a more scientific approach 
by covering individual web sites comprehensively within specified parameters 
(Thelwall, 2002e). The counts of links or web pages from the databases collected 
by SocSciBot are consistent, stable and under control in contrast with those 
returned from search engines. 
Both SocSciBot and commercial search engines are useful in webometrics 
research. Search engines index more link pages than the SocSciBot, as they have 
the ability to remember old link pages and can follow link pages outside the 
university in question. Regardless of the differences between the two, they 
broadly produce similar results in academic web areas (Thelwall, 2001b; Smith 
& Thelwall, 2002). If the object of a study focuses on a small web area, and 
accuracy of the data is a high priority, or if the link counts are at different ADMs 
levels, then the SocSciBot is the choice. If a large web area is the object of a 
study, search engines can be used. 
2.4 Alternative Document Models 
Citations, the counterpart of hyperlinks in bibliometrics, are counted between 
different papers. The basic counting unit for both source and target is a scholarly 
paper. For instance, when counting citations between journals, if a paper in a 
journal is cited by two papers in another journal, the citation count of the journal 
is two. Even if a paper in the first journal is cited many times in different parts by 
a paper in the second journal, the citation count for the first journal is only one. 
No matter at which aggregation level the counting is taken place, such as 
individual, group, department, university or nation, the counting unit remains the 
same as a scholarly paper (Melin & Persson, 1996). 
When counting links on the Web through search engines, a web page is normally 
the default unit. The number of links to a web page is assessed to be the number 
of web pages that contain at least one link to that web page (Björneborn & 
Ingwersen, 2004). This is different from citation counting, where the counting 
unit is always a paper, and different pages within one paper are regarded as one 
unit. The web page is not necessarily the best unit for counting links (Smith, 
1999c; Thelwall, 2002b). For example, one online database may be broken down 
into several screen-sized pages, and links pointing to them may arise from a 
single motivation. The huge number of similar links may render other 
individually created links meaningless (Thelwall, 2004b). 
The ADMs technique groups web pages from both source and target to different 
document levels according to their urls. The aim of the ADMs is to aggregate 
and remove repeated links at a higher document level. The rationale behind this 
is that similar web pages may be organised within one directory or domain. For 
example, a department's web site may have a same domain name, and a staff s 
web site may be within a same directory under the department domain. 
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Below are descriptions of the ADMs, where A is a source university and B is a 
target university. 
" Pie ADM At the page level, the original link data is transformed into 
page link data by truncating the urls of links from A to B before the first # 
to avoid repeated links to different parts of the same web page. Duplicate 
links from the same page are then removed. The link counts from A to B 
are the number of links in A that target B. 
" Directory ADM At the directory model level, the original link data is 
transformed into directory link data, by truncating before the last slash of 
the urls of all source pages. Duplicated directories are merged into one 
directory, and repeated links within each directory are removed. Links are 
then counted as above. 
" Domain ADM At the domain model level, the link data is transformed 
into domain link data, by truncating the source page urls after the first 
slash following the domain name. Then the same domains are merged, 
and duplicate links are removed within each domain. Links are then 
counted as above. 
" University ADM For the university model, the whole university will be 
regarded as the unit for counting links. One university can have one link 
to another, if any page in A targets any page in B, otherwise none. 
In addition to the above mentioned four ADMs, three `range ADMs' have been 
devised by Thelwall & Wilkinson (2003b). The rationale behind these range 
models is: even counting links from the source site at the domain level may still 
produce anomalies. For example, the same person might be authorized to use 
multiple domains within a university and create repeated links to a target page, or 
people in different domains within the source site might share the information 
from the target site. Details of the three range ADMs are as follows. 
" Page range ADM With the Page range model, the whole source 
university A is regarded as one unit, and duplicate links to the same target 
page are eliminated. The count of links is the same as above. 
" Directory range ADM With the Directory range model, the whole source 
university A is regarded as one unit, and duplicate links to the same target 
directory are eliminated. The count of links is the same as above. 
" Domain range ADM With the Domain range model, the whole source 
university A is regarded as one unit, and duplicate links to the same target 
domain are eliminated. The count of links is the same as above. 
An example is given to illustrate how to count links with different ADMs 
between two universities: A and B. Figure 2.3 shows web pages in university A 
and web pages in university B. The diagram is based on Björneborn (2001a). 
Circles are domains, squares are web pages and triangles are directories. Each 
web page in A has a link to each web page in B (not shown). Table 2.2 shows the 
results of link counts between A and B. 
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Figure 2.3 A Björneborn diagram of two imaginary web sites 
Table 2.2 Number of links with different ADMs from University A to University B 
Model name Source (unit) Target (unit) Links from A to B 
Page Web page Web page 12 
Directory Directory Directory 6 
Domain Domain Domain 4 
University Whole university Whole university 1 
Page range Whole university Web page 4 
Directory range Whole university Directory 3 
Domain range Whole university Domain 2 
The advantage of the ADM technique is that large number of repeated links, 
which may render other links meaningless, can be effectively removed at higher 
aggregation document levels. The repeated links can be credit links on multiple 
pages of a single site, mass collections of database links or large number of links 
to individual resource-related web pages/sites. Links counted at directory, 
domain and range directory ADMs remove link anomalies more efficiently than 
other document models at university level (Thelwall, 2002b; Thelwall & 
Wilkinson, 2003b). 
The ADM technique may help to trace link anomalies amongst departments. 
Normally when anomalies appear, no significant correlations can be identified 
between link counts and research measures. If the correlation between link 
counts and research outputs at page level is not significant, but those at directory, 
domain and university levels are significant, then the anomalies may well appear 
at the page level. Through analyzing apparent outliers in diagrams between link 
and research measures, reasons of link anomalies can be identified. 
There are also some limitations for applying the ADM technique to count links: 
1. Not every type of link anomalies can be removed. The type of anomalies 
caused by individual very popular web pages hosted in lower research output 
universities cannot be removed through any pure document model (Thelwall, 
2002b). 
2. Useful information may be lost while removing link anomalies. For example, 
two universities that are substantially linked to each other may indicate a 
closer relationship. At the university ADM document level, however, the link 
count can only be either 0 (with none links between universities) or 1 
regardless of the actual number of links between them. 
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3. Search engines cannot be used to count links at different ADMs document 
levels, as they normally count links with web page as their default document 
unit. It is impossible to count links at different ADMs document levels in a 
large-scale study. 
4. ADMs may not be as efficient in removing anomalies at departmental level 
as at university level. It is natural to organize web pages into different 
document units according to their urls. However, the heuristics are not as 
solid as per paper per document in bibliometrics, as there is no convention for 
the organization of urls on the Web. Within one university, some 
departments' web sites may be organized under individual domain names, 
others under different directories. It is also possible for the personal web sites 
from academic staff members in a department to be organized under the 
university domain name, even if that department has its own domain name. 
This will not prove to be a big problem at university level, as universities 
normally have many different departments, and this may average the 
differences out. At departmental level, this may be a big issue as a 
department may either be organized under a domain or a directory. 
2.5 The Development and Application of the Web Impact Factor 
The Web Impact Factor (WIF) is an adaptation of the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) 
on the Web. This is based on the analogy between hyperlinks and citations, as 
explained in section 2.2. 
2.5.1 The Origin of the WIF 
A journal that publishes more papers may receive more citations. In order to get 
a fairer comparison between journals, it is better to divide the number of citations 
a journal received by the number of papers that journal has published (Garfield, 
1955). The JIF is the number of citations received in the current year by papers 
published in a journal during the previous two years, divided by the number of 
papers published within that period (ISI, 2001 a). The JIF can be calculated based 
on the articles published in the previous one year if the field is a rapidly changing 
one, or based on the articles of more than two years if the field in question is less 
current (Garfield, 1999). 
The JIF not only can help librarians to decide which journals to purchase, but 
also can help authors to decide suitable ones to submit to. Normally the most 
prestigious journals have low acceptance rates, but high JIF values. The JIF has 
also been used to estimate citations for a paper by granting or policy agencies, to 
bypass the work of counting the real number of citations (Garfield, 1999). The 
worth of a paper can be estimated through the JIF value, especially if the paper is 
new and has not yet had an opportunity to receive citations. However, this 
application has been criticized (Moed, 2002; van Raan, 2005). 
The WIF is the application of the JIF to the Web (Rodriguez i Gairin, 1997; 
Ingwersen, 1998). Generally speaking, the WIF is the number of links to a site 
divided by the number of web pages inside the site in question. Ingwersen (1998) 
defined three types of WIF: internal, external and overall. For the internal WIF of 
a web site, the numerator is the number of internal inlinks (site selflinks); for the 
external WIF, the numerator is the number of inlinks counted from outside; for 
the overall WIF, the numerator is the number of inlinks from both within and 
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outside. The denominators all remain the same: the number of web pages within 
the web site in question. 
Early WIF calculations gave disappointing results (Smith, 1999c; Thelwall, 
2000; Thomas & Willett, 2000; Bjömeborn & Ingwersen, 2001). The next 
section describes the problems involved in early WIF calculations. 
2.5.2 Problems with Early WIF Calculations 
Problems with early WIF calculations are: 
1. Internal inlinks in numerator. Internal inlinks may serve as navigational tools, 
as mentioned in section 2.2.2. In general, the larger a web site, the more 
internal inlinks it will have. In contrast, inlinks from outside indicate a more 
definite intention to point to target pages, and therefore contain more 
valuable information. It is not, however, always easy to separate internal 
from external inlinks. For example, the School of Computing and 
Information Technology (www. scit. wlv. ac. uk) is a subsite of the University 
of Wolverhampton (www. wlv. ac. uk). Should the links from the parent site to 
the subsite be regarded as internal or external? As the inlinks are still within 
the same university web site, they are normally regarded as internal. 
2. Unreliability of search engines. As discussed in section 2.3, the search 
engines used to collect the link data have inherent deficiencies. The results 
from AltaVista were especially unstable before it was re-launched in October 
1999 (Rousseau, 1999; Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2001). Logically identical 
Boolean queries gave different results, and information scientists had to 
design methods to mitigate this effect (Ingwersen, 1998; Smith, 1999c). 
3. Number of web pages as denominator. The original WIF denominators were 
the number of web pages in the target web site/sites. This includes another 
source of uncertainty, as there is no convention for web page output format. 
One document can be displayed in one web page, or separated into several 
screen-sized pages. For example, one online document attracts 100 inlinks 
from outside. If the document is represented by one huge web page, the WIF 
for this document is 100, while if the document is represented by 100 smaller 
pages, the WIF for this document will be only 1. This shows how the results 
can be affected by the way in which documents are presented on the Web. 
2.5.3 WIF Enhancements 
A number of mechanisms have been introduced to solve the problems mentioned 
above. Currently internal inlinks are ignored in almost all link studies. 
Denominators are often numbers of academic staff members rather than numbers 
of web pages. This removes the uncertainty about the number of web pages 
(Thelwall, 2001b; Smith & Thelwall, 2002). The number of academic staff 
member is a better representative of a university's research capacity than other 
measures, such as the overall budget of a university or the number of equivalent 
full time students etc. The WIF thus becames ̀ a hybrid calculation combining 
web information with another source' (Thelwall, 2001b). 
In order to get rid of the instability of search engines, as described in section 2.3, 
Thelwall created SocSciBot to crawl a subset of the Web extensively and 
accurately. Given these enhancements, significant correlations between WIFs 
and non-Web research measures were found not only in the UK (Thelwall, 
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2001b; Thelwall, 2002a) but also in Australia (Smith & Thelwall, 2002), Taiwan 
(Thelwall & Tang, 2003), and Mainland China (Tang & Thelwall, 2002). 
Significant correlation coefficients were found mainly at the university level, but 
also at the departmental level (Li et al., 2003b; Tang & Thelwall, 2003b). 
The significant correlations found between WIF values and research measures in 
different countries and at different academic levels, gave some confidence that 
WIF as link metric is valid to give some useful information. The validation of 
link metrics through correlation tests will be discussed in the next section. 
Another related link metric, Web Use Factor (WUF) (Thelwall, 2003b), is the 
normalised number of external outlinks from a web site (Thelwall, 2003b). The 
only difference is that the numerator for WUF is the number of external outlinks 
rather than inlinks. 
2.6 Correlation Tests for Link Data 
A correlation test is useful to help find out whether a new data set is related to 
another known source (Thelwall, 2005, to appear). In bibliometrics, many 
correlation tests have been conducted not only between publication counts and 
research quality (Moed et al., 1985; Rinia et al., 1998), but also between citation 
counts and research quality (Cole & Cole, 1967; Cole & Cole, 1973; Oppenheim, 
1995; Oppenheim, 1997; Norris & Oppenheim, 2003; Aksnes & Taxt, 2004). 
Oppenheim (2000) suggested several correlation tests between patent citations 
and other factors (e. g. renewals, sales and profits) to validate the patent citations. 
Similar correlation tests have been conducted between link and research 
measures in webometric studies with significant results (Thelwall, 2001b; Smith 
& Thelwall, 2002; Thelwall, 2002a). Research measures, which have been used 
to compare with link counts will be discussed in the next section. 
Although correlation tests are useful to support the interpretations of a data set, 
they do not imply that one is the cause of the other. A significant correlation 
between two phenomena may be caused by an unrelated factor that influences 
both sides (Vaughan, 2001). Chen et al. (1998) found significant correlations 
between the thirteen Scottish computer science departments' inlinks and their 
organisational profiles, but the size of departments were not taken into account. 
Normally larger institutions have more academic staff members, receive more 
research funding, produce more research outputs, have better reputation and 
attract more external inlinks. Hence significant correlations between link counts 
and research outputs may be caused by the underlying size effect (Smith, 1999c). 
Once the size effect has been removed through dividing both sides by the number 
of academic staff members, there are still some significant correlations between 
WIFs and research averages (Thelwall, 2001b; Smith & Thelwall, 2002; 
Thelwall, 2002a; Li et al., 2003b; Tang & Thelwall, 2003c). The correlation 
coefficient values between WIFs and research averages are even higher when 
only research related links are included. This may indicate that research 
performance is one of the reasons for universities to attract external inlinks 
(Thelwall, 2001b). Universities normally do not publish their research output on 
their public accessible web sites, and all sorts of contents can appear on the 
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academic web sites (Wilkinson et al., 2003). Links hence cannot be used to 
measure research, even if only research related links are included. 
The correlations between WIFs with links unrelated to research and research 
averages are also significant (Thelwall, 2001b). The explanation may be that the 
abilities of university web sites to attract inlinks are influenced directly or 
indirectly through the availability of computing resources or the development of 
technological know-how. For example, some universities with extraordinary 
larger WIF values relative to their research averages were found to have larger 
proportions of computer related academic staff members (Thelwall, 2001b). It is 
necessary to conduct studies on link creation motivations in order to fully 
understand the causation of the significant correlation results. Section 2.8 
discusses this issue in detail. 
Based on the significant correlation results, an association between links and 
research can be established. This makes it possible to disclose a perspective of 
research relationship amongst universities on the Web through link analysis. 
This is different from those identified through citation analysis which are based 
on formal scholarly communication. Through the motivation analysis of 
university interlinking, the kind of relationship is found to be informal scholarly 
communication (Wilkinson et al., 2003). This is not to replace but to complement 
those patterns identified through formal scholarly communications. 
In addition to validating and interpreting link data, correlation tests have also 
been conducted to identify better mechanisms for link analysis. For example, the 
most significant correlation between link counts and research measures can be 
used to indicate the best ADM document model (Thelwall, 2002b; Thelwall & 
Wilkinson, 2003b). For example, if the correlation between domain ADM link 
counts and research measures is the most significant amongst other ADM 
document models, then this is some evidence that the domain ADM can be 
regarded as the most appropriate model to count links. 
2.7 Evaluating Research Output 
This section discusses different existing research measures, which are used to 
evaluate research output. In particular, various research quantitative indicators, 
which have been compared with link counts in previous webometric studies, are 
discussed and compared. 
2.7.1 Existing Research Measures 
Broadly speaking, there are two types of research measures, peer review and 
quantitative indicators. Peer review is good at judging research quality, which 
has a multidimensional character (Moed et al., 1985), while quantitative 
indicators are good to illustrate research impact, which is regarded as one aspect 
of research quality (van Raan, 1996). 
2.7.1.1 Evaluating Research Output through Peer Review 
Peer review is to judge the quality of research from individuals, research groups 
or programs by colleague-scientists, peers (van Raan, 2000). It is the principle 
mechanism to assess research quality. However, it has limitations. The major 
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issue is its subjectivity (Moxham & Anderson, 1992). Peer judgement may be 
influenced by, 
9 Lack of awareness of quality; 
Conflict interests between reviewers and those to be evaluated (Bence & 
Oppenheim, 2004a); 
A bias against younger people or newcomer to a field. 
In comparison, quantitative indicators, which are discussed in the next 
subsection, are objective and help to enhance peer review through providing 
reviewers additional information. 
2.7.1.2 Evaluating Research Output through Quantitative Indicators 
Quantitative indicators include bibliometric and non-bibliometric indicators. 
1. Bibliometric indicators include, 
9 Publication counts 
" Citation counts 
" Patent counts 
" Patent citation counts 
The fact that an article has to go through peer review in order to be published, 
may suggest publication counts as quality indicators (Martin, 1996; 
Toutkoushian et al., 2003). However, publication counts are usually viewed as 
quantity rather than quality (Moravcsik, 1973). In contrast, citation counts attract 
more attention, since they can indicate the impact of a paper in the science 
community when they are applied to sufficiently large aggregates (Smith, 1981; 
van Raan, 1998). 
Patent indicators on a macro-level measure the economic or innovative strength 
of a country in a certain area, but not for lower levels of aggregation (Narin et al., 
2004). In comparison with citations, patent citations measure the commercial 
value of research rather than its academic quality. Ideally, both should be used 
because both are relevant. However, in reality, publication and citation counts are 
used more often than patent and patent citation counts for research evaluation 
purposes. The connection between research process and patents is not as 
immediate as between the research process and publications, since patent 
applications aim at commercial use. In addition, patent citations are more 
complicated than citations in publications. Firstly, patent citations are created by 
both the inventor and patent examiner or patent attorneys of the organization 
where the patent is granted (Vinkler, 1994; Meyer, 2000). Secondly, patent 
citations can be from either other patents or scientific publications (Ellis et al., 
1978). The latter is mainly used to track the transference of technology from 
science rather than measure research impact (Oppenheim, 2000). Section 2.9.2.1 
discusses this issue in detail. 
In this context, citation counts are normally regarded as the most useful 
bibliometric indicators. However, there are some concerns about their application 
as research performance indicators. Citations do not reflect all influences on a 
scientific work; the research performance cannot be identified through citations 
in situations below: 
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" `obliteration phenomenon' (Garfield, 1975). Techniques and theories become 
so well known that it is not necessary to cite the original sources (Oppenheim 
& Renn, 1978); 
" Influences that appear in acknowledgements (Cronin et al., 1993). 
" Informal communication (Edge, 1979). 
" `Mendel syndrome' (Garfield, 1979). Paper that is too advanced to get any 
citations. 
" Motivations of citation creation other than endorsing the quality of a paper 
(Borgman & Furner, 2002). Section 2.8.1.1 discusses citation motivations in 
detail. 
" The incompleteness of ISI databases and errors involved in it (REPP, 2003). 
Section 2.7.2.1 discusses this in detail. 
2. Non-bibliometric indicators include, 
" External funding 
" Research student data 
" Indicators of esteem 
External funding is a well accepted research performance indicator among 
scientists, since the award of a grant is normally based on peer review (Tognolini 
& Hattie, 1994). The dispute, however, is that it is research input rather than 
output. Section 2.7.6 discusses this issue in detail. 
Research student data has been used in various research evaluation schemes, 
such as the Australian funding scheme, the UK Research Assessment Exercise 
(RAE), and Dutch university research evaluations (Geuna & Martin, 2003). 
However, this measure may reflect more about teaching rather than research 
quality (Phillimore, 1989). 
Indicators of esteem include prizes, awards, membership of professional 
societies, editorial board membership, membership of grant review panels, 
invited talks at international conferences and guest visits (REPP, 2003). 
However, these indicate past rather than current research performances 
(Phillimore, 1989), and penalise younger scientists (Wood, 1990). 
2.7.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Research Measures Used in 
Webometric Studies 
This section discusses and compares various research measures that have been 
used in the correlation tests in previous webometric studies. The first subsection 
is about bibliometric indicators, in particular, citation counts. The second focuses 
on peer review evaluations, especially the UK RAE scores. The third discusses 
the research grants as research quantitative indicators. This section illustrates the 
context why various research measures have been applied to this study. 
2.7.2.1 Bibliometric Indicators 
1. Citation counts are the most relevant data set to compare with inlinks 
Publication counts, which were counted from ISI databases, were used to 
represent research output to compare with link counts for Australasian 
universities (Smith, 1999c). However, the correlation between external WIFs and 
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publications per academic staff member was not significant. This is not 
surprising, as discussed in section 2.7.1.2, because publication counts are good at 
indicating quantity rather than quality. Significant correlations have been found 
between WIFs and citation counts per academic staff member in a later study 
(Smith & Thelwall, 2001). The citations per academic staff member were from 
Asiaweek (2000). Tang & Thelwall (2003c) stressed that citation counts were 
more relevant to compare with `sitations' (inlinks). In that study, an `estimated 
citation impact', was compared with inlinks for US chemistry, psychology and 
history departments. Apart from that fewer links were found amongst the history 
departments, significant correlations were found between inlinks and `estimated 
citation impact' for both chemistry and psychology departments. A department's 
`estimated citation impact' was multiplying ISI citation impact factor in relevant 
field of a university by the publication counts for that department. The ISI 
citation impact factor (1997-2001) was from ISI Contract Research Services, 
while the publication counts were from ISI databases in 2000. 
As discussed in section 2.7.1.2, citation counts are normally the best single 
bibliometric indicator for measuring research performance. Recall, that it is the 
structural similarity between citations and hyperlinks that triggered the 
webometric studies. As a result, the most relevant research quantitative indicators 
to compare with link counts are citation counts. For example, the following 
related pairs could be used in the correlation tests: 
" Links versus citations; 
" WIFs with web page counts as denominators versus citations per 
publication (CPP); 
" WIFs with staff member counts as denominators versus citations per staff 
member 
2. Counting citations from ISI databases 
Eugene Garfield is the very person in the history of citation analysis. He 
published the seminal paper on citation indexes in 1955 (Garfield, 1955). He not 
only promoted the citation concept in research but also used it to create a 
business by establishing the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). The ISI 
(2005) has now indexed approximately 8,700 of the most prestigious, high 
impact research journals in the world. It includes three databases: Science 
Citation Index (SCI), Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and Arts & 
Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI). These databases make it possible to count 
citations automatically over a large scale for different disciplines. 
Generally there are two major approaches for counting citations at departmental 
level. One is querying academic staff members' names through the Web of 
Science (Oppenheim, 1995; Holmes & Oppenheim, 2001; ISI, 2001b; Norris & 
Oppenheim, 2003), and getting the citation counts for each department by 
accumulating citations that its academic staff members receive. Another method 
is a semi-automatic approach to get the relevant citation counts over ISI's 
databases by matching terms in the address part of each publication record 
(Moed et al., 1995; Bourke & Butler, 1998; Toutkoushian et al., 2003). 
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Regardless of the errors contained in the ISI databases (Moed, 2002; van Raan, 
2005), the first approach can count all citations indexed by the ISI for the 
academic staff members within a department, even if the publications are in 
different disciplines (e. g. staff members in physics department may publish 
papers in mathematics journals). The limitations for the approach are: firstly it 
may involve citation counts from authors with same surname and initials in other 
departments or even other countries; secondly it is only suitable for a small-scale 
citation count, since to collect the citation counts manually for a large number of 
staff members can be very error prone and time consuming. 
The second approach is more plausible to count citations in a large scale. The 
country name of the address part is well unified by the ISI. However, the 
situation is different under the country level. One university or department may 
have a variety of names in the ISI databases (Moed et al., 1995; van Raan, 2005). 
Thus the drawback is that a great deal of effort is needed to clean and unify the 
addresses of universities or departments in order to collect accurate citation 
counts for them. In order to avoid this, a compromised approach can be to count 
citations by matching part of an address which is unique to each department. For 
example, postcodes can be used for this purpose. The possible drawback for this 
is that not every address contains a postcode. As a result of this, some citations 
are simply lost. This should not be regarded as a problem if the data set is big 
enough. 
Issues for counting citations from ISI databases are as follows: 
" Coverage of publications. With regard to the coverage of publications, ISI 
claims to index the core journals in all research fields. As a result, its 
coverage of natural science is better than that of social science and 
humanities, as the latter relies heavily on publications other than journal 
papers, e. g. books, monographs and book chapters which are not 
significantly covered by ISI (Glänzel & Schoepflin, 1999; van Raan & 
van Lecuwen, 2002; Moed, 2005). This can be a big issue if citations are 
counted for departments in social science and humainites. 
" Mistakes within the ISI databases. Mistakes have been identified in ISI 
databases, as they are created for information retrieval rather than 
counting citations accurately (Wouters, 1999). The average rate of non- 
matching citing-cited references is about 7% (Moed, 2002). Errors in 
authors' names especially occur more often in non-English speaking 
countries (van Raan, 2005). When counting citations for research 
evaluation purposes, these errors should be corrected (van Raan, 2005). 
" Publication types. With regard to publication types, papers, letters, notes 
and reviews have been indexed in ISI databases. 
" Subject classification. The ISI classifies journals into different categories. 
Papers are classified according to journals that they belong to. A journal 
may cover more than one discipline and be allocated into different 
categories and may lead to repeat citation counting (Glänzel, 2003). 
Repeat journals for each discipline have to be removed before the 
citations are counted. 
" Multiple authorships. Despite the fact that one single authored paper in 
quantity equals to one multi-authored paper, it is difficult for counting 
citations to multi-authored papers, since a decision has to be made 
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whether the citations should be counted equally to each author or 
differently (Lindsey, 1980; Long & McGinnis, 1982). There are three 
approaches for this (Cronin & Overfelt, 1994): 
o `straight counts', citations are credited to only first authors. 
o `whole counts', citations are credited equally to each co-author the 
paper receives. 
o `adjusted counts', citations are allocated to each co-author 
according to their contributions to the paper. 
The `adjusted counts' approach is appealing. However, it is difficult to 
identify a consistent rule for it (Cronin & Overfelt, 1994; Laudel, 2002). 
Although `straight counts' illustrates the importance of first authors' 
contributions, it misses information of those junior staff members who 
normally are not first authors. In one study, the citations from `straight 
counts' and ̀ whole counts' correlated significantly (Lange, 2001). 
Self-citations. Self-citations are often included in the citation counts, 
since they usually indicate that authors build on their previous work (Katz 
& Hicks, 1997), and also Glänzel & Thus (2004) find out that at macro 
level, there is no need to exclude self-citations. 
Language preferences. ISI covers more English journals than non-English 
(van Raan, 2005). Citation counts may be lost to those non-English 
journals with various names (Ren & Zu, 2002). 
2.7.2.2 Ranking Schemes 
1. Different ranking schemes applied in previous correlation tests in 
webometrics. 
" AsiaWeek (2000): The Australasian universities' rankings from AsiaWeek 
were compared with university WIFs with no significant result (Smith & 
Thelwall, 2001). The reason may well be that the ranking scheme is not for 
all the Australasian universities, but only the top ones. The ranking scheme 
was based on data from 1999 questionnaires and supplemented by other 
sources. The overall score for each university was calculated by values 
including `academic reputation' (20%), `student selectivity' (25%), `faculty 
resources' (25%), `research' (20%), `financial resources' (10%). Weight of 
each value is in brackets. 
" NetBig (2001): The ranks of Chinese universities from NetBig's 
`Comprehensive Ranking 2001' were compared with relevant number of 
inlinks with significant correlation coefficient values (Tang & Thelwall, 
2002). The NetBig ranking scheme incorporates multiple values including: 
`academic reputation' (15%), `academic status' (20%), `academic 
achievements' (22%), `student performance' (12%), `faculty resource' (19%) 
and ̀ facility resource' (12%). Weight for each value is in brackets. 
" RAE (HERO, 2001d): The UK Research Assessment Exercises (RAE) scores 
have been used to compare with inlink metrics in many previous studies with 
significant results (Thelwall, 2001b; Thelwall, 2002a; Li et al., 2003b). The 
RAE operates through a process of peer review by experts of high standing 
covering all subjects. The experts will evaluate research excellence based on 
the information submitted: 1) `staff information', with regard to research- 
active and non research-active, 2) `research output', up to four items of 
research output for each researcher, 3) `textual description', with regard to 
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information about research environment, strategies and qualitative 
information on research performance, 4) `related data', including research 
funding, research students, research studentships, research degrees awarded 
and indicators of peer esteem. 
The results from both AsiaWeek and NetBig are comprehensive university 
rankings with regard to various aspects, whereas the RAE focuses on mainly 
research excellence. In comparison, the UK RAE scheme is the most 
authoritative one, since it determines the allocation of billions of government 
research funding (HERO, 2001c), while AsiaWeek and NetBig ranking do not 
connect to any funding allocation, but only supply information for their audience. 
Besides, both AsiaWeek and NetBig are organized at university level, while the 
RAE is organized at departmental level. As a result, only the RAE results can be 
used to represent departmental research performances. The next part of this 
section will discuss the UK RAE ranking scheme, especially the issues involved 
when converting the RAE scores into research quantities through a formula. 
The advantage of using ranking scheme to represent research performance is that 
it is normally publicly available information, and no extra efforts are needed in 
order to collect them. The drawback, however, is that they are not research 
quantitative indicators, the comparison between rankings and inlinks are not as 
relevant as citation counts. 
2. The calculation of RAE averages 
The Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) is an extensive exercise to evaluate 
the quality of research conducted in the UK universities by the Higher Education 
Funding Councils. Since its inauguration in 1986, there have been altogether 5 
events, taking place consecutively in 1989,1992,1996 and 2001 (Bessant et al., 
2003; Geuna & Martin, 2003; Bence & Oppenheim, 2004b; HEFCE, 2005). The 
main purpose of the RAE is to direct the UK government research block grant to 
universities according to their research qualities. The RAE 2001 is the most 
recent, and the next RAE will be in 2008. 
RAE 2001 includes 69 Units of Assessment (UoA) (HERO, 2001b), which cover 
different disciplines. The results were reported in seven ratings in each UoA. The 
ratings of research quality were defined as follows (HERO, 2001 a): 
1: Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in none, or 
virtually none, of the research activity submitted. 
2: Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in up to half of 
the research activity submitted. 
3b: Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in more than 
half of the research activity submitted. 
3a: Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in over two 
thirds of the research activity submitted, possibly showing evidence of 
international excellence. 
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4: Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence in virtually all 
of the research activity submitted, showing evidence of international excellence. 
5: Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence in up to 
half of the research activity submitted and to attainable levels of national 
excellence in virtually all of the remainder. 
5*: Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence in more 
than half of the research activity submitted and attainable levels of national 
excellence in the remainder. 
Since a department may submit in more than one UoA and has more than one 
rating score, an average RAE score is necessary to represent the department's 
research performance. A technique was developed by the Times Higher 
Education Supplement (Mayfield University Consultants, 2000) to compute 
university average RAE scores across all Units of Assessment (UoA) from a 
university. Influential league tables in newspapers to guide students in their 
choice of universities are created through the same calculation 
(EducationGuardian, 2001; THES, 2005). This technique has been applied to 
calculate average RAE scores not only for universities but also for departments 
in previous webometric studies (Thelwall, 2002f; Thelwall, 2002b; Li et al., 
2003b). The formula below shows how it works. 
staff ,, j x grade,. 
i E' __ 
unsubmitted, + staff,,, 
i 
Here stakt is the number of full-time equivalent staff submitted by university i to 
unit of assessment j, grades, is the grade allocated to university i for unit of 
assessment j, changed to a seven point scale (from 1,2,3b, 3a, 4,5,5* to 1,2,3, 
4,5,6,7), and unsubmittedj is the full-time equivalent staff at university i that 
were not submitted to any UoA. Note that the denominator is the total eligible 
full-time equivalent researching and teaching staff in university i, including all 
staff not submitted to the RAE. It is possible to estimate a university's total 
research productivity as the numerator part of the formula. By doing this, the 
research qualities, in RAE terms, are converted into research quantities. 
The calculation needs some justification because it is not self-evidently 
meaningful. According to `A Guide to the 2001 Research Assessment Exercise' 
(HERO, 2001c), grade 1 and 2 normally receive no funding, while grade 5* 
attracts approximately four times as much funding as grade 3b for the same 
number of research active staff members submitted. As discussed in section 
2.7.1, research funding can be used as research performance indicator. One can 
see that the RAE grades are not linear, and the differences between grades are 
unknown. This raises a critical issue as whether the RAE scores can be 
mathematically manipulated in this way. As discussed in section 2.6, significant 
correlations between inlink counts and research measures indicate the association 
between inlink counts and research performance. Significant correlations both 
between research productivity and inlink counts and between RAE averages and 
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WIFs in previous webometric studies (Thelwall, 2002f; Thelwall, 2002b; Li et 
al., 2003b) may serve as some evidence that the formula above is reasonable to 
reserve the relative research quantities of the universities and departments. 
Recall, that research income can be used as research performance indicator. The 
research income each department received was included in the RAE 2001 
submission (HERO, 2001e). It is possible to conduct the correlation tests 
between the research productivity (the numerator part of the formula) and 
research income, and between RAE averages and research income averages, in 
order to further justify the formula. If the results were positive, the formula 
should be acceptable as proxies of research quantitative indicators in the 
correlation tests in webometrics. 
2.7.2.3 Research Grants 
Research grants used in previous webometric studies to represent research 
performances: 
" Research Quantum (RQ) (DETYA, 2001): Significant correlations were 
found between RQ per member of staff and various WIFs for Australian 
universities (Smith & Thelwall, 2002). RQ is an official Australian 
government research infrastructure grants, which is similar as the UK's 
RAE in ultimate objective, but is calculated through a simple publicly 
available formula rather than peer review. In that formula, previous 
research funding received weighted 80%, while research output like 
number of publications and postgraduate degrees completed weighted 
20%. The RQ has been replaced by Institutional Grants Scheme (IGS) in 
2002 (DEST, 2005). The IGS funding is calculated by a so-called 
performance-based formula, whereas research income weighted 60%, 
publications weighted 10% and higher degree research students weighted 
30%. The funding scheme was criticised as encouraging research quantity 
rather than quality (Butler, 2003). 
" NSERC (2003): Vaughan & Thelwall (2005) employed NSERC research 
grants as a variable to indicate faculty research measures, in order to 
predict the number of inlinks for Canadian universities. The NSERC 
research grants is a national funding scheme organised by National 
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada for Canadian 
higher education. It is based on peer review over applications of various 
projects. The results were organized not only by universities but also by 
disciplines. It is possible to obtain the research funding for each 
department in Canada. Thus the funding scheme is a good candidate to 
validate departmental link data in Canada. 
Research funding obtained from external sources is one of the preferred 
quantitative indicators of universities' research performances (Tognolini & 
Hattie, 1994; Martin, 1996). The reason is that the award of a grant is normally 
based on peer review (Gillett, 1991; Hornbostel, 2001). On the other hand 
external funding is a complement indicator for governmental research 
evaluations (HERO, 2001 c; DEST, 2005; TEC, 2005). 
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Nevertheless, there are some objections to research grants as research indicators: 
" Research grants measure research potential rather than achievement (Gillett, 
1991) 
" Research grants are research input rather than output indicators (Phillimore, 
1989; Johnes & Johnes, 1995) 
2.7.3 Summary 
Research quality is traditionally measured through peer review, while research 
impact is measured through quantitative indicators. In comparison, 
" Peer review is only suitable for a small scale, while quantitative indicators 
are suitable for large scales; 
" Peer review is subjective, while quantitative indicators are objective; 
" Quantitative indicators are good complementary information for peer review. 
No known quantitative indicators can replace peer review to measure research 
quality. However, various quantitative indicators have attracted more and more 
attentions, especially bibliometric indicators such as citation counts from ISI's 
databases. At least when quantitative indicators gave contradict results than peer 
view, it is worth to have another look to make sure the results are accurate. 
Various research measures have been employed in webometric studies, 
particularly in correlation tests where they are compared with link counts. 
Citation counts are regarded the most relevant research measures for this 
purpose, because that 
" Citation counts are the most used bibliometric indicators; 
" It is the analogy between citation and link that triggered the webometric 
studies; 
" When other research measures are not available, citation counts can always 
be collected from ISI's databases, although with some problems. 
Other research measures such as peer review and research grants have also been 
employed for the same purposes. In comparison, they are not as relevant as 
citation counts; and if they are organized by universities, they cannot be used in 
correlation tests at departmental level. Nevertheless, it is cheaper and more 
convenient to collect those public accessible peer review results or research 
grants than counting citations from ISI's databases. One can be more confident 
about the relationship between research performance and link counts, if 
significant correlations have been discovered between links and various research 
measures from different aspects. 
2.8 Link Motivation Analysis 
As discussed in section 2.6, significant correlations between links and research 
measures do not imply causation. The motivations for link creation should be 
analysed to reveal the nature of links in order to better understand the underlying 
relationship. In bibliometrics, the nature of citations has been investigated 
extensively for decades, although without a definite conclusion. In this section, 
the first subsection reviews various approaches for citation motivation analysis; 
the second subsection discusses those for link motivation analysis. 
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2.8.1 The Study of the Nature of Citations 
Citation studies have been used for various purposes, such as evaluating research 
outputs, as discussed in section 2.7; investigating the history of science (Baird & 
Oppenheim, 1994); mapping science structure (Small, 1998); identifying patterns 
of communication amongst authors, journals, institutions or nations (Borgman & 
Furner, 2002). Cronin (1984) pointed out that one should not only focus on 
citation analysis but also the reasons, `Why does author a decide to link 
document x to document y? '. If one can understand the nature of citations, one 
can better understand what citation analysis signifies. The first part will review 
reasons for citations; the second part will discuss various techniques applied to 
identify citation motivations. 
2.8.1.1 Reasons for Citations 
Generally speaking, the citation studies are based on two assumptions that 
citations are created for two types of reasons. 
" `Normative': used to acknowledge intellectual debts to cited documents. 
Normally the cited documents are relevant to the citing document's topic, and 
provide useful background (Cronin, 1984; Liu, 1993; Case & Higgins, 2000; 
Borgman & Furner, 2002). 
" `Persuasion': used as a tool to support citing authors' claims (Gilbert, 1977). 
Garfield (1996) gave guidelines on `when to cite', based on three years' 
investigation of graduate student citing behaviour. According to him, citation 
should be used as a means for the `acknowledging of intellectual debts'. Credit 
should be given to earlier contributions to authors' work. If all authors cited the 
citation worthy works (papers of high quality reviewed by peers), and all citation 
worthy works are cited by authors, then the quality of a given citable work can be 
evaluated by the number of citations received by it. In fact, this is the 
presumptive condition of citation analysis, the `normative' style (Merton, 1973). 
This is, however, criticized by the argument that credit-worthy papers might have 
high levels of creativity or innovation, yet have no relevant relationship with any 
potential citing papers (Shadish et al., 1995; Borgman & Furrier, 2002). 
Garfield (1965) listed fifteen reasons for citation, which are based on observation 
and anecdote, to warn against `indiscriminate' or `unqualified' use of citation 
counts. These are: 
" Paying homage to pioneers 
" Giving credit for related works 
" Identifying methodology, equipment, etc. 
" Providing background reading 
" Correcting one's own work 
" Correcting the work of others 
" Criticising previous work 
" Substantiating claims 
, " Alerting to forthcoming work 
" Providing leads to poorly disseminated, poorly indexed, or uncited work 
" Authenticating data and classes of fact - physical constants, etc. 
" Identifying original publications in which an idea or concept was discussed 
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Identifying original publications or other work describing an eponymous 
concept or term 
Disclaiming work or ideas of others (negative claims) 
Disputing priority claims of others (negative homage) 
In reality, citers' motivations and goals can be more complicated than the 
`normative' or `persuasive' assumptions, and can be influenced by citer's 
perceptions, attitudes, prejudices or erudition (Cronin, 1984). Authors are found 
to make citations carelessly and to be biased in their citing habits (MacRoberts & 
MacRoberts, 1989). When analysing the nature of citations, various factors 
should be taken into consideration (Baird & Oppenheim, 1994). Empirical means 
have been applied to identify the nature of citations, either through 
content/context analysis or citer motivation surveys (Liu, 1993; Case & Higgins, 
2000; Borgman & Furner, 2002). These studies focus on either the attributes of 
cited papers, or that of pairs of citing and cited papers, which are the reasons for 
authors to create citations. 
Borgman & Furrier's (2002) review chapter summarised the attributes of both 
cited papers and cited/citing pairs that influence citations as follows: 
" Attributes of cited papers attracting more citations: 
i. Quality of content, higher quality papers (Shadish et al., 1995). 
ii. Sex of author, papers written by male authors (Baldi, 1998). 
iii. Number of authors, papers written by a large number of co-authors 
(Rousseau, 1992). 
iv. Source, papers are published in journals (Baldi, 1998). 
v. Citedness, papers have been cited many times (Merton, 1968a). 
vi. Subject, papers are recent and on a hot topic (Seglen, 1998). 
vii. Approach, review papers. 
viii. Field, papers in basic research rather than applied 
ix. Assimilation: papers do not cover material that is now so well- 
understood that it has been `obliterated by incorporation' (Merton, 
1968b). 
" Attributes between citing and cited pairs that attract citations: 
i. Relatedness of content, the content of cited and citing papers is 
related (White & Wang, 1997). 
ii. Field, the field in which the pair of papers is published has high 
citation rates (Vinkler, 1996). 
iii. Persuasiveness, the cited paper is viewed by the citing author as (Case 
& Higgins, 2000): 
  Supportive to the citing paper. 
  Bringing authoritative to the citing paper due to the fame of 
the cited author. 
  Meeting the expectations of the citing document's audience. 
iv. Availability, the cited paper is available to the citing paper. For 
example, free online availability substantially increase a paper's 
citations (Lawrence, 2001). 
v. Author self-citation, between a pair of cited and citing papers, at least 
one cited author is in the list of citing authors (Snyder & Bonzi, 
1998). 
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vi. Journal self-citation, the pair of papers are published in the same 
journal. 
vii. Social citation, the citing author is related with the cited one, such as 
they are friends, colleagues, co-authors, etc., or the cited author is an 
editor or referee for the journal the citing author intends to submit the 
paper (Liu, 1993). 
viii. Language self-citation, the cited and citing pairs share the same 
language (Yitzhaki, 1998). 
ix. Nationality self-citation, the cited and citing authors are from the 
same country (Herman, 1991). 
X. Time difference, the publication time difference between the pair of 
cited and citing papers is not long. 
These lists show the influence of factors other than the direct relevance of the 
cited document, and hint at the underlying influence of informal scholarly 
communication. 
2.8.1.2 Techniques to Identify Citation Motivations 
There are two main approaches in this area. One is through citation 
content/context analysis (Small, 1983; Liu, 1993), in which a classification 
scheme is devised, to disclose the reason why a citation exists. The other is 
through interviewing, or questionnaire survey with authors directly about their 
reasons for citing (Case & Higgins, 2000). 
" Content/context analysis 
The first in-depth study of the quality of citations and the context in which 
citations are made, was conducted by Moravcsik & Murugesan (1975). The 
authors indicated two main reasons for lack of in-depth citation studies at that 
time. The first was that the use of citations was `relatively recent'; while the 
second was that researchers who had conducted similar work did not `understand 
the technical scientific content of the papers they handle', and thus could not 
catch the subtleties of citations which are `connected with the quality of the 
paper cited, and the context in which the citation is made' (Moravcsik & 
Murugesan, 1975). They devised a classification scheme to identify the nature of 
a citation. In that study, 30 papers dealing with theoretical high energy physics, 
are selected from Physical Review (1968-1972). Four questions were asked to 
help classifying references found in these papers. Is the reference 
1. Conceptual or operational? 
2. Organic or perfunctory? 
3. Evolutionary or juxtapositional? 
4. Confirmative of negational? 
The study found that two-fifths of the references were `perfunctory', and one- 
seventh were `negational', which raised serious doubts about `evaluative citation 
analysis'. Cano (1989) adapted Moravcsik & Murugesan's model and devised 
eight types of citations by their locations within 42 papers. In that study, 26% of 
the citations were `perfunctory', whereas only 2% were `negational'. Over a third 
of the citations in the introduction sections were `perfunctory'. 
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An alternative approach, which was devised by Chubin and Moitra (1975), was a 
six-class citation topology. It distinguishes affirmative citations from negative 
ones, `essential' from `supplementary', `basic' from `subsidiary'. Based on 
Chubin and Moitra's work, Oppenheim & Renn (1978) investigated reasons why 
23 highly cited old papers in physics, which were published between 1896 and 
1921, still heavily cited by then. The authors tracked papers published in 1974 
and 1975, which had cited those 23 papers, and identified the reasons for them. 
The classification scheme is as follows: 
A. Historical background 
B. Description of other relevant work 
C. Supplying information or data, other than for comparison 
D. Supplying information or data for comparison 
E. Use of theoretical equations 
F. Use of methodology 
G. Theory or method not applicable or not the best one 
The main conclusion of the study was that 40% of the citations to the old papers 
was historical, while 60% of the citations showed that the old papers were still 
highly cited since they were still relevant in the citing papers. Less then 2% of 
the citations were `partially negational' citations. 
In comparison, Moravcsik & Murugesan studied a set of citing papers to classify 
the citations in them, while Oppenheim & Renn focused on a set of cited papers, 
discovered the citing papers and classified reasons why they were cited. 
There is much literature on citation content/context analysis, which devised 
classification schemes to understand the relationships between cited and citing 
papers (Liu, 1993). This type of approach is based heavily on inference rather 
than empirical evidence, which `involves a large degree of personal judgement as 
well as an in-depth knowledge of the subject matter' (Peritz, 1983). The citers' 
motives, which were judged through this approach, may not have been in their 
mind at the time of citing. Citations, being a personal practice, should be studied 
through consulting the citers themselves regarding reasons of citation creation 
(Shadish et al., 1995). 
" Citer motivation survey 
The first direct systematic survey on authors about their citing motivations was 
conducted by Brooks (1985). He reviews various models of citation behaviour 
and identified seven common reasons of citing as follows: 
1. Currency (providing up-to-date information) 
2. Negative credit ( cited for criticism or correction) 
3. Operational information (a concept or theory is referred) 
4. Persuasiveness ( cited for convincing peers) 
5. Positive credit (cited for paying homage and giving credit) 
6. Reader alert (alert the reader new or obscure sources) 
7. Social consensus (cited for an unspecified and vague perception of consensus 
in a field of study) 
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Brooks surveyed 26 authors for their citing motivations in their recent 
publications. He found out that the `persuasiveness' appeared the major 
motivator, `negative' credit was very weak. He also found out that citer 
motivations were complicated, and a document may contain many items of 
information that may be cited for a number of reasons (Brooks, 1986). Bonzi & 
Snyder (1991) surveyed 51 self citing authors in several natural science 
disciplines. The study found out that there were few differences in reasons for 
self citing or citing to others' works. 
The studies conducted by Brooks (1985), Bonzi & Snyder (1991), Shadish et al. 
(1995) and Case & Higgins (2000) all employed self-administered 
questionnaires. Another approach is to interview authors directly for their citing 
motivations (Chubin & Moitra, 1975; Cronin, 1984). Shadish et al. (1995) 
pointed out that the combination of interview and questionnaire survey may 
better disclose authors' citation motivations than only questionnaire survey, 
where the analyser can have a chance to observe authors reactions during the 
interview. The study conducted by White & Wang (1997) employed exactly the 
combined approach. They investigated 12 agricultural economists about the way 
they cited, and identified 27 criteria for the respondents to cite documents. White 
& Wang argued that intensive interviews can uncover citers' motivations which 
can not be identified through either surveys or content/context analysis. 
However, compared with other approaches, interviews involve a great deal of 
time and effort. Furthermore, through face-to-face interview, citers may feel 
under pressure and may reply to questions not as honestly as when dealing with 
questionnaire survey. 
Even though interview or survey can better disclose citers' motivations, they are 
more expensive to conduct. This may be the reason why more experiments have 
been conducted through content/context analysis. 
2.8.2 The Study of the Nature of Hyperlinks 
Many link analysis studies based on citation analysis techniques have been 
conducted since 1996 (Larson, 1996), for example, measure web impacts 
(Ingwersen, 1998; Smith, 1999b; Thelwall, 2001b), mapping link structures 
(Thelwall, 2001a; Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2003a), identifying informal scholarly 
communication amongst various academic web sites (Thelwall, 2002d; Thelwall, 
2002c; Thelwall & Tang, 2003). In comparison, less is known about why 
hyperlinks are created. The reasons are: firstly the use of hyperlinks is more 
recent than that of citations; secondly, online publication is anarchic, and various 
formats exist; thirdly, it is complicated to extract relevant information due to 
technical complexity. This section reviews link motivation studies in the context 
of citation motivation analysis, which is discussed in the last section. The first 
part will review reasons of hyperlinks, while the second part will discuss various 
approaches employed to identify link motivations. 
2.8.2.1 Reasons for Hyperlinks 
The appearance of e journals blurred the boundary between traditional and web 
publications. Kim (2000) found that most motivations for hyperlinks in e- 
journals are ̀ grounded in conventional citation practices', and extended to link to 
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multimedia and other resources. Students tend to cite internet sources in addition 
to traditional publications (Oppenheim & Smith, 2001). 
As a whole, the motivations for academic web links are different from those for 
citations since links have additional functions other than referring to articles, e. g. 
links to pictures, videos or software downloading etc. Compared with citation 
motivations, link motivations for academic web pages 
" Are more trivial (Thelwall, 2003c). Academic web sites contain unscientific 
and apparently unnecessary material. A lot of links between 25 UK university 
web sites were for informal and recreational purposes (Thelwall, 2001b). 
Only two out of the 414 academic links were equivalent to journal citations 
(Wilkinson et al., 2003). Even when the links were limited to a sample of 
research related web sites, only 20% could be regarded as research links 
analogous to citations (Smith, 2004). Based on a qualitative analysis on a 
sample of 100 random UK university inter-site links, which point to 
university home pages, Thelwall (2003c) postulated four types of link 
motivations: `ownership' for links acknowledging authorship or co- 
authorship, `social' for links with a primarily social reinforcement role, 
`general navigational' for those with a general information navigation 
function and `gratuitous' for those that serve no communication function at 
all. The `gratuitous' is also regarded as ̀ web convention' where the author of 
source page is expected to insert, often without the intention that the link is to 
be followed (Bar-Ilan, 2005). 
" Are for navigational purposes especially for site self-inlinks (Smith, 1999a; 
Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2001), even if Bar-Ilan (2004b) argued that the 
percentage of content-bearing self-inlinks is significant and is not negligible. 
Haas & Grams (2000) examined all links on 75 pages and found that the links 
were for: navigation, expansion, resource and miscellaneous. 
" Include accessing multimedia resources (Kim, 2000). 
" Have disciplinary differences since various disciplines use electronic media 
differently (Kling & McKim, 2000). Universities have more computer 
science staff members tend to attract more inlinks (Thelwall, 2001b). 
Scientists make more use of the Web than social scientists (Thelwall & Tang, 
2003). Science and engineering dominate the UK university web sites 
(Thelwall & Price, 2003). Library information science journal web sites 
attract more inlinks than those of law (Vaughan & Thelwall, 2003). The US 
chemistry and psychology departments interlink more than history 
departments (Tang & Thelwall, 2004). Computing web sites are the most 
linked in Australia and Taiwan (Thelwall et al., 2003c). Bar-Ilan (2005) also 
confirmed `the level of technology enabling and background influences web 
publishing'. 
" Tend to access a wide range of information, rather than providing specific 
content (Thelwall, 2002g). UK library and information departments were 
found to attract more inlinks if their web sites contain a wide range of types 
of material (Thomas & Willett, 2000). The top 100 linked to pages on UK 
university web sites were dominated by university home pages (Thelwall, 
2002g). Chu (2005) found that 73% links to the ALA accredited library 
information science schools were created for accessing service or home page. 
Through investigating inter links amongst the 8 Israeli academic institutions, 
Bar-Ilan (2004a) found that the source pages are dominated by link lists, 
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while target pages are dominated by homepages. Smith (2004) studied the 
links to a sample of research oriented web sites, and found that the most 
common source page was directory or subject guide, while the most common 
target pages was the main page (homepage) of an organization. He concluded 
that `the most common reason for linking was the provision of further 
information to amplify the content of the source page'. 
" Are rarely negative (Chu, 2005). 
Subject inter- and intra-linking have also been studied. Similar subjects interlink 
more than those from dissimilar subjects (Thelwall et al., 2003a). Links created 
from maths, physics and sociology subjects are different in both inter-subject and 
intra-subject interlinking (Harries et al., 2004). In addition to such disciplinary 
differences, linguistic (Thelwall et al., 2003b) and geographic (Thelwall, 2002c) 
are two facts that affect link creations. Both the site age and content are 
significant factors for law and library information science journal web sites to 
attract inlinks (Vaughan & Thelwall, 2003). 
Wilkinson et al. (2003) studied 414 links from ac. uk domain, and discovered 
over 90% were created for broadly scholarly reasons. They concluded that a 
range of informal types of scholarly communication dominated academic web 
links. Thus the link patterns identified through link analysis can be used to 
illustrate informal scholarly communications (including education-related). 
2.8.2.2 Techniques to Identify Link Motivations 
It is not always possible to identify authors for web pages. Even if webmasters 
can be identified, perhaps they may not be the persons who determine the texts or 
links on web pages. As a result of this, the interviews or questionnaire surveys of 
citers have been ignored in link motivation analysis. However, the 
content/context analysis has been applied extensively through various 
classification schemes. 
Cronin (1998) devised 11 categories to classify genres of invocation of names on 
the Web for five highly cited library information science professors. Although 




" Conference proceedings 
" Current awareness 
" External home page 
" Listserv 
" Personal/parent organization home page 
" Resource guide 
" Book review 
" Syllabus 
" Table contents 
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Five search engines were used to search the five names. Relevant web pages, 
where the names were invoked (not necessarily with links), were classified 
according to the categories. The invocations were found to `lump together a 
disparate set of rhetorical genres'. These have the potential to disclose the total 
impact of a scholar's `ideas, thinking, and general professional presence'. 
Although the study was about `invocations' rather than `hyperlinks', and it did 
not take the context (in which invocations occurs) into consideration, it was the 
first time that such an approach was conducted. Later, Wilkinson et al. (2003) 
based on this approach studied UK academic links to identify the motivations of 
link creations. A link structure of 107 UK universities, which was crawled by the 
SocSciBot in July 2001, was used to extract the sample. Firstly, 20 external 
outlinks, which target at an ac. uk site, were selected randomly from each 
university's link files. Then the first 550 links were used in the study. The first 
50 links were used to devise the classification scheme. The scheme was a context 
analysis. Through visiting both source and target pages, the context were then 
determined. The rest 414 valid links were classified according to the scheme. The 
10 categories of reasons of linking were: 
1. Student learning material 
2. Information for students 
3. Research support and resources 
4. Research partners 
5. Recreational 
6. Page creator or sponsor 
7. Research reference 
8. Tourist information 
9. Libraries & e-Journals 
10. Similar department 
However, the classification proved to be very thorny, since the range of potential 
reasons available, unreliability of objectively inference link motivations and 
potential multiple motivations. As a result, three broader categories were created 
as follows: 
A. Student learning material (old category 1) 
B. Student/staff support (old categories 2,3,4,6,7,9,10) 
C. Non-academic (old categories 5,8) 
Wilkinson et al. found out that over 90% of the academic links were created for 
scholarly reasons, whereas only 2 were citation equivalent. This implied that link 
counts can be used to indicate an `agglomeration of connections related to 
scholarly activities in a wide variety of ways'. This also showed that the overlap 
between hyperlinks and citations was very small, even on university web servers. 
However, disciplinary link use differences were not considered in that study. 
The classification schemes have been focused on target pages (Thelwall, 2001e); 
source pages (Thelwall, 2003c); both source and target pages (Harries et al., 
2004); link contexts (Wilkinson et al., 2003; Bar-Ilan, 2004b; Chu, 2005); Source 
and target pages together with link context (Bar-Ilan, 2004a; Smith, 2004; Bar- 
Ilan, 2005). Unfortunately the results are not directly comparable. Ideally, a 
standard method should be adopted. 
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The analysis of target pages is good at disclosing which types of pages are of 
interest in a set of link data. However, Bar-Ilan (2005) argued that `the 
characteristics of the source pages are more influential than that of the target 
page' when examining linker motivation. The analysis of both source and target 
pages show which type of page makes more links, and which type of page is 
more likely to be targeted. The distribution of page types is different between 
source and target pages (Bar-Ilan, 2004a; Harries et al., 2004; Smith, 2004). For 
example, directory or subject guide pages are more likely to be source pages, 
while homepages are mostly targeted (Thelwall, 2002g). Link context analysis is 
an analogy for citation context analysis. The most comprehensive analysis is to 
analyse source and target pages together with the link context. A more complete 
picture of link creation motivations can be revealed. However, this involves 
considerable effort. 
Harries et al. (2004) investigated intra- and interdisciplinary links through 
analysing links created from maths, physics and sociology domains in the UK 
university link data. The classification scheme was from three different aspects: 
content types, genres and owners. 
Content types: 
" Research publication 
" Research description 
" Research activities 







" University home page 
" Department home page 
" Research group home page 
" Academic home page 
" Other home pages 






" Research group 
" Academic 
" Student 




They found not only significant difference in hyperlinks between subjects but 
also differences between intra- and interdisciplinary links. In that study, almost 
30% of source or target pages were research descriptions or research 
publications, and nearly half were subject information. They also found that 
almost half of the source pages were forms of link list, while various types of 
home page were common targets. 
The most comprehensive classification scheme was devised by Bar-Ilan (2004a; 
2005) in two very similar studies of inter-university links amongst 8 Israeli 
academic institutions. Source and target pages together with links were classified 
in 11 facets to characterize the link structure between universities. The 
subcategories between the two studies were slightly different. The main 
categories for source pages were: 
9 Link context 
" Page type 
" Intention of page 
" Creator/publisher 
" Academics field of creator 
" Languages 
In contrast, the subcategories of `page type' are similar to Harries et al. 's page 
genre types; those of `intention of page' are similar to page content types; those 
of `creator/publisher' are similar to page owners. The `academics field of creator' 
is about the discipline that a page belongs to. `Link context' is about the anchor 
text and the text surrounding it. This is a new category compared with other 
approaches, and has the potential to disclose more information about the 
motivations of links. As it is in the source page, the subcategories of `link 
context' are the same as ̀ page type' (Bar-Ilan, 2005). `Languages' were not used 
in Harries et al. 's study, since this category is more relevant for non-English 
speaking countries. 
The main categories for link were: 
" Relationship between source and target 
" Intention of link 
" Tone of link 
" Placement of link 
The subcategories of `intention of link' are the same as ̀ intention of page', which 
are similar to the link categories in some previous studies (Wilkinson et al., 
2003; Smith, 2004; Chu, 2005). The rest three categories are unique, which can 
help to better understand the nature of links in various perspectives. ̀ Tone of 
link' was either positive, negative, neutral or web convention. `Placement of 
link' were: part of a list, embedded and sidebar/menu/other types. 
The main category for target page was page type. The subcategories were the 
same as those for source pages. 
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2.8.3 Summary 
As for citation motivation analyses, link motivations have been investigated in 
various circumstances without a standardised approach or a certain result. 
Interviews directly with authors and questionnaire surveys have been applied to 
find out why authors create citations. The approach is more straightforward than 
citation content/context analysis. However, it is not possible to interview authors 
or conduct questionnaire survey in link motivation analyses, because of the 
difficulties involved in identifying authors of web pages. As a result, link 
content/context analyses have been conducted extensively through various 
classification schemes. 
The analyse of target pages has the potential to disclose which types of target 
pages are of interest in a link data set, while that of source pages has the potential 
to disclose which types of sources pages are creating hyperlinks. Link context 
analyses are conducted through visiting both source and target pages to find out 
why the links exist. In comparison, Bar-Ilan's approach is the most 
comprehensive one, which covers source, target page types together with link 
context. Harries et al. 's approach is the most complete one for analysing link 
context, which is from three different aspects. However, the two approaches are 
too time-consuming to be easily conducted in large-scale studies. 
2.9 Techniques Used for Identifying Link Patterns 
A number of techniques have been adapted from bibliometrics to identify link 
patterns in webometrics. This section discusses some of the techniques in detail. 
2.9.1 Distribution of Link and Webpage Counts 
Mathematical regularities have been identified in bibliometrics with regard to the 
distribution of author productivities; scattering of literature in a field and word 
frequency in a lengthy document. Three well-known bibliometric laws over 
formal publications are: 
1. Power law. Lotka (1926) is the pioneer scientist who tried to find regularity 
in publication activities. Lotka's law is an `inverse square law' of scientific 
productivity, which states that the number of authors with n publications is 
proportional to n2. Many bibliometricians identified similar power laws with 
different power values, although it was first claimed to be square. The 
`Matthew Effect' (Merton, 1968a), or `rich get richer' are reflections of 
power laws. 
2. Bradford's law (1934). Bradford's law is about the scattering of literature in a 
field over different journals. Divide all journals in a given field into three 
parts in decreasing order with regard to paper densities in that field, and 
suppose each part contains the same number of relevant papers in that field. 
If the core part contains journals as one unit, the numbers of journals in the 
second and third parts are n and n2 respectively. Bradford law is very useful 
for librarians to determine the core of journals in any given field. 
3. Zipf's law (1949). This is about word frequency in lengthy texts. If the words 
occurring in a lengthy text are ranked in decreasing order, the rank of a word 
in that text multiplied by its frequency will be a constant. 
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Similar mathematical regularities have been identified on the Web. With regard 
to power laws, Rousseau (1997) found that the domain indicators of the matching 
pages from a search engine followed Lotka's Law. Pennock et al. (2002) found 
out that `As a whole, the World Wide Web displays a striking "rich get richer" 
behaviour, with a relatively small number of sites receiving a disproportionately 
large share of hyperlink references and traffic. ' The frequencies of inlinks, 
outlinks and connected component sizes in academic web areas also follow 
power laws (Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2003a). 
With regard to the Bradford's law, there is no real equivalence but the Web is 
made of five parts (Broder et al., 2000). They are: the Strongly Connected 
Component (SCC); OUT: pages which are not in the SCC but can be reached by 
following links from SCC; IN: pages which can reach the SCC by following 
links in IN, but cannot be reached from pages in the SCC; TENDRILS: are web 
pages connected to IN or OUT through inlinks or outlinks; DISCONNECTED: 
pages do not connect to any of the four parts mentioned above. The SCC is the 
core part of the Web. DISCONNECTED is the peripheral part. The percentage 
sizes of the SCC and OUT are quite similar amongst academic areas (Thelwall & 
Wilkinson, 2003a). 
With regard to Zipf's Law, text frequencies on the Web also have been dealt 
with. Many high frequency words were found to be poor content indicators 
(Thelwall, 2005), while low frequency words are useful for clustering academic 
web sites along subject lines (Price & Thelwall, 2005, to appear). 
Although in this study, the focus is not on identifying mathematical regularities 
for departmental web publication activities, the fact that similar regularities have 
been identified on the Web gives some confidence that it is plausible to apply 
bibliometric techniques to webometric data. The power law distribution of links 
suggests that when conducting correlation tests, the Spearman formula is more 
appropriate than Pearson, because power law distributions are very different to 
normal distributions. 
2.9.2 Link Interactions with Regard to Different Top Level Domains 
Leydesdorff & Wouters (1999) suggested that Triple Helix configurations on the 
Internet can be searched by using hyperlinks between industrial (www. *. com), 
academic (www. *. edu), and governmental (www. *. gov) texts. A corresponding 
study in bibliometrics, is that of citations between patent and scientific literature 
to reveal interactions between technology and science. The suggestion was firstly 
made by Ellis et al. (1978) and the view is supported by some pioneering work 
(Carpenter et al., 1980; Carpenter & Narin, 1983; Narin & Noma, 1985; van 
Vianen et al., 1990). In this section, the first part will briefly reviews the studies 
on citations between patent and scientific literatures, while the second part will 
review the studies on links counting to or from different web areas. 
2.9.2.1 Academic-Industry Collaboration through Patent and Scientific 
Literature Citation Analysis 
There are three different approaches to identify the relations between science and 
technology through bibliometric techniques. They are to investigate 
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1. Citations from patents to scientific literatures 
2. Citations from scientific literature to patents 
3. Author and inventor relations 
The first would identify the influence of science on technology, while the second 
shows the influence from technology to science (Oppenheim, 2000). The third is 
through patent and scientific paper co-authorship analysis to disclose the 
relationship between the two. In comparison, the third approach is the most 
promising one. However, the third can only be conducted in small-scale analyses, 
since the technical difficulties in identifying inventors as authors of scientific 
literatures on a large scale (Coward & Franklin, 1989; Noyons et al., 1994). 
Amongst the three, the first has been applied the most frequently, as the links 
established through patent citations to scientific literature are considered more 
important than otherwise (Glänzel, 2003). This section mainly reviews this 
approach. Nevertheless, the citations from scientific literature to patents have 
also been investigated to disclose some interesting relationships between science 
and technology. For example, Glänzel & Meyer (2003) studied journal papers 
indexed by ISI from 1996 to 2000, which contain citations to patents from the 
data supplied by the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), and found that 
chemistry related subfields tended to cite patents more than other scientific areas. 
Among technological sectors, chemical clearly dominates, followed by drugs and 
medical patents as the most frequently cited categories. 
The second approach has not been applied as much as the first one. The idea 
underlying the first approach is that patents are regarded as a reflection of 
technology, and the scientific citations in patents are regarded as reflections of 
the scientific knowledge incorporated in the corresponding invention. The results 
from this approach can thus disclose the relationship existing between science 
and technology in a particular field. 
van Vianen et al. (1990) investigated the patent citations in chemical technology 
using the patent database from the USPTO, and found that most of the articles 
cited were basic scientific research. Narin et al. (1997) found that 73% of the 
scientific papers cited on the front pages of U. S. industry patents came from 
public science, which are from academic, governmental and other public 
institutions, while only 27% are from industrial scientists. This implies that 
public science has a direct, massive impact on industrial technology. They also 
found out that the impact is increasing rapidly, which have tripled over a six-year 
period from 1987-1988 to 1993-1994. In another study, McMillan et al. (2000) 
found that biotechnology firms rely on science to a much greater extent than 
large, diversified pharmaceutical companies. Tijssen (2001) studied citations to 
Dutch-authored research papers on USPTO patents granted during the period 
1987-1996. He found not only a marked increase of patent citations to Dutch 
research papers but also significant differences between domestic and foreign 
citation patterns where domestic citation links are dominated by author-inventor 
self-citations and patents originating from large multinational firms. Verbeek et 
al. (2002) used patent citation data to link science to technology. They were able 
to identify those fields of technology that are highly science-interactive from 
those that are not. Coronado et al. (2004) provides deeper insight into the role 
played by science in driving the technological development of Andalucia, one of 
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the less-favored region of the EU. Acosta & Coronado (2003) analyzed scientific 
citations in patents to identify the science-technology flows in Spanish regions. 
The science linkages have disciplinary or national differences (Grupp & 
Schnoring, 1992; Schmoch, 1993; Narin & Olivastro, 1998). The reasons for 
these differences are caused by the way examiners, applicants or inventors 
incorporate Non Patent Citations (NPC) with various motivations and also with 
different intensities or frequencies. NPC occur most heavily in pharmaceutical, 
chemical and electronics patents; for pharmaceutical patents, most citations are 
from core basic research journals, whilst in computing, communication and 
transportation most citations are to applied and engineering sources rather than 
basic research (Narin & Olivastro, 1992). Iversen (2000) found that amongst the 
Norwegian patents, pharmaceuticals and instruments associated the most with 
scientific literature. Grupp and Schmoch (1992) and Meyer-Krahmer & Schmoch 
(1998) found that in their studies the closest links with science are in the field of 
biotechnology, together with other areas related to chemicals production and 
information technology. The patents in their studies were from European Patent 
Office (EPO). The linkages also have national differences, such as Japanese 
patents emphasis on electronic, while those from the U. S. and U. K. have 
strengths in pharmaceuticals (Narin & Olivastro, 1992). The examiner citations 
in most countries are different from those in the U. S. (Kaback et al., 1994). 
There are some limitations for the patent citation studies. Firstly, only partial 
science and technology interaction can be identified, since other interactions may 
not appear as patent citations, such as academic and industry collaborations 
without scientific citations in the invented patents. Secondly, the patent databases 
for extracting patent documents are different, and the differences may affect the 
results. For example, the frequencies of citations in patents from USPTO are 
higher than those from EPO patents (Acosta & Coronado, 2003). Narin & 
Olivastro (1998) also found that there was a steady increase of scientific 
literature citations in patents from USPTO rather than those from EPO, and for 
two very similar patents from USPTO and EPO, the citation overlap is very tiny. 
The variations of patent citations from different databases were identified by 
Simmons (1994) in another study. Thirdly the patent citation analysis itself lack 
of validation. 
Generally speaking, the studies in aggregate seem to confirm that patent citations 
to scientific literature measure the intensity of the science supporting technology 
(Narin, 1994; Tijssen et al., 2000; Tijssen, 2001). However, there are some 
disputations. Schmoch (1993) studied patent citations in the fields of lasers and 
polyamides, and concluded that the using of citation data to link science and 
technology was not justified. Vinkler (1994) studied 250 pharmaceutical patents 
from different countries, and concluded that the examiner citations had no 
validity, only applicant citations could lead to valuable inference about the 
science and technology links. The most detailed criticism of patent citation 
analysis was made by Kaback et al. (1994). They emphasized the differences 
between journal citations and patent citations. Unlike the authors of journal 
papers, those of patent applications are more likely to cite unsuccessful 
approaches to the question they solved, in order to claim more monopoly right. 
Meyer (2000) studied patent citations in the field of nanoscale technologies and 
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found that the citation linkages hardly represent a direct link between cited paper 
and citing patent. In order to fully validate patent citation analysis, Oppenheim 
(2000) suggested ten research questions. These include examiner and applicant's 
citation motivation analysis; several correlation tests with existing non patent 
data; the quality of searches carried out by examiners and the overlap between 
examiner citations and applicant citations. Although patent citation analysis lack 
a complete validation, it is a useful information source to disclose some 
interesting interaction patterns between science and technology. 
2.9.2.2 Online Interactions between Different Web Areas 
In comparison, the interactions amongst different organizations on the Web 
might be revealed by counting links to or from different top-level domains. For 
example, gov domain mainly represents government web sites, while com 
domain includes many commercial web sites, hence the links between gov and 
corn domains have the potential to disclose online interactions between web sites 
from government and industry organizations. 
Thelwall (2001a) studied link interaction between the seven general Top Level 
Domains (gTLD) (ICANN/GNSO, 2001), and also those between a 
heterogeneous selection of large web sites (a selection of British universities, 
large computing companies and web directories). He used the search engine 
AltaVista to count the links between various web areas. The seven gTLDs are: 
" edu: domain for educational web sites mainly from the USA and Canada 
" mil: domain for the United States Military 
" net: domain mainly for network organizations, but open to all 
" gov: domain for the United States Government 
" com: domain mainly for commercial organisations, dominated by North 
America, but open to all 
" int: domain for organizations established by international treaties between 
governments or Internet infrastructure databases 
" org: domain mainly for organizations not belonging to the above mentioned 
domains and also not belonging to a country domain, but open to all 
He found that the com domain was the dominant source of external links for 
other top level domains. Amongst the set of large web sites, business 
relationships were identified through the links between them. The most apparent 
connections were found between Microsoft and MSN, and between Netscape and 
Excite. In addition to this, other interesting links have been identified between 
Cambridge University and York University; between Cambridge University and 
Sun company; between York University and Warwick University; between Sun 
company and Oracle company. 
There is a set of studies that identified the academic interactions on the Web 
between different countries (Smith & Thelwall, 2002; Thelwall & Smith, 2002; 
Thelwall et al., 2003b). Smith & Thelwall (2002) counted links between 
Australia, New Zealand and the UK academic domains using search engine 
AltaVista. They discovered that Australia and the UK interconnect the most, 
while New Zealand connect to Australia more than with the UK; New Zealand 
was found to be isolated on the Web relatively to two other countries. The same 
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authors studied links amongst 13 Asia-Pacific countries' academic domains 
(Thelwall & Smith, 2002). They found that Australia and Japan were clearly the 
heart of the Web in the region. In another study, Thelwall et al (2003b) studied 
the academic interlinking amongst 14 Western European countries to identify 
linguistic link patterns. Again search engine AltaVista was used to collect 
relevant link data. However, not every European country has an official 
academic domain, thus each country's university domain list was used to 
represent its academic domain for link counting purposes. They found that 
international interlinking throughout Europe in English, and additionally in 
Swedish in Scandinavia; linking between countries share a common language; 
Greece was found to be isolated in that web area. 
In addition to count links between various web areas, word invocations have 
been employed to identify online interactions. Thelwall (2004a) tried to find out 
whether it is possible to identify university-industry knowledge transfer on the 
Web. He analysed the invocations of pure and applied science journals in the 
Web, focusing on commercial sites. In that study, he searched the invocation of 
relevant journal names through the search engine Google, and then categorized 
those result pages into academic or non-academic ones by identifying whether 
their urls has ̀ . edu' or `. ac. ' strings. He classified the non-academic web pages to 
identify the reasons why those journal names were invoked. He found evidence 
that applied research was more highly invoked on the non-academic web than 
pure research. However, on a micro level, fewer evidences show the transfer of 
academic knowledge to a commercial setting. He then suggested that it might be 
for commercial reasons that companies are reluctant to put online the research 
they benefit from to avoid giving intelligence to their competitors. Thus he 
concluded the Web is not a suitable source to yield useful information about 
university-industry knowledge transfer. 
Leydesdorff & Curran (2000) mapped and compared university-industry- 
government relations on the Internet for Netherlands and Brazil. They used 
AltaVista's advanced search facilities to limit web pages within each of the two 
country domains, and search for the invocations of various text combinations of 
`university', `industry' and `government'. Although they did not count links 
between different domains as suggested by Leydesdorff & Wouters, they found 
similar patterns for the two countries. `industry-government' lag behind when 
viewed from international perspective, while `university-industry' lag behind 
when viewed from national perspective. 
It was once possible to count links from different geographical regions through 
AltaVista (Tang & Thelwall, 2004). Interesting regional link patterns were 
identified in that study: apart from Canada, the US history, chemistry and 
psychology departments were found closely connected with Europe and Asia 
rather than the rest of the American continent. Unfortunately, the advanced 
facility of AltaVista to limit the source regions ("location: by regions") was 
removed soon after that study. 
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There are some webometric studies counting links from different domains to 
academic web sites (Thelwall, 2002a; Li et al., 2003b). Thelwall (2002a) counted 
inlinks to a set of UK universities from the seven gTLDs and other relevant 
national domains, but the purpose was to identify a better source for counting 
research related links to universities and avoiding labour extensive classification 
of web pages. The assumption was that inlinks from academic domains in other 
countries might represent international recognition, since international links 
show more intention to link than national ones although not necessarily with 
more technical effort. Better source of inlinks were not identified in that study, 
since the edu, external, ac. uk, uk and org WIFs correlate similarly with the 
research averages. Nevertheless, this opened the door to disclose interactions 
between universities' web sites and other national or international web areas. 
This is an analogy of citation analysis between patents and scientific literature to 
illustrate interactions between science and technology. 
Apart from universities, links to departments from different domains were 
counted in the preliminary study as described in section 3.1 (Li et al., 2003b). In 
that study, the most links are from - external, ac. uk, co. uk, uk, edu, org, com, 
and net domains, with a sparse number of links from mil, int and gov domains. 
This may imply that departmental web sites simply attract less inlinks from 
military and government organizations on the Web. The aim in that study was to 
test whether inlinks from various web areas correlate significantly with research 
performances rather than to identify link interactions between departments and 
various web areas. However, no known studies have investigated outlinks from 
academic web sites to different domains. With the results, a full picture can be 
illustrated on how the web sites interact with various web areas. Compared with 
patent citation data collection, the link interaction data to or from different web 
areas is relatively easier and cheaper, although the quality may not be at the same 
level. 
There are limitations for identifying online interactions through investigating 
links to or from various domains. Firstly, domains may not guarantee the types of 
web sites within them. For example, even if web sites within com domain are 
mainly commercial related, it may contain personal web sites. This is similar as 
to identify academic-industry collaboration through patent citation analysis, 
where patents are created mainly by industrial organizations but also by 
universities (Henderson et al., 1998). Secondly, as discussed in section 2.3 search 
engines only cover the Web partially. The results thus can be used as indicative 
rather than definitive. Just like patent citation analysis, we cannot rely on it, but 
if we ignore it, we simply lose some interesting information. 
2.9.3 Link Weighting 
A fundamental issue for link counting is that currently all links have been 
regarded as the same in webometric studies. A link made by a first year student 
may not be as important as one created by a professor. The idea to give counts 
different weights is not new. In bibliometrics, it is more sensible to give a higher 
weight to a citation from a prestigious journal than a trivial one (Pinski & Narin, 
1976); publication counts are weighted according to the status of the journals in 
which they appear (Martin, 1996), or the number of written pages in them 
(Luwel et al., 1999). 
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In computer science, link-based ranking algorithms have been widely used by 
commercial search engines. For example, the heart of Google software is 
PageRank which gives each web page weight to pass on to the other pages 
through links (Brin & Page, 1998; 2002). Another link-based algorithm for 
search engines is Hyperlink Induced Topic Search (HITS) (Kleinberg, 1999). 
HITS used inlink weights to determine a web page's authority score, and the 
weight of outlinks to determine a web page's hub score. HITS is designed to 
identify web pages that are most useful to a user's query, while PageRank is 
applied to the whole Web regardless of users' queries. 
PageRank is a natural way to rate pages, and the success of Google confirms the 
efficiency of the algorithm. Nevertheless, it includes links within a web site (site 
selflinks) and hence it is not a good technique for webometric purposes. For 
example, PageRank failed to identify the most important web page for the 
universities in the UK, Australia and New Zealand due to the domination of 
internal links (Thelwall, 2003a). At present, no existing technique is efficient 
enough to weight links according to their importance in webometrics. This is one 
of the reasons why link metrics are not suitable to measure individual units' web 
performances. 
2.9.4. Link Propensity 
In bibliometrics, the strength of co-authroship links has been measured through 
Salton's meausure: the number of joint papers for a pair of countries divided by 
the square root of the product of the two countries total publications (one 
country's publications multiplied by the other's) (Glänzel & Schubert, 2001). 
Through Salton's measure of co-authorship, many interesting patterns have been 
identified. For example, Australia connects highly to the UK, while Canada 
connects highly to the USA (Glänzel, 2001; 2001). However, the results may not 
be reliable if the differences of publication sizes amongst a set of countries are 
too large. 
In webometrics, Link Propensity (LP) has been used to illustrate the tendency of 
two web sites to link to one another (Smith & Thelwall, 2002). By definition, LP 
is the number of external inlinks to a university web site or collection of such 
sites, divided by the product of the number of academic staff members from both 
the source and target universities (sometimes the number of web pages are used 
instead if numbers of staff members are not available). The LP factors out the 
size effects from source and target sites. LP helps to identify many interesting 
interlinking patterns. These are: 
" The com domain was found to be a major source of external links amongst 
the seven gTLDs (Thelwall, 2001 a); 
" Universities in New Zealand were found to be relatively isolated on the Web, 
compared with those in the UK and Australia (Smith & Thelwall, 2002); 
" Amongst Asia-pacific universities, Australian and New Zealand are found to 
interlink heavily (Thelwall & Smith, 2002); 
" English is the dominant language in academic web pages in Western 
European countries, and countries tend to link to each other more if they 
share the same languages (Theiwall et al., 2003b). 
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LP is different from Salton's measure of co-authorship. LP can measure the 
tendencies for two web sites to link to each other from both directions, while 
Salton's measure can only give one value for each collaboration pair. The 
limitation for LP, however, is that it can only measure the link propensities 
between two units. When comparing the ability for a set of departments to attract 
inlinks from their peers in two other countries, a new technique is needed. 
2.9.5 Co-citation and Bibliographic Coupling on the Web 
Co-citation and bibliographic coupling are techniques applied in bibliometrics to 
identify clusters of same or related research topics. Co-citation analyses papers 
that are cited by same papers (Small, 1973), while bibliographic coupling is 
about those citing papers that share same references (Kessler, 1963). There is 
much literature about co-citation analysis in different contexts. 
" Author co-citation analysis in Information Science (McCain, 1986; Bayer et 
al., 1990; White & McCain, 1998); 
" Journal co-citation analysis in Economics (McCain, 1991); 
" Identifying pathways that transverse different disciplines through co-citation 
analysis (Small, 1999a; Small, 2000); 
" Constructing a map of science through co-citation clusters (Small, 1999b); 
" ISI Atlas of Science based on paper co-citation analysis (Garfield, 1987) 
Bibliographic coupling has been applied together with co-citations, and the two 
have been found to complement each other (Sharabchiev, 1988). ISI SciViz is the 
product of the combination of the two techniques (Small, 1998). 
Based on the structural similarities between hyperlinks and citations as discussed 
in section 2.2.1, co-citation and bibliographic coupling techniques have been 
applied to the Web for identifying clusters of related topics. In webometrics, co- 
linked web pages are analogous to co-citations, while co-linking web pages are 
analogous to bibliographic coupling (Björneborn, 2001b). Similar topics on the 
Web have been identified through analysing co-linked web pages (Larson, 1996). 
The combination of links, co-linked and co-linking web pages gives the highest 
probability of identifying similar web sites, while co-linked or co-linking web 
pages analysis on its own is not so efficient (Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2004). 
To conduct co-linked or co-linking web pages analysis, the link data must be 
large enough. Since the number of inter-departmental links is sparse (Harries et 
al., 2004), it may not be plausible to apply the two techniques for departmental 
interlinking. 
2.10 Summary 
The structural similarity between citations and hyperlinks is the rationale for 
webometric studies to apply techniques from bibliometrics to the Web. With 
regard to bibliometrics laws, similar mathematical regularities have been 
identified on the Web. Co-linked and co-linking techniques are based on co- 
citation and bibliographic coupling from bibliometrics. WIF is the application of 
JIF on the Web. However, citations and hyperlinks are from different 
environment. Formal scholarly communication patterns can be identified through 
citation analysis, whereas the results from link analysis reflect informal scholarly 
communication. 
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Both search engines and a personal web crawler SocSciBot have been used to 
collect link data. Search engines are good at covering large web areas, but they 
can only cover the Web partially and their search algorithms are opaque from 
users. Personal web crawlers, on the other hand, can cover separate web sites 
extensively, although they cannot cover large web areas, Using SocSciBot, links 
can be counted at different ADMs level by manipulating urls of web pages. The 
rationale for doing this is to remove anomalies at higher aggregated document 
levels. 
Statistical correlation tests between link metrics and research measures, together 
with the identification of link motivations can be used to validate link data. 
Citation counts are regarded to be the most relevant data to be compared with 
inlinks. Other indicators such as peer review evaluations and research grants can 
also be used to further validate link data from different perspectives. 
Just as patent citation analysis has the potential to disclose science and 
technology interactions, links to or from various web domains have the potential 
to disclose online interactions between academic web sites and other 
organizations. 
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3. Preliminary Research 
This chapter reports two preliminary studies which help to gain insights to design 
and execute the main experiments of this study. The first study was designed to 
investigate whether there are any significant correlations between link and 
research measures for UK computer science departments (Li et al., 2003b). The 
second study was designed to ascertain how important it is for academic web 
pages to be in English, in order to attract inlinks from other universities in 
Western European countries (Li et al., 2003a). 
3.1 An Investigation into Computer Science Departmental 
Interlinking in the UK 
The purpose of this study was to assess whether a webometric analysis of 
departmental level web site interlinking was practical, and whether there was a 
connection between research and links at this level. A secondary aim for this 
study was to identify link anomalies in more details at the departmental level. 
Computer science departments were chosen, as they were hypothesised to make 
more use of the Web than most other departments, and so would be most likely 
to host enough links to give significant results. 
3.1.1 Methods Adopted 
3.1.1.1 Identifying the Domain Names for the Computer Science Departments 
The domain or directory name list of the 79 computer science departments that 
submitted in the 2001 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) (HERO, 2001d) 
were identified manually. Firstly, the universities' homepages were identified 
through Google, then by following relevant links the domains or directories of 
computer science departments within the universities were identified. Secondly, 
the 'UK Computer Science Department' link list hosted in the University of 
Wales Swansea's web site 
(http: //www. swan. ac. uk/compsci/resources/UKCSDgpts. html) was cross checked 
with those found manually. Relevant domains or directories, which were 
different from those already identified and still work, were added to the domain 
and directory list. Thirdly, the syntax: 
host: xxx. ac. uk AND link: www. cs. *. edu 
was used in AltaVista (2001) with the hypothesis that the computer science 
departments in the UK are quite likely to make links to computer science 
departments in the U. S.. More old domains or directories that still work were 
identified, and added to the list. 
In the meantime, 79 e-mails were sent to computer science departments' 
webmasters (or a staff member instead if the webmaster was not available) and 
31 replies were received. Although most of them only confirmed their current 
domains or directories, some gave the urls of research groups belonging to their 
departments, which otherwise could be difficult to identify as they might not be 
in the hierarchy of their department's domain. Finally, the derived domain or 
directory name list was compared with the domain list of the 109 UK universities 
available from the web site of the Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group in the 
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University of Wolverhampton (2001), and more domains or directories were 
identified and added to the list. 
3.1.1.2 Data Collection for the 79 Computer Science Departments 
1. Link data collected from AltaVista 
The number of inlinks from 10 different domains (org, edu, uk, ac. uk, co. uk, 
com, mil, net, gov, int) and external inlinks (from the rest of the Web) to each 
department was collected through AltaVista's advanced query facility. In early 
research, identical Boolean queries in AltaVista have returned different results, 
and researchers have had to develop methods to mitigate' this problem 
(Ingwersen, 1998; Smith, 1999c; Smith, 1999b; Smith, 1999a). Fortunately, 
AltaVista has become more stable over time (Thelwall, 2001d; Thelwall, 2001b; 
Vaughan & Thelwall, 2003). It should be noted, however, that the data collected 
by any search engine is inherently incomplete (Lawrence & Giles, 1999), and the 
results should therefore be interpreted with caution. In the UK, a lot of 
universities have more than one version of their domain name, although this may 
not be the case for the rest of the world. External inlinks are defined to be inlinks 
to the department that do not come from the same university. The external inlinks 
to the division of informatics (the whole division was submitted to 2001 RAE as 
computer science) in the University of Edinburgh can be obtained through the 
following syntax: 
(link:. dcs. ed. ac. uk OR link:. dcs. edinburgh. ac. uk OR link:. informatics. ed. ac. uk 
OR link:. cogsci. ed. ac. uk OR link:. cogsci. edinburgh. ac. uk OR link:. hcrc. ed. ac. uk 
OR link:. aiai. ed. ac. uk OR link:. dai. ed. ac. uk) AND NOT host:. ed. ac. uk AND 
NOT host: edinburgh. ac. uk 
The syntax to collect the links from edu domain to the division is as follows: 
(link:. dcs. ed. ac. uk OR link:. dcs. edinburgh. ac. uk OR link:. informatics. ed. ac. uk 
OR link:. cogsci. ed. ac. uk OR link:. cogsci. edinburgh. ac. uk OR link:. hcrc. ed. ac. uk 
OR link:. aiai. ed. ac. uk OR link:. dai. ed. ac. uk ) AND domain:. edu 
The syntax to find the number of web pages in the division is as follows: 
host: dcs. ed. ac. uk OR host: dcs. edinburgh. ac. uk OR host: informatics. ed. ac. uk OR 
host: cogsci. ed. ac. uk OR host: cogsci. edinburgh. ac. uk OR host: hcrc. ed. ac. uk OR 
host: aiai. ed. ac. uk OR host: dai. ed. ac. uk 
Mirror sites, once identified, were eliminated. For example, mirror site 
http: //src. doc. ic. ac. uk, which is hosted in the site of computer science department 
in Imperial College, but created by the Sun Microsystems, is excluded when 
counting links to the department. The syntax below shows how to count links 
from the ac. uk domain to the department, excluding the mirror site. 
(link:. doc. ic. ac. uk AND NOT link: src. doc. ic. ac. uk) AND host:. ac. uk AND NOT 
host:, ic. ac. uk 
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2. Link data collected by SocSciBot 
As discussed section 2.3, SocSciBot was created in response to the deficiencies 
in the early days of search engines (Bar-Ilan, 1999; Lawrence & Giles, 1999; 
Rousseau, 1999; Thelwall, 2000). The details of how SocSciBot extracts the link 
data from a web site, and how the relevant link information can be derived 
through the tools are available online (Thelwall, 2001 c). 
A piece of software called `subsite extracter' and the departments' domain or 
directory names were used to extract their link structures from the existing 109 
UK universities' link data, which was collected in July 2001 by SocSciBot (The 
Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group, 2001). Associated software was used to 
calculate the number of links both to and from the computer science departments. 
The number of web pages in each department is also derived in this way. 
3. The number of academic staff members in each department 
The number of academic staff members are derived from `Staff FTEs by 
Institution and Cost Centre 1998/99' (HESA, 2002). As some computer science 
departments' domains or directories are shared by other disciplines, in order to 
calculate a fairer result, the number of academic staff members involved from 
other disciplines are included. For example, the domain name of the computer 
science department in the University of Hertfordshire-'feis. herts. ac. uk', is shared 
by the department of aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering (ACME); the 
department of electronic, communication & electrical engineering (ECEE); the 
department of manufacturing systems engineering (MSE); maths and music. All 
of the academic staff members from the other departments are included. 
3. ii. 3 The Calculation of WIFs and Correlation Coefficients 
Two versions of WIFs are used, one with the number of academic staff members 
from a department as denominator, which is represented as the WIF (staff), and 
another with the number of web pages in a site as its denominator. The 
numerators are all the number of external inlinks. 
The Spearman rank order correlation coefficient rather than the Pearson 
correlation coefficient was used to calculate the correlations between the links 
and the RAE measures. This is because the frequency of inlinks forms a highly 
skewed distribution, for which Pearson is inappropriate. In order to simplify the 
calculation, the different RAE values are transferred into ordinal numbers (RAE: 
1,2,3b, 3a, 4,5,5* into 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 respectively). The approach has been 
used by previous research (Thelwall, 2001b) and newspaper ranking schemes. 
Section 2.7.2 discusses this in detail. 
3.1.2 Results 
3.1.2.1 The Alta Vista Results 
The results from AltaVista are displayed in table 3.1. The second column shows 
the correlation coefficients between the numbers of external inlinks from 
different domains and their research productivities (RAE rating multiplied by the 
number of research staff members submitted). The third column shows the 
correlation coefficients between the WIFs (staff) and the RAE averages. Column 
4 illustrates the correlation coefficients between the WIFs (with number of web 
pages as denominators) and the RAE averages. 
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The results in column 4 are not as significant as those of columns 2 and 3. When 
counting web pages with AltaVista, no page was found for the computer science 
departments in the University of Cambridge and Oxford Brookes, only one page 
for the University of Glamorgan and two pages for Bournemouth University. 
This is clearly incorrect. Apart from the fact that the number of web pages in a 
site is not suitable to represent the size of the relevant entity (see section 2.5.2), 
the count itself is unreliable. Again web pages as denominators have been 
confirmed to be unreliable in WIFs calculations (Thelwall, 2001 c, 2002a-b). 
Table 3.1 Spearman correlation coefficients between link and research measures. (* = 
significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, ***=significant at the 0.1% 
level) 
Source domain Between inlinks Between Between WIFs 
and research WIFs(staff) and and RAE averages 
productivities RAE averages n=77 
n=79 n=79 
org 0.645** 0.674** 0.349** 
edu 0.606** 0.609** 0.275* 
uk 0.603** 0.559** 0.119 
External 0.600** 0.604** 0.256* 
ac. uk 0.599** 0.566** 0.092 
com 0.592** 0.586** 0.178 
mil 0.582** 0.551** 0.399** 
co. uk 0.556** 0.489** 0.107 
net 0.553** 0.561** 0.311** 
gov 0.529** 0.512** 0.304** 
int 0.290** 0.254* 0.179 
Most of the inlinks to the departments are from the domains: ac. uk, uk, edu, org, 
com, co. uk, and net. Figures 3.1 to 3.6 show the relationship between link and 
research measures. The outliers in these diagrams are as follows. 
Outliers in Figure 3.1 
" Imperial College (298.2,3233) 
" University of Cambridge (240.1,3166) 
" University of Oxford (252,2742) 
" University of Strathclyde (53.2,606) 
" De Montfort University (42.5,502) 
" University of Brighton (25,416) 
" University of Wolverhampton (17.4,254) 
Outlier in Figure 3.2 
Imperial College (298.2,62921) 
Napier University (32,10496) 
University of Wolverhampton (17.4,5787) 
Outliers in Figure 3.3 
" Imperial College (298.2,16514) 
" University of Wolverhampton (17.4,1703) 
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Outliers in Figure 3.4 
" University of Cambridge (7 53.39) 
" University of Oxford (6,50.87) 
" University of Stirling (3,8.17) 
Outliers in Figure 3.5 
" University of Cambridge (7,547.55) 
" University of Oxford (6,442.04) 
" University of Aberdeen (5,181.43) 
" Napier University (4,156.67) 
" University of Stirling (3,113.56) 
" University of Wolverhampton (2,74.67) 
Outliers in Figure 3.6 
" Imperial College (7,95.24) 
" University of St Andrews (6,78.42) 
" University of Stirling (3,15.13) 
" University of Wolverhampton (2,21.97) 
The School of Computing and Information Technology in University of 
Wolverhampton was observed as an outlier in Figures 3.1 to 3.3,3.5 and 3.6. 
'UK Sensitive Map' (clickable maps for academic organizations in the UK) 
(http: //www. scit. wlv. ac. uk/ukinfo/uk. map. html) is hosted in the site, and attracts 
a lot of links to the department. Table 3.2 illustrates the link counts from 
different web areas to the clickable map. This also shows the fact that AltaVista's 
results are now (normally, but not always) logically consistent. The top figure 
should logically be the sum of the other two, and it is. 
Table 3.2 The AltaVista link counts to the clickable map in the University of 
Wolverhampton 
Syntax result 
link:. scit. wlv. ac. uk/ukinfouk. map. html AND host:. ac. uk 1054 
link:. scit. wlv. ac. uk/ukinfouk. map. html AND host:. ac. uk AND NOT 1030 
host:. wlv. ac. uk 
link:. scit. wlv. ac. uk/ukinfouk. map. html AND host:. wlv. ac. uk 24 
The department of computing in Imperial College was observed as an outlier in 
figures 3.1 to 3.3 and 3.6. The mirror site: SunSite Archive 
(http: //src. doc. ic. ac. uk/) was spotted, and the link pages to this site were deleted. 
Later, the site http: //sunsite. doc. ic. ac. uk was found to be an alias of the same 
SunSite Archive mirror site. The number of link pages to this mirror site resulted 
in 16,408 (external), 606 (edu) and 1,310 (ac. uk) hits from AltaVista. If these 
numbers were removed, then at least in figures 3.1 and 3.2, the department would 
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3.1.2.2 The SocSciBot results 
The correlations between different versions of WIFs and RAE averages, and 
between the numbers of inlinks and the research productivities are reported in 
table 3.3. The correlation between the WIFs with web pages as denominators and 
RAE averages is not significant at all. However, the other two values are 
significant at the 1% level. 
Table 3.3 Spearman correlation coefficients between link (from SocSciBot) and 
research measure (* = significant at 5% level, ** = significant at 1% level, n=70) 
Link and research measure Correlation coefficient value 
Inlinks and research productivities 0.494** 
WIFs (staff) and RAE averages 0.411 
WIFs and RAE averages 0.083 
Chu et al. (2002) stated that the number of inlinks can illustrate the `visibility' of 
a web site, while the number of outlinks can illustrate its `luminosity'. Although 
Chu et al. (2002) were not able to find any significant correlations between 
inlinks and outlinks of the 53 North American library and information science 
departments, inlinks correlated significantly with the outlinks for the 79 UK 
computer science schools (Spearman correlation coefficient value is 0.601, 
significant at the 1% level). Figure 3.8 illustrates a strong linear trend between 
inlinks and outlinks for the 79 computer science departments. The most apparent 
outlier is Reading University (93536,1730). If the department were deleted, then 
the correlation coefficient value would be higher at 0.738**. Generally, the 
departments that link more to others are also more likely to be linked to by their 
peers. 
Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between inlinks and research productivities for 
the 79 UK computer science departments. The school of computing and 
information technology in the University of Wolverhampton again is an outlier in 
figure 3.7. The reason might be the same as the previous AltaVista result. 
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Outliers in Figure 3.7 
" University of Birmingham (132.6,508.2) 
" Heriot-Watt University (95,4149) 
" Napier University (32,2742) 
" University of Wolverhampton (17.4,2800) 
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3.1.3 Discussion 
Significant correlations have been found between inlinks and research 
productivities, and between the WIFs (staff) and RAE averages for the 79 UK 
computer science departments, both from AltaVista and SocSciBot data. 
Although the results are not as good as those at university level, it is the first time 
statistically significant results have been found at the departmental level, and the 
positive results open the door to conduct further link analysis on departments. 
Comparing different WIF versions, the number of academic staff members is 
confirmed to be better than the number of web pages for the WIF denominator. 
The results from AltaVista are even better than those from the SocSciBot. This 
may be because that AltaVista has the ability to remember old domain names, 
although sometimes dead pages can also be included. This gives us some 
confidence that AltaVista is still a good choice in webometric research. 
Two reasons may be causes of the positive results derived in this study. Firstly, 
the computer science departments make relatively more use of the Web than 
other disciplines, including library information science. Secondly, there is a more 
authoritative research assessment mechanism existing in the UK, the RAE rating, 
which decides where millions of pounds of research funding should go. 
Compared with whole universities, the domain or directory names of computer 
science departments are inherently more complicated. A lot of computer science 
departments have several different domain names. In order to get a fairer link 
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count to departments, old domain names are included in this study. If only the 
current domain names are used to obtain the number of links, some (especially 
departments that had recently changed their domain names) could hardly get any 
inlinks. For example, the computer science department in University of Bath was 
established from the department of mathematical science in August 2001. If only 
the new domain name ̀ . cs. bath. ac. uk' were used to count the link pages from the 
. ac. uk domain, only 6 pages would be found, because many links still point to the 
old domain `maths. bath. ac. uk'. When the old domain name was added to the 
query, more than two hundreds link pages were returned by AltaVista. 
Nevertheless, the academic staff members from the mathematics department are 
added when calculating the WIF (staff) for this department. 
3.2 How Important Is It for Academic Web Sites in Western European 
Countries to Be in English in order to Attract Hyperlinks? 
English has long been the major language at formal scholarly communication in 
the world. Journals indexed by the ISI are dominated by English, and citations 
can be lost to non-English journals (Moed, 2002). The WIF was first raised by 
Rodriguez Gairin (1997) in a Spanish documentation journal. Perhaps because it 
was not published in English, little attention had been paid to it until Ingwersen's 
(1998) paper `The Calculation of Web Impact Factors' was published in an 
English journal: the Journal of Documentation. The analogous aim of this study 
is to find out whether English is important on the Web for attracting hyperlinks. 
Specifically, this experiment was designed to assess whether academic web sites 
in Western Europe attract more links if they are in English. 
3.2.1 Method Adopted 
AltaVista was chosen to collect data in this study, as it has a language facility for 
its advanced query. Part of the data is from a previous project by Thelwall et al. 
(2003b), which was collected in July 2002. In that study, the academic 
interlinking among sixteen Western European countries along linguistic lines 
was investigated. The focus in this study is on the English language impact 
regarding academic web interconnection, so only web pages and link pages in all 
languages and English were selected. Then the English proportions for academic 
web sites in each country were calculated through dividing the number of 
English web pages by the number of web pages in all languages. 
the number of web pages in English 
the number of web pages in all languages 
The number of inlinks from other countries' academic web sites in all-languages 
and the number of web pages in all language for each country were used to 
calculate WIFs and link propensities. 
WIF: 
the number of inlinks in all-languages 
the number of web pages in all-languages 
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Link propensity: 
the number of inlinks from another country's academic web sites 
the product of the web pages from the source and target countries' universities 
The syntax: domain:. xx (xx stands for a country domain), was used to count 
numbers of web pages both in English and all languages for the sixteen Western 
European countries. The proportions of English web pages for each country are 
then calculated. The proportions are compared with those from academic web 
areas for each country, to put the study in context. 
The Spearman rank order correlation coefficient was used to calculate the 
correlations between WIFs or link propensities and English page proportions of 
the sixteen Western Europe countries' academic web sites. Spearman rather than 
Pearson is chosen in this study, as the link data does not follow a normal 
distribution. 
3.2.2 Results 
Table 3.4 illustrates the English page proportions in both academic areas and 
whole country domains. English page proportions are much higher in the 
academic area than for the whole country domain, with one exception: Ireland. 
English is more heavily used in academia than other areas. Inlinks are derived 
from the data collected by AltaVista mentioned above. The Gross Domestic 
Products (GDPs) and the population for each country are from the CIA World 
Factbook 2000 (CIA, 2001). 
Table 3.4 English proportions for the 16 Western European countries both in academic 
















France fr 0.43 0.18 29113 1382389000 59330 
Italy it 0.37 0.18 26517 1233324800 57632 
Germany de 0.51 0.21 97900 1879491900 82797 
Spain es 0.26 0.15 24260 691948100 39997 
Greece r 0.14 0.20 6189 147367800 10602 
Norway no 0.39 0.17 17817 112473100 4481 
Netherland nI 0.37 0.24 48337 367105200 15892 
Portugal pt 0.53 0.32 8154 153734400 10048 
Switzerland ch 0.44 0.37 22416 196800200 7262 
Belgium be 0.45 0.32 20837 244759900 10241 
Denmark dk 0.68 0.28 12922 126996800 5336 
Austria at 0.53 0.20 29419 190265400 8131 
Sweden se 0.58 0.35 28988 183671100 8873 
U. K. uk 0.99 0.99 176934 1297339800 59511 
Ireland ie 0.97 0.98 14036 77079100 3797 
Finland fi 0.40 0.36 16267 108507000 5167 
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As shown in table 3.5, and in contradiction to previous research, the WIFs do not 
correlate significantly with English proportions. The correlation coefficient value 
is only 0.492, and not significant even at the 5% level. Figure 3.9 illustrates the 
relationship between the WIFs and English proportions. The reason may well be 
the unreliable choice of denominators (the number of web pages) in the WIF 
calculations. If the number of academic staff members of the universities were 
used as the denominators, positive results may have been obtained. 
The link propensities correlate significantly with English proportions at the 1% 
level. However, the correlation coefficient value is low at 0.365, as shown in 
table 3.5. For the 16 countries, the link propensities were calculated for 240 
pairs. Although the value is lower, the greater number of data points allows it to 
be more significant. Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between the link 
propensities and English proportions for the sixteen Western European countries. 
Once the impact of the sizes of both the source and target are removed, the link 
propensities correlate significantly with English proportions. That means English 
is apparently a contributing reason to attract links to web sites in Western 
Europe, although this may not be the only factor. 
The Spearman correlation between inlinks and outlinks is high at 0.888, as 
shown in table 3.5, which is significant at the 1% level. Once both inlinks and 
outlinks are divided by the numbers of all language web pages, the correlation 
coefficient value between WIFs and WUFs is 0.759, which is still significant at 
the 1% level. This suggests that within the sixteen Western European countries, 
the more outlinks one country makes to the rest of the other countries, the more 
inlinks it receives. 
It is also very impressive to see that the number of inlinks in all languages to a 
country correlates significantly with the number of English pages in that country 
(the Spearman correlation coefficient value is 0.868, and significant at the 1% 
level). This perhaps could lead to a conclusion that the more English pages in a 
country, the more inlinks it tends to attract from other countries. The high 
correlation coefficient value between the English pages and all language pages, 
can be interpreted as the higher ability to create web pages in a country, the more 
often English will be used. This also illustrates that English is the dominant 
language on the Web. The correlations between inlinks and all language pages, 
and between inlinks and English pages are all significant at the 1% level. 
However, the significant value may be caused by the underlying size effect. The 
number of all language pages in a country can be regarded as the size of a 
country's academic web sites. As mentioned above, once inlinks and English 
pages are divided by all web pages, there is not a significant correlation between 
WIFs and English proportions. 
Population can also represent a nation's size, thus the significant results between 
inlinks and population, and between inlinks and GDP may also be caused by the 
underlying size effect. As shown table 3.5, when both inlinks and GDP are 
divided by the population in each country, there is not a significant correlation 
between inlink and GDP per person. 
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Table 3.5 Spearman correlation coefficient values for the sixteen Western European 
countries (* = significant at 5% level, ** = significant at 1% level) 
Type of Correlation Coefficient 
value 
n 
WIFs against English page proportions 0.494 16 
Link propensities against English page proportions 0.365** 240 
Inlinks against English pages 0.868** 16 
English pages against all language pages 0.791 ** 16 
Inlinks against all language pages 0.703** 16 
Inlinks against population 0.621 * 16 
Inlinks against GDP 0.776** 16 
Inlinks per person against GDP per person 0.238 16 
Inlinks against outlinks in all languages 0.888** 16 
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3.2.3 Discussion 
The significant correlations identified between link propensities and English 
proportions give some evidence that English may be a factor for attracting 
hyperlinks, at least in Western European countries. Universities who do not want 
their ideas to be ignored on the Web should consider creating web pages in 
English as far as possible. The correlation coefficient value between WIFs and 
English proportions is nearly significant at the 5% level. This may be caused by 
the unreliability of the web page counts used in the WIF denominators. 
There are some significant correlations between inlinks and English pages, all 
language pages, GDPs, populations. Nevertheless, all language pages and 
population represent to some extent a nation's size from different perspectives. 
Once the size effects are removed, hardly any significant results are found 
between WIFs and English proportions, and between inlinks and GDP per 
person. This may be a problem of the small sample size, however, only sixteen 
countries. 
The low correlation coefficient value between link propensity and English 
proportion may suggest that although English is a reason to attract hyperlinks 
between those countries, it may not be the only reason. Other conditions such as 
technology levels, culture, history, politics and economic status may all play a 
role in this complex arena. 
3.3 Summary 
The significant correlation coefficient values between links and research 
measures for the 79 UK computer science departments, gave us some confidence 
to further investigate departmental interlinks. Some techniques applied for the 
computer science departments can be adopted in the main study to: 
1. Collecting departments' domains or directories; 
2. Collecting link data through both AltaVista and SocSciBot; 
" Counting links from different domains through AltaVista 
" Extracting departmental link data from existing universities' link data from 
SocSciBot 
3. Conducting correlation tests. 
" Inlinks versus research productivities 
" WIFs versus research averages 
The number of inlinks, which are attracted from other international peers within 
the Western European countries' academic web sites, are influenced by their 
English proportions and economic status. As a result, the main study selects 
samples from English speaking and similar economically advanced countries, as 
discussed in section 4.2.1. 
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4. Research Design and Methodology 
This chapter discusses the research design which describes the 
" Research hypotheses; 
" Research design; 
" Research methods. 
Most of the current academic link analysis is at university level and focuses on 
the same country. Relatively less is known about departmental link analysis 
especially those across country boundaries. 
This study aims at identifying departmental link patterns along country and 
disciplinary lines. It is necessary to conduct an experiment, firstly to validate the 
departmental link data, and secondly to find out whether there are country or 
disciplinary differences in national or international peer interlinking, and web use 
in general. Since it is difficult to identify authors of web pages, as discussed in 
sections 2.2.2 and 2.8.2, neither interview nor questionnaire survey can be 
applied in this study. For this reason, a quantitative research method was chosen 
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998; Black, 1999). 
4.1 Research Hypotheses 
A hypothesis is a statement of expected research results or outcomes. It helps to 
determine the direction a study will take (Black, 1999). The hypotheses for this 
study are: departmental link data is a valid information source to disclose 
informal scholarly communication between departments; and departmental link 
patterns differ along both country and disciplinary lines. The following motivate 
the hypotheses. 
4.1.1 Departments Are Better Research Units than Universities 
The counterpart of link analysis, citation analysis at a lower aggregation level 
may disclose more information, since at a higher aggregation level, the result 
tends to average different citation uses amongst various subunits (van Raan, 
2000). In this context, departments are better research units than whole 
universities to disclose online information. 
There are some existing departmental level link studies: 
" Thirteen Scottish computer science departments' links were compared with 
their organizational profiles with significant correlation coefficient values 
(Chen et al., 1998), although the departmental sizes were not taken into 
consideration. 
" The web uses of library and information science departments from the UK 
(Thomas & Willett, 2000) and U. S. (Chu et al., 2002) have been investigated, 
although without significant correlations between inlinks and research 
ratings. 
" Significant correlations were discovered between link metrics and RAE 
ratings for the 79 UK computer science departments (Li et al., 2003b), as 
described in section 3.1, although no link patterns were identified. 
" Significant correlations between link metrics and estimated citation counts 
for the U. S. chemistry and psychology departments, while not for the history 
departments (Tang & Thelwall, 2003a). The link patterns were discovered to 
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be various between very different departments (Tang & Thelwall, 2004), 
although the study was conducted in one single country. 
In summary, to conduct departmental link analysis is not only necessary but also 
plausible. 
4.1.2 Link Data Validation 
Both correlation tests and link motivation analysis have been used to validate 
link data, as discussed in section 2.6 and 2.8 separately. Correlation tests help to 
identify whether a set of link data is related to an existing data source of known 
value, while link motivation analysis identifies the nature of links, which can 
help to interpret information derived from the link data. 
" As reviewed in sections 2.5 and 2.6, significant correlations between research 
measures and WIFs have been found at both university and departmental 
level in various countries. 
As reviewed in section 2.8.2.1, existing link motivation analysis, which was 
conducted at university level, discovered that university interlinking could 
disclose informal scholarly communication amongst universities. 
Based on the above findings, the hypothesis is: 
" H1: Links to departments associate with research in terms of a) significant 
correlations with existing research measures and b) a majority of links having 
some association with research. 
4.1.3 Link Patterns Differ along National and Disciplinary Lines 
In previous citation analysis studies, various disciplines or countries were 
discovered to use citations differently (Garfield, 1999; Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel & 
Schubert, 2001). It is natural to hypothesise that the same may be true for link 
uses. Previous link analysis discovered: 
Link uses are different with regard to disciplinary variations: 
i. Departments from hard sciences interlink more than those from social 
sciences (Tang & Thelwall, 2004). 
ii. Journal web sites from library and information science make more use of 
the Web than those from law (Vaughan & Thelwall, 2003). 
iii. Physics web pages make more intra-subject links than those in maths and 
sociology (Harries et al., 2004). 
iv. Science and engineering dominate university web presence amongst the 
UK universities (Thelwall & Price, 2003). 
" Link uses are different with regard to country variations: 
i. Norway was found to attract more inlinks per web page than other Nordic 
countries by Ingwersen (1998). 
ii. Universities from New Zealand are less visible on the Web compared 
with those from Australia and the UK (Smith & Thelwall, 2002). 
iii. Among Asia-Pacific universities, Australian and New Zealand are found 
to interlink heavily, and Australia and Japan were found to be the centre 
of the web use in that area (Thelwall & Smith, 2002). 
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iv. Universities from richer countries tend to make more use of the Web 
amongst the fourteen Western European countries (Thelwall et al., 2002). 
v. For two geographical regions, Asia and Europe, European countries, 
especially the UK, Germany, Holland and Belgium were found to 
dominate the results. Chinese universities' web sites attracted significant 
number of links, and seem to be becoming the centre of the region (Park 
& Thelwall, 2006, to appear). 
The above findings leave some key gaps in what is known, which the two 
hypotheses below seek to fill: 
" H2: Departmental link patterns differ along country lines; 
" H3: Departmental link patterns differ along disciplinary lines, even for 
similar disciplines. 
4.2 Research Design 
In order to pictorially represent the research design in this study, the notion of a 
variable map, which is adopted from concept maps (Novak & Gowin, 1984), is 
applied. The three graphical objects involved are: 
"A rectangle represents an independent variable; 
"A rounded box represents a dependent variable; 
" An ellipse represents an extraneous variable. 
A variable is defined as a general class of objects, events, situations, 
characteristics and attributes that are of interest to a study (Balnaves & Caputi, 
2001). An independent variable does not depend on others, while a dependent 
variable does. An extraneous variable is a competing independent variable, 
which can influence dependent variables, but is not of interest to a study. Thus, 
extraneous variables should be controlled as much as possible. This means that 
either the value of an extraneous variable must have no effect to the result of a 
study, or is included in the design as an independent variable. 
Country Discipline 
Departmental web profile 
Identification of 




Figure 4.1 An example about variables 
Figure 4.1 gives a simple example about different variables based on the concept 
maps. `Departmental web profile' is defined as how a department use the Web 
with regard to publishing web pages, receiving and creating links. It is affected 
by independent variables: `country' and `discipline', and extraneous variables: 
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`economic status' and `language'. `Country' and `discipline' are included in the 
research design by selecting various populations as described in section 4.2.1, 
while `economic status' and `language' were controlled through selecting 
departments from English-speaking countries with similar economic status. 
Research design may have limitations since not every extraneous variable can be 
controlled. 
With regard to the two main objectives as described in section 1.3, sections 4.2.2 
and 4.2.3 design two structures separately to: 
" Validate departmental link data 
" Identify departmental link patterns 
4.2.1 Populations Selected in This Study 
A population is defined as a group which share a set of common traits (e. g. all 
physics departments in the UK), while a sample is defined as a unit of analysis 
that is a subset of a population (Black, 1999; Balnaves & Caputi, 2001). 
The populations of this study are nine sets of departments from physics, 
chemistry and biology disciplines in Australia, Canada and the UK, as listed in 
table 4.1. The populations can represent the two-dimensional independent 
variables `country' and ̀ discipline' in this study as shown in figure 4.2 below. It 
is also possible to compare link patterns along country and disciplinary lines 
through the selected populations. 
" Within each country, link patterns can be compared amongst different 
disciplines. 
" Within each discipline, link patterns can be compared amongst different 
countries. 
Table 4.1 Departments selected in this project for Australia, Canada and the UK 
Australia Canada UK 
Physics Physics Physics 
Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry 
Biology Biology Biology 
A decision is made to use whole populations rather than samples in this study. 
This is because firstly most of the populations contain less than 50 departments 
which are manageable; secondly whole populations rather than samples ensure 
the external validity, since if a sample cannot represent the whole population 
where it is extracted from, the research design lacks external validation (Black, 
1999). 
Reasons for selecting departments from the three disciplines and countries: 
" Physics, chemistry and biology are chosen because they are similar hard 
science disciplines. The following two points subsequently explain why 
similar departments, and why departments from hard science are of interest in 
this study: 
i. Very different disciplines have been found to use the Web variously, with 
hard science making more use of the Web than those from social science. 
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This study focuses on similar departments to see whether there are still some 
disciplinary differences on web uses. 
ii. Departments from social science, such as the U. S. history departments, may 
use the Web too little to conduct meaningful link analysis (Tang & Thelwall, 
2004). As a result of this, a decision is made to choose departments from hard 
science to ensure enough number of links for investigation. 
" Australia, Canada and UK are chosen because they are all economically 
advanced and English speaking countries. This can control the effects from 
the two extraneous variables: `economic status' and `language', as shown in 
figure 4.1. 
By selecting the nine sets of departments from similar countries and disciplines 
in this study, it is expected that the outcomes can be extrapolated to a broader 
situation. If the different link patterns identified are consistent along country and 
disciplinary lines in this study, those from dissimilar countries and disciplines 
can be different to an even greater extent. 
4.2.2 Validation of Departmental Link Data 
A validation of departmental link data is to find out whether the data set is valid 
to disclose informal scholarly communication between departments. This is very 
important before any conclusion can be made from the departmental link 
analysis. As mentioned in section 2.1, both correlation tests and link motivation 
analysis have been used for the validation purposes. Figure 4.2 illustrates the 
design structure for this. 
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As shown in figure 4.2, the dependent variable is `Departmental link data 
validation', while the operational definition of the dependant variable is 
`correlation between research and link counts' and `target page types'. In other 
words, the departmental link validation is through the correlation tests between 
research measures and link counts, and a target page type classification scheme. 
If the correlations are significant and the target page types are academic related, 
then the departmental link data are valid to disclose useful information. The 
design is the most comprehensive one of this type, since previous studies either 
focus on correlation tests as discussed in section 2.6, or focus on link motivation 
analysis as discussed in section 2.8.2. 
The nine sets of populations on the left are used to represent the independent 
variables `country' and `discipline'. As the independent variable `departmental 
web profile' for each set of departments is the same, only one is drawn in the 
diagram as a representative for all. Extraneous variables, which may affect how 
each set of departments employ the Web or `departmental web profile', are listed 
below: 
" `Web design policy'. This has a direct effect on how well a department's web 
site can be crawled, since search engines or a self-designed web crawler tend 
to ignore links that are embedded within programs such as JavaScript or 
Shockwave. 
" `Web orientation'. Some departments tend to publish more on the Web than 
others. 
" `Research performance'. The better research performance of a department, 
the more web pages created and more inlinks attracted (Thelwall & Harries, 
2004). 
" `Different web profile of subfields within a disciple'. A department's web 
profile may still be an average of various web uses from different subfields 
within it. 
" `Economic status'. Departments that have better economic status normally 
have more resources and make more use of the Web. 
" `Language'. Web pages in English tend to attract more inlinks as discussed in 
section 3.2. 
" `National or international peer collaborations'. Collaborations with national 
or international peers may result in more national or international peer link 
interactions. 
" `Collaborations with other organizations'. For example, departments 
collaborate more with industry may create or attract more links to or from 
corn domain. 
The extraneous variables for `correlation between research and link counts' are: 
" `Research measure efficiency'. As discussed in section 2.7, various research 
measures have different limitations in evaluating departments' research 
performance accurately. In addition to citation counts, which are regarded as 
the most relevant research measures in the correlation tests, link counts are to 
be compared with other available research measures: NSERC research grants 
and RAE ratings are used for Canadian and UK departments respectively. 
Should the correlations between link counts and various research measures 
were all significant, one could have more confidence that link counts related 
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with research in different aspects. This serves as the control of `research 
measure efficiency' extraneous variable. 
" `Link data collection tool'. The collection tools used, as discussed in section 
2.3 either search engine or a self-designed web crawler, may bias the link 
counts. This is difficult to control, since search engines are good at collecting 
link data over large web areas while a self-designed crawler is good at 
covering individual web site extensively. Sometimes only search engines can 
be used, while at other occasions only a self-designed crawler is suitable. 
However, same types of link data are to be collected by same tools across all 
sets of departments. Hopefully this will average out the effects caused by the 
collection tools. 
In addition to this, `research performance' is not the only variable which may 
affect the `departmental web profile', as mentioned above. Thus the correlations 
between research measures and link counts can indicate the relationship between 
`research performance' and link counts, but cannot catch the relationships 
between other extraneous variables and link counts. 
The extraneous variables for `target page types' are: 
" `Link data collection tool'. The `link data collection tool' used may bias the 
target pages identified. Hopefully that only SocSciBot is used to identify the 
national peer interlinking target pages for each set of departments may 
average the bias out. 
" `Target page disappearance'. By the time the target pages are visited, they 
may already disappear. This is to be controlled by defining the extraneous 
variable as one category in the target page classification scheme. 
" `Link context'. Identifying only target page types is not enough to disclose 
the nature of links. As discussed in section 2.8.2, the most comprehensive 
approach was devised by Bar-Ilan, which takes into account source, target 
page types together with link context analysis. Visiting source pages when 
necessary are to be used to control this extraneous variable. 
" `Other target pages'. Only national peer interlinking target pages are to be 
studied. As a result, other types of target pages are not known, such as web 
pages targeted by various TLDs, since it is not plausible to do all in this 
study. 
The fact that not every extraneous variable can be controlled efficiently indicates 
that the design only partially validate the departmental link data. 
4.2.3 Identification of Departmental Link Patterns along Country and 
Disciplinary Lines 
Figure 4.3 illustrates that the departmental link patterns are identified along 
country and disciplinary lines, with regard to four different aspects. For 
simplicity, figure 4.3 does not show the nine sets of departments, since they are 
the same as those in figure 4.2. 
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The dependent variable is `link patterns along country and disciplinary lines'. 
The operational definitions of the dependant variable are: 
" `General web uses'. This is to measure a set of departments' web capacity, 
with regard to their abilities of publishing, making and attracting links on the 
Web. This is designed to catch the effects from `web orientation' and 
`research performance' variables. Departments that have higher research 
performances may tend to make more use of the Web, publishing more web 
pages and creating or attracting more links. The four values below are 
designed to indicate departements' general web uses: 
i. The number of web pages each department publishes. 
ii. The number of external outlinks made by each department. 
iii. The number of inlinks each department attracting from the rest of the 
Web. 
iv. The proportion of national inlinks for a set of departments, with regard to 
those from the whole Web. 
" `National peer interlinks'. This is to show how well a set of departments are 
interconnected, and also the ability of a set of departments to attract national 
peer inlinks, which are from the same type of departments in the same 
country. This has the potential to disclose the underlying `national peer 
collaborations', where departments collaborate more may interlink more than 
those do not. The following two values are designed to show this aspect: 
i. Interconnection rate of each set of departments. 
ii. The number of national peer inlinks each department receives. 
" `International peer interlinks'. This is to show a set of departments' ability to 
attract international peer inlinks, which are from the same type of 
departments in two other countries. This is designed to catch the underlying 
effects from `international peer collaborations'. Two values are designed as 
below: 
i. Link Propensities for each set of departments. 
ii. Adapted mean international peer inlinks. 
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" `Interactions with different top level domains'. This has the potential to 
illustrate how a set of departments interacts with other organisations on the 
Web ('collaboration with other organiztions'). This is an analogy as patent 
citation analysis between patents to scientific literature to disclose science 
and technology interactions, as reviewed in section 2.9.2. For this purpose, 
two proportion values are designed as follows: 
i. Proportions of external inlinks from different top level domains with 
regard to those from the whole Web. 
ii. Proportions of external outlinks to different top-level domains with 
regard to all external outlinks made. 
Section 5.5 explains in detail how each value is computed. 
The extraneous variables `economic status' and `language' are controlled 
through choosing departments from similar economically advanced and English 
speaking countries as discussed above. However, extraneous variables `web 
design policy' and `link data collection tool' may bias the link data collected, 
since web sites, which use advanced technology such as Frameset, JavaScript 
and Shockwave, may not be covered fully by either search engines or a self- 
designed web crawler. `Different web uses of subfields within a discipline' 
indicate that the departmental link pattern identified is still an average value 
although it is more specific than that of whole universities. 
In summary, through the four aspects, a whole picture of departmental web uses 
can be captured. However, the uncontrollable extraneous variables `web design 
policy' and ̀ link data collection tool' may distort the results. 
4.3 Research Methods 
4.3.1 Research Procedure 
Given the research hypothesis and the two research designs, the general research 
procedure is defined as follows: 
Collecting link data through both AltaVista and SocSciBot. The literature 
reviews that search engines are good at covering large web areas, while a 
self-designed web crawler is good at covering small web areas thoroughly. 
As a result of this, 
" SocSciBot is used to collect: 
i. Web pages each department publishes. 
ii. National peer inlinks 
iii. External outlinks made by each department 
iv. External outlinks to different top level domains 
" AltaVista is used to collect: 
i. External inlinks from different top level domains and the whole 
Web. 
ii. International peer inlinks from two other countries. 
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2. Collecting some relevant non-web data for the departments. 
i. Existing research measures. As discussed in section 2.7.2.2, the RAE 
scores can be used to represent UK departments' research measures. 
The NSERC grants can be used to represent Canadian departments' 
research measures, as discussed in section 2.7.2.3. 
ii. Number of academic staff members. This is used to represent the size 
of a relevant department, as discussed in section 2.5.3. It is used to 
remove size effect from both link and research measures. 
iii. Citation counts. As discussed in section 2.7.2.1, citation counts are 
the most relevant data set for conducting the correlation tests for link 
data. 
3. Conducting correlation tests. 
i. Correlation tests are conducted for each set of departments between 
citations and link counts. 
ii. Correlation tests are conducted between RAE ratings and link counts for 
the UK departments. 
iii. Correlation tests are conducted between research grants and link counts 
for Canadian departments. 
4. Classifying target page types. 
5. Computing different values with regard to the four aspects. 
6. Identifying link patterns along country and disciplinary lines with regard 
to the four aspects. 
The experimental procedure details, which are used to conduct the research step 
by step, are described in the next chapter. 
4.3.2 Statistical Methods Used 
The frequency of inlinks form a highly skewed distribution (Thelwall & 
Wilkinson, 2003a), for which Spearman is more appropriate than Pearson in the 
correlation tests. Nevertheless, both Pearson and Spearman formulae were used 
to calculate the correlation coefficient values in this study, to give a full picture 
of the relationship between the link based metrics and research measures. One 
can spot the apparent outliers more easily than just using Spearman. The 
statistical software SPSS is used to calculate both the correlation coefficient and 
median values in this research. The software Medcalc (2003) is used to calculate 
whether a difference between two sets of correlation coefficient values is 
significant. 
4.4 Summary 
A quantitative research method is chosen for this study. The research hypothesis 
is: Departmental link data is a valid information source to disclose informal 
scholarly communications, and link patterns are different along country and 
disciplinary lines. In order to test the hypothesis, nine sets of departments are 
chosen from physics, chemistry and biology in Australia, Canada and the UK. 
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The research design shows how to: 
" Validate departmental link data 
" Identify departmental link patterns along country and disciplinary lines 
The validation of departmental link data is through correlation tests and target 
page type classification, while the identification of departmental link patterns is 
through analysing departmental web profiles from four aspects. The four aspects 
being: 
9 General web use 
National peer interlinks 
International peer interlinks 
Interactions with different top level domains 
The general research procedure is defined as follows: 
1. Collecting link data through both AltaVista and SocSciBot 
2. Collecting some relevant out web data 
3. Conducting the correlation tests 
4. Classifying target page types 
5. Computing different values with regard to the four aspects 
6. Identifying link patterns along country and disciplinary lines 
There are some limitations for the two research designs in this chapter. ̀ Research 
performance' is only part of the reasons for a department to attract inlinks. Thus 
the correlation tests between research measures and link counts can only partially 
indicate the relationship between research and link counts, but fail to identify the 
relationships with other extraneous variables. The identification of target page 
types also has limitations, since it is not the most comprehensive one and also the 
collection tool used may bias the target pages identified. `Web design policy' and 
`link data collection tool' may both affect the departmental link data collected. 
As a result the link patterns identified may be distorted by these extraneous 
variables. In summary, the validation design can only partially validate the link 
data; while when making conclusions on the link patterns identified, one should 
always bear the extraneous variables in mind. 
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5. Experimental Procedure 
Based on the general research procedure introduced in section 4.3.1, this chapter 
explains how the experiment, which is used to achieve the two main objectives, 
is carried out in this study. 
Particularly, this chapter describes how to: 
1. Collect relevant link data through AltaVista and SocSciBot 
2. Collect relevant non-web data, these include: 
i. Research measures 
ii. Number of academic staff members 
iii. Citation counts 
3. Conduct correlation tests 
4. Classify target page types 
5. Compute different values with regard to the four aspects 
5.1 Link Data Collection 
The link data collection includes the number of web pages, inlinks and outlinks 
for each department. As discussed in section 4.3.1, SocSciBot and its processing 
software are used to collect 
" Number of web pages each department publishes; 
" Number of national peer inlinks each department receives (with four ADMs); 
" Number of external outlinks made by each department; 
" Number of external outlinks to different top level domains from each set of 
department, 
while AltaVista is used to collect 
" Number of external inlinks from different top level domains and the whole 
Web; 
" Number of international peer inlinks for each set of departments from their 
peers in two other countries; 
" Number of web pages each department publishes. 
Before the link data can be collected, the departments' domain or directory 
names have to be identified. The three subsections subsequently explain how to 
" Collect departments' domain or directory names; 
" Collect relevant link data through SocSciBot; 
" Collect relevant link data through AltaVista. 
5.1.1 Collecting Departmental Domain or Directory Names 
For the three countries, each university has one or more proper domain names. 
For example, universities in the UK have domains like: www. xxx. ac. uk. The 
universities are differentiated by the third level domain xxx. The domain names 
for universities in Australia appear as: www. xxx. edu. au. These universities are 
differentiated by the third level domain xxx. The domain names for universities 
in Canada have the form: www. xxx. ca. There is no special academic domain for 
Canada. 
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The departmental domains are more complicated. Some departments have proper 
domains which are derivable from their parent universities. For example, 
www. phys. ualberta. ca is the domain name for the physics department from the 
University of Alberta in Canada. Some departments' urls are just directories in 
ics their parent universities' domains. For example, www. nottinp-ham. ac. uk/physics 
is the url for the physics department from the University of Nottingham in the 
UK. Some have their own and others share urls. For example, 
www. spme. monash. edu. au is the domain name for the school of physics and 
materials engineering from the University of Monash in Australia, and there is 
not a separate domain name for the physics department. The domain or directory 
names for departments are identified from the Web manually. 
5.1.1.1 Identifying the domain or directory name lists for the departments in 
Australia 
The physics, chemistry and biology departments found in the citation and 
publication data supplied by the Research Evaluation and Policy Project (REPP), 
Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, are included 
in this project. The domain or directory names for those departments are then 
identified manually through the search engine Google. If any research groups' 
domain or directory names are found out to be different from their own 
departments', they are added to the relevant domain or directory name list. The 
domain or directory name lists are also compared with several physics, chemistry 
and biology departments' link lists found using Google. More domain and 
directory names are identified using this extra source. 
5.1.1.2 Identifying the domain and directory name lists for the departments in 
Canada 
The physics, chemistry and biology departments, which have received research 
grants in 2003 from National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada, are included in this project. Again, the domain and directory name lists 
for these departments are identified manually through Google and compared with 
several relevant departments' link lists. 
5.1.1.3 Identifying the domain or directory name lists for the departments in the 
UK 
The physics, chemistry and biology departments submitted in the RAE 2001 are 
included in this project. From the homepage of RAE 2001 
http: //www. hero. ac. uk/rae/, following the menu `Submissions' and then `View 
by Unit of Assessment', physics, chemistry and biology departments are 
identified from `19: Physics', `18: Chemistry' and `14: Biological Science', 
respectively. Research groups submitted are checked to make sure the right 
departments are identified. Just as in Australia, the domain or directory name 
lists for these departments are identified manually and then compared with 
several relevant departments' link lists. 
5.1.2 Collecting Link Data through SocSciBot3 
Whole university's link data is obtained first for the three countries. For 
Australia, forty-two Australian universities' domains were identified and crawled 
in June-July 2003 by the SocSciBot3. For Canada, ninety-seven universities' 
domains were identified and crawled in January 2004. However, only ninety 
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universities' link data has been collected. - The other seven have been removed 
because their sites could not be crawled. For the UK, one hundred and twenty 
five universities were crawled in June 2003 and the link structure database was 
downloaded from an online source (The Statistical Cybermetrics Research 
Group, 2003). 
After all university link data is collected, the link data for physics, chemistry and 
biology departments in Australia, Canada and the UK was extracted by a 
program called `subsite extractor' together with the relevant domain or directory 
name lists identified above. The approach is the same as that used in the previous 
study about the 79 computer science departments, as discussed in section 3.1. 
The program can extract the link structure which contains only the domains or 
directories of a department in the source pages from the relevant university. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below gives an example on how the `subsite extractor' works. 
Table 5.1 lists the university and departmental domain names of Birmingham 
University. In table 5.2, the left column gives a simple example of how a 
university's link structure is organized, which is crawled by SocSciBot. Each url, 
which starts from the beginning of each line, represents a web page within the 
web site in question, while those urls which follow a tab space above a web page 
url, are the links collected on the web page. The right column illustrates the 
departmental link structures for the physics, chemistry and biology departments 
from the top to bottom row. For physics department, only the web page contain 
its domain name `ph. bham. ac. uk' is selected. The same is for the chemistry and 
biology departments. The web page `. bham. ac. uk/' is ignored by the `subsitc 
extractor', since it is not from any of the three departments' domains. 
Table 5.1 University and departmental domain names for University of Birmingham 
University domain name bham. ac. uk 
Physics department ph. bham. ac. uk 
Chemistry department chem. bham. ac. uk 
Biology department biosciences. bham. ac. uk 
Table 5.2 An example of extracting departmental link data from university link data 
University link data Extracted departmental link data 
. webteam. bham. ac. uk/accessibility. htm . ph. bham. ac. uk/staff/ 
. general. bham. ac. uk/contact. htm . general. bham. ac. uk/legal/privacy. 
htm 
. bham. ac. uk/ ph. bham. ac. uk/ 
. ph. bham. ac. uk/staff/ . chem. bham. ac. uk/staff/ 
. general. bham. ac. uk/legal/privacy. htm . chem. bham. ac. uk/staff 
. ph. bham. ac. uk/ 
. chem. bham. ac. uk . general. bham. ac. uk/legal/privacy. htm 
. chem. bham. ac. uk/staff . biosciences. bham. ac. uk/research/ 
. general. bham. ac. uk/legal/privacy. htm biosciences. bham. ac. uk/research/ 
By collecting departmental link data this way, existing university link data can 
be used to extract relevant departmental link data without repeat crawling. In this 
study, the UK departments are mainly extracted from the existing university link 
data. Another benefit is that by extracting link data from relevant university's 
link structure, more departmental web pages can be crawled than just crawling 
departmental web site separately. This is because those departmental web pages, 
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which cannot be followed from a department's homepage, but can be following 
from its university homepage, are included in the university link data collection. 
Should no link data be extracted, the department is crawled again separately 
using the SocSciBot3. If a department cannot be crawled, it is simply removed 
from the project. In total, 326 departments' link structures were derived, while 
altogether 32 departments have been removed from this study. 
Once the departmental link data has been collected, it can be processed using the 
relevant software, as described below. The software belongs to the Statistical 
Cybermetrics Research Group in the University of Wolverhampton (2005). 
" To analyse each department's link structure. The number of web pages and 
external outlinks for each department are calculated by a piece of software. 
" To count links between departments in the same set with different ADMs. 
The existing software to count links with different ADMs works at the 
university level. The departments' link structures have to be first extracted in 
order that only the relevant target urls from the same set of departments are 
left. Then the links to a set of departments from their peers in the same 
country can be counted with different ADMs as if they are different 
universities. The link counts from the file ADM is the national peer inlinks. 
" To analyse how a set of departments link to various TLDs. A piece of 
software is used to summarise which top level domains a set of departments 
links to and how many links target each top level domain. 
5.1.3 Collecting Link Data from AltaVista 
AltaVista's advanced search facility, which has been stopped completely 
(Pandia, 2004), are used to count links from large web areas. The domain and 
directory name lists collected above are used to collect the departmental link 
data. Below, some examples of syntax, which were used to count links using 
AltaVista's advanced query facility, are listed. 
" To count links from the whole Web to a department: 
LINK: phys. ualberta. ca AND NOT HOST: ualberta. ca 
This syntax is used to count the links from the whole Web to the physics 
department of the University of Alberta in Canada. The syntax `AND NOT 
HOST: ualberta. ca' is used to exclude links from the same university. `LINK' and 
`AND NOT HOST' are in uppercase to emphasize that they are keywords. 
However, it is not obliged to type it in uppercase in order to count the number of 
links in AltaVista. 
" To count links from a domain to a department: 
LINK: phys. ualberta. ca AND DOMAIN: com 
or 
LINK: phys. ualberta. ca AND DOMAIN: ca AND NOT HOST: ualberta. ca 
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The first syntax above is to count the links from com domain to the physics 
department from the University of Alberta in Canada. The second syntax is to 
count the number of links from ca domain to the same department. `AND NOT 
HOST: ualberta. ca' is the syntax to make sure that no internal links from the same 
university are counted to this department. 
" Counting links between two sets of departments from the same discipline in 
two different countries: 
The number of links from one set of departments in one country to each 
department from another set of departments in the same discipline in another 
country is counted. The sum of the results is the number of links from the first 
country to the second country in that discipline. The syntax for AltaVista is: 
HOST: phys. ualberta. ca AND LINK: bath. ac. uk/physics 
This syntax is used to count the number of links from the physics department of 
the University of Alberta in Canada to the physics department of the University 
of Bath in the UK. 
9 To count the number of web pages within each department 
HOST: phys. ualberta. ca 
or 
URL: bath. ac. uk/physics 
The first syntax is used to count the number of web pages for those departments 
who have a proper domain name. The second form of syntax is used to count the 
number of web pages for departments with directory names. 
Table 5.3 lists domains from which the links are counted to each country's 
departments by AltaVista. Recall that unlike the UK and Australia, Canada does 
not have its own commercial and academic domains. 
Table 5.3 The domains that links are counted from 
Country Domains from 
Australia The whole Web, corn, edu, au, org, net, corn. au and edu. au 
Canada The whole Web, corn, edu, ca, org and net 
UK The whole Web, corn, edu, uk, org, net, ac. uk and co. uk 
Unfortunately after the link data had been collected for this project in late March 
2004, the advanced query facility of AltaVista was stopped completely. 
5.2 Non-Web Data Collection 
As discussed in section 2.7, research measures are needed in order to carry out 
the correlation tests for departmental link data validation. Number of full time 
academic staff members for each department is also needed to factor out the size 
effect from both link and research measures. 
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This section describes, how relevant research measures and number of academic 
staff members are collected. Particularly, this section explains how citations are 
counted for the Canadian and UK departments in a semi-automatic way. 
5.2.1 Research Grants for Canadian Departments 
As discussed in section 2.7.2.3, the 2003 research grants competition results 
conducted by the National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada (NSERC, 2003) has been used to represent the research quantitative 
indicators for physics, chemistry and biology departments in Canada. The grants 
received by each department have been accumulated. Biochemistry departments 
are not included as according to Leydesdorff (2004) biochemistry neither belongs 
to biology nor chemistry. Chemistry and biochemistry departments, however, are 
included in chemistry departments, while biology and biochemistry departments 
are included in biology departments. 
5.2.2 RAE Ratings for UK Departments 
Many studies have demonstrated that there is a strong correlation between 
citation counts and RAE ratings (Oppenheim, 1995; Oppenheim, 1997; Smith & 
Eysenck, 2002; Norris & Oppenheim, 2003). The ratings for RAE 1992 are from 
1 to 5, while the ratings for RAE 1996 and 2001 are: 1,2,3b, 3a, 4,5,5* 
(HEFCE, 2005). In order to conduct the correlation tests, the latter ratings were 
replaced by 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 respectively. In those studies, each department only 
has one rating value. In this study, under the Biological Science Unit of 
Assessment (UoA) of the RAE 2001, a lot of departments have more than one 
rating value. For example, the University of Cambridge has five different ratings 
for Biochemistry, Genetics, Plant Sciences, Zoology and Biotechnology 
separately. One average RAE value for each department is necessary to conduct 
the correlation tests. Another reason for an average RAE score is to give each 
department a fairer value. The proportions of active research staff members 
submitted are different across departments. Some may submit small proportions 
to aim higher RAE ratings for better reputation; the others may do the opposite to 
receive more research funding, as the amount of funding is determined by both 
RAE rating and research active staff members submitted (HERO, 2001c). 
The technique, which was reviewed in section 2.7.2.2, was used to calculate 
average RAE scores for each department. In order to justify that approach, two 
types of correlation tests are conducted between the research productivities 
(numerator part of that formula) and relevant research incomes submitted in the 
RAE 2001, and between the average RAE scores and the research incomes per 
academic staff member. The research incomes are chosen for the correlation 
tests, since they can be used as research quantitative indicators of universities' 
research outputs, as discussed in section 2.7.1.2. Both Pearson and Spearman 
correlation coefficient values are significant at the 1% level for not only all 
institutions but also the departments in physics, chemistry and biology that 
submitted in the RAE 2001, as listed in Appendix E. The results from the 
formula somehow reserve the relative research quantities of the institutions and 
departments, even if the RAE scores by nature should not be mathematically 
manipulated in this way. They should be acceptable as proxies of research 
quantitative indicators in the correlation tests. 
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5.2.3 The Number of Academic Staff Members 
The number of academic staff members for each UK departments are from the 
RAE submission, through accumulating `Category A and A* Research Active 
Staff and `Non-selected Category A and A* Research Active Staff (HERO, 
2001 d). 
The number of fulltime academic staff members for Australian and Canadian 
departments are identified and counted manually from each department's web 
site, as no official information is available. A small number of departments do 
not provide their staff information on their web sites. These departments are 
ignored when the number of staff members is used to remove the size impact for 
their link and research measures. In order to count the staff members fairly, only 
fulltime professors, associate professors, readers, senior lecturers and lecturers 
have been included. This is because not every department lists their postdocs, 
research assistants, research associates or research fellows on their web sites. For 
Canadian departments in Quebec whose web sites are in French, help has been 
acquired from a French-speaking lecturer in Quebec to make sure the numbers 
are counted correctly. 
5.2.4 Counting Citations from ISI's Web of Science 
As discussed in section 2.7, citation counts are the most relevant data set for the 
correlation tests. Numbers of citations for Australian physics, chemistry and 
biology departments were supplied by the REPP, Research School of Social 
Sciences, Australia National University. The publication and citation counts 
come from the REPP database, which covers all Australian publications in ISI's 
three main indices: the Science Citation Index (SCI), Social Science Citation 
Index (SSCI) and Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI). For the SCI, the 
data has the reduced journal coverage similar to that on the CD-ROM version. 
The data included articles, notes and reviews from 1998 to 2002. The 2002 data 
is the latest with addresses that have been cleaned to the departmental level by 
the REPP. 
However, the citation counts for Canadian and UK departments are not available. 
Section 2.7.1 proposes a semi-automatic technique to count the citations from 
ISI's Web of Science. This section explains the issue in detail. 
5.2.4.1 Collecting Relevant ISI Records 
The citations are counted for each department in a set. Relevant ISI records are 
collected for each of the three disciplines in Canada and UK respectively. The 
following three steps show how each set of departments' ISI records are 
collected. 
1. Select relevant journal names for each of the three disciplines. Journal names, 
which are categorized as physics, chemistry and biology are collected 
separately based on `Subject Category Selection' follow 'ISI Journal Citation 
Reports' from the Web of Science (ISI, 2005). 
2. Search relevant ISI records for each set of departments. The following three 
steps are used to search relevant ISI records: 
i. Go to ISI Web of Science press `Full Search' button, and set the time 
`from 1998 to 2002'; 
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ii. Press `General Search' button, fill in `Source Title' text box with the 
relevant journal names, ̀ Address' with country code. The country code 
for Canadian departments is simply `canada'. The country code for the 
UK is: `england or scotland or wales or north ireland', since this is how 
the country code is organized for the UK papers indexed by the ISI. 
iii. Press the search button. 
3. Save the searched ISI records in a plain text file. The following four steps are 
used to save the ISI records into a plain text file. 
i. In the `General Search Results' window, press the `Mark All' button; 
ii. Press ̀Marked List' button, tick `address' and ̀ times cited'; 
iii. Press ̀Format for Print' button'; 
iv. Select and copy the records into a text file. 
Each time only up to five hundred records can be collected this way. As a result, 
each set of departments' ISI records are collected repeatedly until all are 
included. 
5.2.4.2 Counting Citations for Each Department 
As discussed in section 2.7.1, the counting of citations for a department is by 
matching its postcodes with those in the address part of a ISI records. Each 
department's postcodes are identified through their departmental homepages 
manually. Details of the sets of departments' postcodes are listed in Appendix J. 
A program is written to count citations automatically for each of the six sets of 
departments. For each department, the program checks from the first record until 
the end of the relevant ISI record file, if the address part of a record has the 
department's postcode, then the `times cited' of that paper is accumulate to the 
amount of the citations that department receives, and the number of its 
publications is increased by one. For each matching paper, the citations are 
counted only once for the department, no matter how many authors in that paper 
are from the same department. In this way, the program computes citations and 
publications for each of the six sets of departments. 
5.2.4.3 Validation of the Citation Counts 
Several correlation tests are carried out between the citation counts and research 
measures for validation purposes. Table 5.4 shows that for Canada, research 
grants are used to compare with the citation counts, while for the UK, the RAE 
ratings are used. Citation counts, citations per staff member and citation per 
publication (CPP) are compared with relevant research measures. 
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Table 5.4 Citation counts correlation tests 
Country Citation Research measure 
Canada Citation counts Research grants 
UK Citation counts Research productivity 
(RAE rating multiplied 
by the staff members 
submitted) 
Canada Citations per staff Research grants per staff 
member member 
UK Citations per staff RAE average 
member 
Canada CPP Research grants per staff 
member 
UK CPP RAE average 
5.3 Correlation Tests 
As discussed in section 2.6, the correlation tests between link and research 
measures are carried out to validate link data. Citations are regarded as the most 
relevant data set to compare with link data. Hence, correlation tests are carried 
out between citation and link counts at three different levels, as discussed in 
section 2.7. RAE ratings and research grants are used in the correlation tests for 
UK and Canadian departments respectively to further validate the departmental 
link data. 
Table 5.5 illustrates the two sets of data that are used to carry out the correlation 
tests between the national peer inlinks with different ADMs from SocSciBot and 
their relevant research measures. 
Table 5.6 shows the two sets of data that are used to calculate correlation 
coefficient values between the link measures from different web areas collected 
from AltaVista and those relevant research measures. 
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Table 5.5 National inter-departmental link correlation tests 
Country Link data Research measure 
Australia Inlinks & outlinks with different Citations 
ADMs 
Canada Inlinks & outlinks with different Citations and research grants 
ADMs 
UK Inlinks & outlinks with different Citations and research productivity 
ADMs (RAE rating multiplied by the staff 
members submitted) 
Australia WIFs & WUFs (staff members Citations per staff member 
as denominators) 
WIF & WUFs (links with CPP 
different ADMs as numerator, 
web pages, directories, domains 
and departments as 
denominators) 
Canada WIFs & WUFs (staff members Citations and research grants per staff 
as denominators) member 
WIF & WUFs (links with CPP and research grants per staff 
different ADMs as numerator, member 
web pages, directories, domains 
and departments as 
denominators) 
UK WIFs & WUFs (staff members Citation per staff member and RAE 
as denominators) average 
WIF & WUFs (links with CPP and RAE average 
different ADMs as numerator, 
web pages, directories, domains 
and departments as 
denominators 
Table 5.6 International link correlation tests 
Country Link sources Research measure 
Australia Links from the whole Web, com, Number citations 
edu, au, org, net, com. au and 
edu. au domains 
Canada Links from the whole Web, com, Citations and research grants 
edu, ca, org and net domains 
UK Links from the whole Web, com, Citations and Research productivity (RAE 
edu, uk, org, net, ac. uk and co. uk rating multiplied by the staff members 
domains submitted) 
Australia WIFs with staff member as Citations per staff member 
denominators 
WIFs with web pages as CPP 
denominators 
Canada WIFs with staff member as Citations and research grants per staff 
denominators member 
WIFs with web pages as CPP and research grants per staff member 
denominators 
UK WIFs with staff member as Citations per staff member and RAE 
denominators average 
WIFs with web pages as CPP and RAE average 
denominators 
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The research measures to be compared with the number of links are research 
productivities. For Australia, the numbers of citations are used to represent 
research productivities. For Canada, both citation counts and research grants 
received by each department are used to represent research productivities. For the 
UK departments, both citation counts and research productivities, which are 
calculated by multiplying their RAE ratings with the number of academic staff 
members submitted, are used to represent research productivities. 
The research measures to be compared with the WIFs or WUFs are research 
averages. For citation averages, if the denominators for WIFs or WUFs are the 
numbers of full time academic staff member, the citation averages are citations 
per academic staff members, while when the denominators of WIFs or WUFs are 
the numbers of web pages, directories, domains and departments then Citation 
Per Publication (CPP) are used to represent the research averages. For RAE and 
research grants averages, no matter which denominators the WIFs or WUFs use, 
the research average has only one version. 
5.4 Identification of Target Page Types 
The departmental target pages derived from the link data crawled by SocSciBot3 
are analysed by type, to track down the nature of departmental interlinks. The 
classification scheme used in this project modelled on the target page 'Content' 
and `Genre' of Harris et al. (Harries et al., 2004), which is one of the closest 
previously published studies. The 7 categories are listed below. 
" Department homepage. The main page of a department contains the 
department's name, has its own domain name or directory, and has links to 
other information about the department. 
" Research group homepage. The main page of a research group, centre or 
laboratory. 
" Academic staff member's homepage. The main page of an academic staff 
member. A homepage of a PhD student is included in this category. 
" Resources. A page contains some useful information to the source 
department, and is not one of the homepages mentioned above. A variety of 
different contents are included. 
" Recreation. A page that only contains recreational information, such as 
hobbies, sports clubs etc. 
" Disappeared. A page that no longer exists when visited. With regard to 
redirected page, if the page still point to the same position, the page is 
regarded as still existing, otherwise as disappeared. 
" Others. The page does not fit any of the other categories. For example, an 
undergraduate student's homepage; a page that is password protected, or is 
not allowed to be viewed for whatever reason. 
The number of departmental interlinks is sparse in number compared with 
university interlinks (Harries et al., 2004), thus it is not plausible to extract as 
many randomised departmental links from each department (many departments 
may not link to any other peers at all) as Wilkinson et al. (2003) did for 
university interlinks. In this project, all target pages are visited to ascertain 
whether they still exist (many old domain names are included in the project), 
and to what categories they belong. The approach in Bar-Ilan (2004a) is the 
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most detailed classification scheme of the kind, which classified the source and 
target page contents together with the link context. However, it is not feasible in 
this project, as a whole population of target pages will be studied. Nevertheless, 
if a department is found to attract an exceptionally large number of links from 
other departments, the source pages are visited to trace the reason. This is a 
compromise approach with regard to the simplicity of target page identification. 
5.5 Computing Different Link Metric Values 
This section explains how different values with respect to the four aspects, which 
are introduced in section 4.2.3, are computed. Each value will be compared along 
country and disciplinary lines to seek link patterns. 
1. General web uses 
i. The median value of web pages (from SocSciBot). 
ii. The median value of external inlinks from the rest of the Web (from 
AltaVista). 
iii. The median value of external outlinks (from SocSciBot). 
iv. The proportion of national inlinks is calculated as follows: 
CI 
TI 
CI: The number of external inlinks from the country domain to a set of 
departments (from AltaVista). 
TI: The number of external inlinks from the whole Web to the set of 
departments (from AltaVista). 
2. National peer interlinks. 
i. The median value of file ADM inlinks, which are counted through 
SocSciBot amongst same set of departments, is used to represent the 
national peer inlinks. 




" P: The pairs of departments have at least one link from one to another 
" TP: Total number of possible pairs among a set of departments 
The numerator in fact is the sum of the inlinks received by a set of departments at 
the department ADM level. The denominator is the total number of possible pairs 
that may have links from one to another. For example, with regard to the 40 
physics departments studied in the UK, the total number of possible pairs may 
have links from one to another is 40 x (40-1)=1560 
3. International peer interlinks. 
The number of links between two sets of departments in a same discipline from 
two different countries is collected through AltaVista. The Link Propensity and 
adapted mean international peer inlinks for each set of departments are then 
calculated, to illustrate how the departments attract international peer inlinks. 
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Link propensities. The link propensity between two countries' same type of 
departments can be calculated as follows: 
DL 
PN 
" DL: The links from source departments in one country to the same type of 
target departments in another country. 
" PN: The product of number of staff members (or number of web pages) 
from source and target 
The product of staff members: 
the number of source staff members x the number of target staff members 
The product of number of web pages: 
the number of source web pages x the number of target web pages 
ii. Adapted mean international peer inlinks. 
Each country has a different number of departments in each discipline. The three 
types of Australian departments all have the smallest numbers amongst the three 
countries. When counting links from the UK and Canada to Australia, the 
number of source departments (the departments in the UK plus those in Canada) 
is larger than when counting links to the UK or Canada. In order to remove this 
size effect, the number of inlinks received by each set of departments is divided 
by the source departments in the two other countries. The number of 
international peer inlinks for each set of departments is thus adapted to be the 
number of inlinks expected to be received from one source department. The 
mean value for each set of departments is then calculated by dividing the number 
of the adapted international peer inlinks by the number of departments from each 
set. The two steps can be combined as one. 
The adapted mean international peer (AIP) inlinks is thus calculated as follows: 
AIP = PI/PD 
PI: The inlinks received from peers in two other countries. 
PD: Product of number of departments from source and target 
The product of number of departments: 
the number of source departments x the number of target departments 
4. Interactions with different top level domains. 
The proportion of outlinks to a top level domain from a set of 
departments will be calculated as follows: 
EO 
TO 
" EO: Number of external outlinks made to a top level domain from a set of 
departments (from SocSciBot). 
" TO: Total number of external outlinks made by a set of departments (from 
ScoSciBot). 
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ii. The proportion of external inlinks from a top level domain will be 
calculated as follows: 
EI 
TI 
" EI: Number of external inlinks received from a top level domain (from 
AltaVista) 
" TI: Number of external inlinks from the whole Web (from AltaVista) 
5.6 Summary 
In order to reach the two main objectives of this study, the correlation tests, 
target page classification and computing of different values with regard to four 
aspects, need to be carried out. First of all, relevant data needs to be collected. 
The departmental link data is collected both through SocSciBot and AltaVista. 
SocSciBot is used when the link data is within a department or a set of 
departments' web sites. AltaVista is chosen when the link data is from large web 
areas, such as the whole Web or different top level domains. Some non-web data, 
such as, departmental research measures and number of academic staff members 
are also collected in order to carry out the experiment. A semi-automatic 
technique is introduced to count citations for Canadian and UK departments from 
the ISI's Web of Science. 
For each of the three countries, universities' link structures are crawled first 
through SocSciBot. Then a department's link structure is extracted from its 
parent university's link structure. Existing universities' link structure can be used 
without repeat crawling on the Web. The departmental link structure includes 
more link pages than crawling each department's web site separately. A set of 
software is used to count relevant numbers for this study. They arc: 
1. Number of web pages each department publishes 
2. Number of inlinks and outlinks with four different ADMs from national peers 
3. Number of external outlinks made from each department 
4. Number of outlinks to a top level domain from a set of departments 
AltaVista collects: 
1. Number of external inlinks from the whole Web 
2. Number of external inlinks from different top level domains 
3. Number of web pages for each department 
In order to count citations from the ISI's Web of Science, this section explains 
how to: 
1. Collect relevant ISI records for each set of departments 
2. Save the ISI records in a plain text file 
3. Count citations through matching departments' postcodes 
4. Validate the citation counts 
This section designs a set of correlation with regard to SocSciBot and AltaVista 
link data. It also explains how to carry out the target page type classification 
scheme in detail. Finally, the section explains how each value with regard to the 
four aspects is calculated in detail. 
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6. Validation Tests 
Both the correlations between link counts and research measures, and the results 
of the target page type classification are reported in this chapter. 
6.1 Results for the Correlation Tests 
Tables 6.1 to 6.60 display the correlation coefficient values between link and 
research measures for the physics, chemistry and biology departments in 
Australia, Canada and the UK. The `(staff)' indicates that the denominators for 
the 'WIFs' or WUFs' are the numbers of staff members, otherwise the 
denominators are the numbers of web pages, directories, domains or departments 
where appropriate. In order to save space, only four diagrams are illustrated to 
show the relationship between link and research measures for each set of 
departments (figures 6.1 to 6.36). The four types of figures are plotted between 
inlinks at the file level counted by the SocSciBot3 and research productivities; 
between the external inlinks counted by AltaVista and research productivities; 
between file WIFs (staff) and research averages; between external WIFs (staff) 
and research averages. Section 6.1.4 reports the correlation coefficient values 
between citation counts and research measures for Canadian and UK 
departments, as shown in tables 6.61 to 6.64. 
6.1.1 Correlation Coefficient Values for Australian Departments 
6.1.1.1 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Physics Departments 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 display the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the 
number of links to or from the physics departments with different ADMs and 
number of citations; and between WIFs (staff) or WUFs (staff) and citations per 
staff member or CPP if the denominators of the WIFs or WUFs are the numbers 
of web pages, directories, domains or departments. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the 
Pearson and Spearman correlations between the number of inlinks from different 
domains and citations; and between WIFs (staff) and citations per staff member 
or CPP if the denominators of the WIFs are the numbers of web pages. The 
correlation coefficient values between the number of links and citations, between 
the WIFs (staff) or WUFs (staff) and citations per staff member are all significant 
at the 1% level, see tables 6.1 to 6.4. However, hardly any significant correlation 
coefficient values are found between the WIFs or WUFs (with the numbers of 
web pages, directories, domains or departments as denominators) and CPP. 
Strong linear trends are shown in figures 6.1 to 6.4. This is the reflection of the 
large correlation coefficient values for the Australian physics departments. The 
reason may be that the links made to or from the set of departments are larger 
(see tables 6.69,7.2,7.3 and 7.6) and more even compared with other sets of 
departments. In table 7.5, the Australian physics departments interconnect much 
better than the chemistry and biology departments. 
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Table 6.1 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciDot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=22) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.847** 0.881** 0.711** 0.575** 
Outlinks 0.841** 0.860** 0.856** 0.786** 
WIFs (staff) 0.839** 0.843** 0.639** 0.571** 
WUFs (staff) 0.787** 0.781 ** 0.675** 0.701 ** 
WIFs 0.011 -0.079 0.217 0.457 
WUFs -0.041 0.094 0.426 0.548* 
Table 6.2 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocScißot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=22) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.890** 0.901** 0.884** 0.836** 
Outlinks 0.818** 0.821** 0.829** 0.849** 
WIFs (staff) 0.842** 0.860** 0.768** 0.650** 
WUFs (staff) 0.780** 0.783** 0.767** 0.794** 
WIFs 0.083 0.087 0.378 0.508* 
WUFs 0.261 0.182 0.540* 0.588* 
Table 6.3 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research (citation) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the I% level, n=22 for 
staff members as denominators, n=24 for the rest) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and citations per WIFs and 
Domain citations staff member CPP 
External 0.900** 0.927** 
com 0.798** 0.854** 




au 0.850** 0.903** -0.104 
org 0.700** 0.854** 0.033 
net 0.639** 0.659** 0.083 
com. au 0.972** 0.909** -0.068 
edu. au 0.756** 0.838** -0.104 
Table 6.4 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 









External 0.887** 0.867** -0,076 
com 0.793** 0.735** 0.070 
edu 0.818** 0.830** -0.121 
au 0.902** 0.889** -0.172 
org 0.724** 0.747** -0.111 
net 0.717** 0.739** 0.292 
com. au 0.790** 0.842** -0.132 
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6.1.1.2 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Chemistry Departments 
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 display the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the 
number of links to or from the chemistry departments (with different ADMs) and 
citations; and between WIFs (staff) or WUFs (staff) and the number of citations 
per staff member or CPP when the denominators for the WIFs or WUFs are the 
number of web pages, directories, domains and departments. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 
show the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the number of inlinks from 
different domains and citations; and between WIFs (staff) and citations per staff 
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The correlation coefficient values between the number of links with different 
ADMs and citations are all significant at the 1% level, see tables 6.5 and 6.6. 
The correlation coefficient values between the WIFs (staff) or WUFs (staff) and 
citations per staff are found more significant than those between the WIFs or 
WUFs (with the numbers of web pages, directories, domains and departments as 
denominators) and CPP. The Spearman values are relatively larger than those 
Pearson ones. 
Figures 6.5 to 6.8 do not show strong linear trends as those in figures 6.1 to 6.4 
of the physics departments. The set of departments does not interlink as well as 
the physics departments, as shown in table 7.5. The correlation coefficient values 
for the chemistry departments are smaller than those of the physics departments. 
Table 6.5 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=25) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.558** 0.605** 0.649** 0.699** 
Outlinks 0.697** 0.717** 0.739** 0.754** 
WIFs (staff) 0.294 0.369 0.335 0.498* 
WUFs (staff) 0.100 0.333 0.291 0.277 
WIFs -0.071 0.509* 0.396 0.545* 
WUFs -0.015 0.242 0.300 0.407 
Table 6.6 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=25) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.588** 0.622** 0.620** 0.667** 
Outlinks 0.564** 0.565** 0.554** 0.554** 
WIFs (staff) 0.455* 0.529** 0.550** 0.565** 
WUFs (staff) 0.382 0.421 * 0.398* 0.398* 
WIFs 0.121 0.473 0.515* 0.578* 
WUFs 0.195 0.335 0.387 0.458 
Table 6.7 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research (citation) 









External 0.410* 0.322 0.252 
com 0.743** 0.625** 0.215 
edu 0.751 ** 0.521** 0.239 
au 0.247 0.265 0.254 
org 0.710** 0.358 0.200 
net 0.530** 0.408* 0.253 
com. au 0.781** 0.519** 0.031 
edu. au 0.221 0.252 0.255 
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Table 6.8 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=25) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and citations per WIFs and 
Domain citations staff member CPP 
External 0.670** 0.597** -0.038 
com 0.563** 0.520** 0.021 
edu 0,747** 0.540** -0.121 
au 0.658** 0.632** 0.138 
org 0.464* 0.354 0.099 
net 0.671** 0.478* 0.202 
com. au 0.705** 0.499* 0.049 
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6.1.1.3 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Biology Departments 
Tables 6.9 and 6.10 display the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the 
number of links to or from the biology departments with different ADMs and 
citations; and between WIFs (staff) or WUFs (staff) and citations per staff 
member or CPP if the denominators for the WIFs or WUFs arc the numbers of 
web pages, directories, domains and departments. Tables 6.11 and 6.12 list the 
Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient values between the number of 
inlinks from different domains and citations; and between WIFs (staff) and 
citations per staff member or CPP if the denominators of the WIFs are the 
numbers of web pages. 
The correlation coefficient values between the number of links and citations are 
all significant at the 1% level, as shown in tables 6.9 to 6.12. Pearson correlation 
coefficient values between the WUFs (staff) with different ADMs and citations 
per staff member are significant at the 1% level in table 6.9, while Spearman 
correlation coefficient values are significant at the 5% level in table 6.10. It is a 
surprise that no significant values are found between the WIFs (staff) and 
citations per staff member both in tables 6.9 and 6.10. The small amount of links 
between the Australian biology departments may be the reason. As shown in 
table 6.69, there are altogether 90 links among the Australian biology 
departments, while the median number of inlinks from the peer departments in 
the same set is only 1, as show in table 7.6. There are some significant values 
between the WIFs (staff) and citations per staff member in table 6.12. However, 
no significant values are found between the WIFs or WUFs (with numbers of 
web pages, directories, domains and departments as denominators) and CPP in 
tables 6.9 to 6.12. 
The linear trends in figures 6.9 to 6.12 again are not as apparent as those for the 
physics departments in figures 6.1 to 6.4. However, figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate 
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Table 6.9 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=26) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.707** 0.666** 0.746** 0.684** 
Outlinks 0.581** 0.597** 0.649** 0.641** 
WIFs (staff) 0.247 0.206 0.160 0.165 
WUFs (staff) 0.708** 0.740** 0.742** 0.726** 
WIFs -0.209 -0.055 0.108 0.294 
WUFs 0.139 -0.035 0.070 0.247 
Table 6.10 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=26) 











WIFs (staff) 0.270 0.274 0.237 0.239 
WUFs (staff) 0.429* 0.458* 0.445* 0.442* 
WIFs 0.327 0.088 0.244 0.454 
WUFs 0.365 0.052 0.216 0.430 
Table 6.11 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=26, n=25 for WIFs with numbers of web pages as denominators) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and citations per WIFs and 
Domain citations staff member CPP 
External 0.573** 0.227 -0.099 
corn 0.540** 0.096 -0.144 
edu 0.421 * 0.126 0.217 
au 0.814** 0.258 -0.109 
org 0.671** 0.208 0.399* 
net 0.511 ** 0.040 0.085 
com. au 0.592** 0.031 -0.326 
edu. au 0.781** 0.264 -0.103 
Table 6.12 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=26, n=25 for WIFs with numbers of web pages as denomin ators) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and citations per WIFs and 
Domain citations staff member CPP 
External 0.678** 0.480* 0.107 
com 0.638** 0.521** 0.117 
edu 0.562** 0.325 0.332 
au 0.678** 0.482* 0.152 
org 0.590** 0.354 0.654** 
net 0.606** 0.198 0.344 
corn. au 0.563** 0.183 0.127 
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6.1.2 Correlation Coefficient Values for Canadian Departments 
6.1.2.1 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Physics Departments 
Tables 6.13,6.14,6.17 and 6.18 list the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the number of links to or from the physics departments with different 
ADMs and citations or research grants; and between WIFs or WUFs and citation 
or research grants averages. Tables 6.15,6.16,6.19 and 6.20 illustrate the 
Pearson and Spearman correlations between the inlinks from different domains 
and citations or research grants; and between WIFs and citation or research 
grants averages. 
The correlation coefficient values between the links and citations or research 
grants are nearly all significant at the 1% level in tables 6.13 to 6.20. There arc 
several significant correlation coefficient values between the WIFs and citation 
or research grants averages in tables 6.13 to 6.20. The value of the department 
WIFs is in fact the number of inlinks at the department level, because the 
denominator is 1 for each department. The significant values can also be 
regarded as the department inlinks correlating significantly with citation or 
research grants averages, although the values are smaller than with the citation 
counts or research grants. More significant values are found between different 
domain WIFs (staff) and research grants per staff member than those between the 
WIFs (with number of web pages as denominators) and research grants per staff 
member, as illustrated in tables 6.15,6.16,6.19 and 6.20. 
The linear trend between the inlinks and research grants, as illustrated in figures 
6.13 and 6.15, are more apparent than those between the WIFs and research 
averages, as illustrated in figures 6.14 and 6.16. 
Table 6.13 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=37, n=33 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.600** 0.650** 0.695** 0.715** 
Outlinks 0.630** 0.581** 0.551** 0.356* 
WIFs (staff) 0.144 0.104 0.230 0.001 
WUFs (staff) 0.341 0.340 0.281 0.142 
WIFs -0.166 -0.155 0.256 0.650** 
WUFs 0.127 0.142 0.125 0.435* 
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Table 6.14 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=37, n=33 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.670** 0.662** 0.769** 0.733** 
Outlinks 0.520** 0.515** 0.444** 0.419** 
WIFs (staff) 0.171 0.146 0.208 0.078 
WUFs (staff) 0.336 0.301 0.242 0.055 
WIFs 0.014 0.191 0.234 0.523** 
WUFs 0.092 0.254 0.247 0.504** 
Table 6.15 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citations) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the I% level, 
n=37) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.758** 0.398* 0.301 
corn 0.713** 0.215 0.280 
edu 0.690** 0.394* 0.304 
ca 0.702** 0.307 0.091 
org 0.677** 0.365* 0.420** 
net 0.733** 0.242 0.343* 
Table 6.16 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 






WIFs (staff) and 
research grants per staff 
member 
WIFs and research 
grants per staff 
member 
External 0.688** 0.428** 0.468** 
com 0.623** 0.286 0.404* 
edu 0.670** 0.381* 0.360* 
ca 0.714** 0.350* 0.203 
org 0.680** 0.411* 0.695** 
net 0.663** 0.413* 0.509** 
Table 6.17 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=37) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.695** 0.731** 0.773** 0.744** 
Outlinks 0.624** 0.690** 0.659** 0.583** 
WIFs (staff) 0.316 0.335 0.411 * 0.158 
WUFs (staff) 0.243 0.268 0.162 0.040 
WIFs -0.123 0.012 0.221 0.384* 
WUFs 0.075 0.133 0.097 0.376* 
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Table 6.18 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=37) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.669** 0.675** 0.738** 0.726** 
Outlinks 0.594** 0.594** 0.532** 0.516** 
WIFs (staff) 0.217 0.234 0.236 0.157 
WUFs (staff) 0.354 0.348 0.275 0.189 
WIFs 0.208 0.214 0.176 0.408* 
WUFs 0.242 0.269 0.238 0.438* 
Table 6.19 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=37) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.766** 0.502** 0.327* 
com 0.702** 0.320 0.300 
edu 0.778** 0.528** 0.279 
ca 0.701 ** 0.319 0.006 
org 0.732** 0.583** 0.173 
net 0.585** 0.305 0.273 
Table 6.20 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 






WIFs (staff) and 
research grants per staff 
member 
WIFs and research 
grants per staff 
member 
External 0.706** 0.431 ** 0.424** 
com 0.668** 0.344* 0.467** 
edu 0.719** 0.475** 0.112 
ca 0.702** 0.314 0.061 
org 0.725** 0.489** -0.012 
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6.1.2.2 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Chemistry Departments 
Tables 6.21,6.22,6.25 and 6.26 show the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the number of links to or from the chemistry departments with different 
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ADMs and citations or research grants; and between WIFs or WUFs and citation 
or research grants averages. Tables 6.23,6.24,6.27 and 6.28 list the Pearson and 
Spearman correlations between the number of inlinks from different domains and 
citations or research grants; and between WIFs and citation or research averages. 
The correlation coefficient values between the inlinks with different ADMs and 
citations or research grants are nearly all significant at the 1% level in tables 
6.21,6.22,6.25 and 6.26, with one exception, the Pearson correlation coefficient 
value between the file inlinks and citations or research grants are not significant 
at all. The reason is that the chemistry department in the University of Calgary 
hosts a set of lecture notes created by a lecturer in University of Guelph, and 
each page of the lecture notes has a link back to its authors' homepage. 
Altogether the department in the University of Guelph receives 392 links from 
the University of Calgary for the same reason. Section 8.2.2 discusses this in 
detail. As the lecture notes are put under one directory, the directory, domain and 
department document models are not affected by this anomaly. 
The correlation coefficient values between the number of inlinks from different 
domains and citations or research grants are all significant at the 1% level, as 
shown in tables 6.23,6.24,6.27 and 6.28. More significant values are found 
between different domain WIFs (staff) and citation or research grants averages 
than those between the WIFs with the numbers of web pages as denominators 
and citation or research grants averages. 
The chemistry department in the University of Guelph appears to be outliers in 
both figures 6.17 and 6.19. The large number of file inlinks and WIF value for 
the department dwarf other departments' values. 
Table 6.21 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the l% level, 
n=39, n=34 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.230 0.539** 0.664** 0.631** 
Outlinks 0.331 * 0.297 0.379* 0.314 
WIFs (staff) 0.128 0.356* 0.334* 0.219 
WUFs (staff) 0.378* 0.171 0.022 -0.091 
WIFs -0.145 -0.084 00097 0.181 
WUFs -0.097 -0.045 -0.042 0.088 
Table 6.22 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=39, n=34 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.778** 0.779** 0.709** 0.681** 
Outlinks 0.374* 0.361 * 0.360* 0.334* 
WIFs (staff) 0.480** 0.439** 0.323 0.213 
WUFs (staff) -0.088 -0.084 -0.152 -0.188 
WIFs -0.131 -0.108 0.101 0.222 
WUFs 0.031 -0.056 0.040 0.079 
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Table 6.23 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=39, n=37 for WIFs) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.680** 0.641 ** 0.233 
com 0.658** 0.632** 0.240 
edu 0.609** 0.591** 0.272 
ca 0.703 ** 0.518** 0.193 
org 0.672** 0.635** 0.201 
net 0.609** 0.594* 0.289 
Table 6.24 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = si gnificant at the 1% level, 
n=39, n=37 for WIFs) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.728** 0.461** 0.207 
com 0.724** 0.505** 0.219 
edu 0.767** 0.650** 0.245 
ca 0.631** 0.308 0.195 
org 0.767** 0.576** 0.196 
net 0.605** 0.411** 0.164 
Table 6.25 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.269 0.540** 0.608** 0.605 
Outlinks 0.221 0.208 0.296 0.247 
WIFs (staff) 0.157 0.373* 0.232 0.172 
WUFs (staff) 0.327 0.051 -0.139 -0.239 
WIFs 0.162 0.178 0.341* 0.522** 
WUFs -0.286 -0.210 -0.039 0.144 
Table 6.26 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.812** 0.808** 0.702** 0.691** 
Outlinks 0.388* 0.373* 0.372* 0.352* 
WIFs (staff) 0.582** 0.484** 0.261 0.200 
WUFs (staff) -0.180 -0.193 -0.248 -0.285 
WIFs 0.148 0.347* 0.501** 0.600** 
WUFs 0.061 -0.117 0.026 0.115 
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Table 6.27 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, **= significant at the I% 





WIFs (staff) and 
research grants per staff 
member 
WIFs and research 
grants per staff 
member 
External 0.601** 0.438** 0.249 
com 0.640** 0.444** 0.288 
edu 0.521** 0.407** 0.369* 
ca 0.628** 0.353* 0.145 
org 0.608** 0.453** 0.308 
net 0.501** 0.394* 0.262 
Table 6.28 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(research grants) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40, when the numbers of web pages are used as denominators n=38) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.758** 0.431** 0.124 
com 0.753** 0.466** 0.245 
edu 0.789** 0.622** 0.475** 
ca 0.681** 0.353* 0.037 
org 0.804** 0.623** 0.491 ** 
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6.1.2.3 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Biology Departments 
Tables 6.29,6.30,6.33 and 6.34 list the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the number of links to or from the biology departments with different 
ADMs and citations or research grants; and between WIFs or WUFs and citation 
or research grants averages. Tables 6.31,6.32,6.35 and 6.36 show the Pearson 
and Spearman correlations between the number of inlinks from different domains 
and citations or research grants; and between WIFs and citation or research 
grants averages. 
The correlation coefficient values between links and citations or research grants 
are nearly all significant at the 1% level, as shown in tables 6.29 to 6.36. 
Relatively the correlation coefficient values between WIFs or WUFs and citation 
or research grants averages are less significant. Linear trends are more apparent 
in figures 6.21 and 6.22 than in figures 6.23 and 6.24. 
Table 6.29 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=40, n=35 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.482** 0.488** 0.563** 0.608** 
Outlinks 0.542** 0.528** 0.570** 0.583** 
WIFs (staff) 0.158 0.143 0.133 0.119 
WUFs (staff) 0.120 0.176 0.108 0.091 
WIFs -0.153 0.025 0.122 0.489** 
WUFs -0.095 -0.130 0.049 0.511 ** 
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Table 6.30 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=40, n=35 for WIFs and WUFs) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.627** 0.627** 0.668** 0.670** 
Outlinks 0.549** 0.552** 0.543** 0.543** 
WIFs (staff) 0.201 0.200 0.126 0.134 
WUFs (staff) 0.114 0.046 -0.097 -0.124 
WIFs 0.182 0.213 0.173 0.496** 
WUFs 0.094 -0.067 0.010 0.275 
Table 6.31 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=40, n=38 for WIFs) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.412** 0.371* 0.286 
com 0.376* 0.301 0.304 
edu 0.413** 0.359* -0.017 
ca 0.420** 0.326* 0.269 
org 0.473** 0.381* 0.489** 
net 0.423** 0.462** 0.324* 
Table 6.32 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=40, n=38 for WIFs) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.720** 0.431** 0.341 * 
com 0.711** 0.406** 0.396* 
edu 0.645** 0.262 0.036 
ca 0.700** 0.466** 0.476** 
org 0.742** 0.506** 0.537** 
net 0.680** 0.496** 0.390* 
Table 6.33 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.778** 0.763** 0.793** 0.802** 
Outlinks 0.399* 0.419** 0.478** 0.489** 
WIFs (staff) 0.306 0.298 0.352 0.351 
WUFs (staff) 0.038 0.091 0.135 0.132 
WIFs 0.073 0.257 0.163 0.159 
WUFs -0.183 -0.286 -0.192 -0.054 
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Table 6.34 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocScißot) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.607** 0.609** 0.658** 0.661** 
Outlinks 0.482** 0.486** 0.489** 0.485** 
WIFs (staff) 0.402* 0.408* 0.365* 0.335 
WUFs (staff) 0.009 -0.062 -0.062 -0.056 
WIFs 0.222 0.310 0.266 0.307 
WUFs -0.041 -0.191 -0.146 -0.090 
Table 6.35 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 
level, n=40, when the numbers of web pages are used as denominators n=38) 
Source inlinks and WIFs (staff) and WIFs and research 
Domain research grants research grants per staff grants per staff 
member member 
External 0.497** 0.173 0.029 
corn 0.444** 0.083 -0.030 
edu 0.470* * 0.167 -0.027 
ca 0.492** 0.214 -0.009 
org 0.520** 0.112 0.075 
net 0.504** 0.239 0.043 
Table 6.36 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(research grants) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% 





WIFs (staff) and 
research grants per staff 
member 
WIFs and research 
grants per staff 
member 
External 0.610** 0.165 0.142 
com 0.590** 0.115 0.088 
edu 0.614** 0.163 0.040 
ca 0.579** 0.252 0.265 
org 0.619** 0.227 0.234 
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6.1.3 Correlation Coefficient Values for UK Departments 
6.1.3.1 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Physics Departments 
Tables 6.37,6.38,6.41 and 6.42 display the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the links to or from the physics departments with different ADMs and 
citation counts or research productivities (RAE ratings multiply by the staff 
members submitted); and between WIFs or WUFs and citation or RAE averages. 
Tables 6.39,6.40,6.43 and 6.44 list the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between inlinks from different domains and citations or RAE research 
productivities; and between WIFs and citation or RAE average. 
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The correlation coefficient values between the inlinks and citations or RAE 
research productivities are all significant at the 1% level in tables 6.37,6.38,6.41 
and 6.42. However, the same is not true for the outlinks. There are some 
significant correlations found between the WIFs (staff) and research averages, 
although the results are less significant than those between the number of links 
and research productivities. However, no significant correlations are found 
between the WIFs (with the numbers of web pages, directories, domains and 
departments as denominators) and research averages. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient values are higher than the Spearman ones for the UK physics 
departments. 
The linear trends are more apparent in figures 6.25 and 6.26, which are between 
the number of inlinks and RAE research productivities than that in figures 6.27 
and 6.28, which are between the WIFs (staff) and RAE averages. 
Table 6.37 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the I% level, 
n=42 for WIFs and WUFs, for the rest n=44) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.435** 0.553** 0.548** 0.479** 
Outlinks 0.809** 0.647** 0.647** 0.433** 
WIFs (staff) -0.029 0.088 0.114 0.104 
WUFs (staff) 0.142 0.038 0.035 -0.006 
WIFs -0.115 0.231 0.157 0.431** 
WUFs -0.224 -0.220 0.018 0.268 
Table 6.38 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=42 for WIFs and WUFs, for the rest n=44) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.463** 0.463** 0.484** 0.484** 
Outlinks 0.359* 0.387** 0.411** 0.392** 
WIFs (staff) 0.156 0.217 0.179 0.184 
WUFs (staff) 0.213 0.245 0.260 0.231 
W IFs -0.008 0.121 0.054 0.312* 
WUFs -0.258 -0.190 0.011 0.271 
Table 6.39 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=44) 
Source Domain Inlinks and citations WIFs(staff) and 
Citation averages 
WIFs and CPP 
External 0.844** 0.220 -0.037 
com 0.833** 0.175 -0.036 
edu 0.865** 0.318* 0.078 
uk 0.806** 0.180 -0.279 
org 0.848** 0.267 -0.022 
net 0.827** 0.231 -0.086 
co. uk 0.836** 0.128 -0.239 
ac. uk 0.765** 0.167 -0.251 
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Table 6.40 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=44) 
Source Domain Inlinks and citations WIFs(staff) and WIFs and CPP 
Citation averages 
External 0.389** 0.169 -0.167 
com 0.358* 0.162 -0.120 
edu 0.406** 0.243 0.011 
uk 0.320* 0.075 -0.364* 
org 0.349* 0.143 -0.083 
net 0.271 0.081 -0.100 
co. uk 0.310* 0.078 -0.315* 
ac. uk 0.320* 0.113 -0.335* 
Table 6.41 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research (RAE) 
measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=44) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.702** 0.745** 0.743** 0.523** 
Outlinks 0.638** 0.640** 0.615** 0.404** 
WIFs (staff) 0.112 0.222 0.172 0.054 
WUFs (staff) 0.129 0.045 -0.070 -0.161 
WIFs -0.243 -0.013 0.095 0.345* 
WUFs -0.317* -0.190 0.003 0.164 
Table 6.42 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(RAE) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=44) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.398** 0.401** 0.404** 0.391** 
Outlinks 0.247 0.258 0.251 0.225 
WIFs (staff) 0.095 0.140 0.133 0.034 
WUFs (staff) 0.122 0.109 0.096 0.019 
WIFs -0.116 -0.025 0.117 0.270 
WUFs -0.101 -0.023 0.118 0.219 
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Table 6.43 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=44) 
Source 
domain 
inlinks and research 
productivities 
WIFs and RAE 
averages 
WIFs and RAE 
averages 
External 0.647** 0.227 -0.016 
com 0.670** 0.271 0.074 
edu 0.639** 0.255 0.033 
uk 0.710** 0.187 -0.119 
org 0.677** 0.281 0.034 
net 0.655** 0.252 -0.008 
co. uk 0.626** 0.215 -0.088 
ac. uk 0.734** 0.157 -0.115 
Table 6.44 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(RAE) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=44) 
Source 
domain 
inlinks and research 
productivities 
WIFs (staff) and 
RAE averages 
WIFs and RAE 
averages 
External 0.326* 0.122 -0.115 
com 0.303* 0.106 0.005 
edu 0.310* 0.196 0.073 
uk 0.274 0.067 -0.243 
org 0.291 0.154 0.008 
net 0.228 0.078 -0.158 
co. uk 0.279 0.109 -0.238 
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6.1.3.2 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Chemistry Departments 
Tables 6.45,6.46,6.49 and 6.50 illustrate the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the number of links to or from the chemistry departments with different 
ADMs and citations or RAE research productivities; and between WIFs or 
WUFs and citation or RAE averages. Tables 6.47,6.48,6.51 and 6.52 display the 
Pearson and Spearman correlations between the inlinks from different domains 
and citations or RAE research productivities; and between WIFs and citation or 
RAE averages. 
The correlation coefficient values between the number of links and citations or 
RAE research productivities are nearly all significantly at the 1% level in tables 
6.45 to 6.52. Fewer significant values are found between the WIFs or WUFs and 
citation or RAE averages. 
The linear trends in figures 6.29 and 6.30, between the number of inlinks and 
RAE research productivities are more apparent than those in figures 6.31 and 
6.32, between the WIFs (staff) and RAE averages. 
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Table 6.45 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=38 for WIFs and WUFs, for the rest n=41) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.626** 0.441** 0.577** 0.536** 
Outlinks 0.576** 0.619** 0.574** 0.476** 
WIFs (staff) 0.196 0.154 0.108 0.016 
WUFs (staff) 0.235 0.220 0.156 0.045 
WIFs -0.165 0.174 0.270 0.530** 
WUFs 0.195 0.364* 0.279 0.442** 
Table 6.46 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = sign ificant at the 1% level, 
n=38 for WIFs and WUFs, for the rest n=41) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.567** 0.522** 0.553** 0.525** 
Outlinks 0.285 0.289 0.332* 0.313* 
WIFs (staff) 0.236 0.325* 0.190 0.098 
WUFs (staff) 0.077 0.067 0.066 0.023 
WIFs -0.023 0.111 0.256 0.521** 
WUFs 0.074 0.299 0.308 0.423** 
Table 6.47 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = sign ificant at the I% level, 
n=41) 
Source Domain Inlinks and citations WIFs(staff) and WIFs and CPP 
citation averag es 
External 0.495** 0.008 0.249 
com 0.425** 0.063 0.266 
edu 0.367* -0.038 0.241 
uk 0.521** 0.050 0.187 
org 0.476** 0.013 0.201 
net 0.541** 0.051 0.184 
co. uk 0.665** 0.211 0.176 
ac. uk 0.492** 0.034 0.185 
Table 6.48 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = sign ificant at the 1% level, 
n=41) 
Source Domain Inlinks and citations WIFs(staff) and WIFs and CPP 
citation averag es 
External 0.383* 0.088 0.329* 
com 0.284 0.104 0.359* 
edu 0.340* 0.123 0.412** 
uk 0.426** 0.143 0.267 
org 0.285 0.046 0.126 
net 0.251 0.020 0.167 
co. uk 0.299 0.110 0.238 
ac. uk 0.442** 0.152 0.259 
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Table 5.49 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research (RAE) 
measures (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=41) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.786** 0.618** 0.742** 0.730** 
Outlinks 0.495** 0.602** 0.619** 0.573** 
WIFs (staff) 0.399** 0.374* 0.306 0.181 
WUFs (staff) 0.188 0.281 0.260 0.122 
WIFs 0.118 0.229 0.236 0.615** 
WUFs 0.014 0.415** 0.190 0.480** 
Table 5.50 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(RAE) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=41) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.708** 0.640** 0.702** 0.682** 
Outlinks 0.450** 0.468** 0.502** 0.478** 
WIFs (staff) 0.377* 0.419** 0.274 0.182 
WUFs (staff) 0.234 0.219 0.168 0.123 
WIFs 0.076 0.147 0.265 0.625** 
WUFs 0.120 0.378* 0.305 0.462** 
Table 5.51 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=41)_ 
Source inlinks and research WIFs (staff) and Between WIFs and 
Domain productivities RAE averages RAE averages 
External 0.642** 0.188 0.147 
com 0.504** 0.148 0.140 
edu 0.500** 0.120 0.195 
uk 0.675** 0.248 -0.039 
org 0.603** 0.196 0.219 
net 0.672** 0.279 0.227 
co. uk 0.772** 0.420** 0.057 
ac. uk 0.648** 0.223 -0.046 
Table 5.52 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
RAE) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=41 
Source 
Domain 
inlinks and research 
productivities 
WIFs (staff) and 
RAE averages 
Between WIFs and 
RAE averages 
External 0.586** 0.318* 0.175 
com 0.432** 0.270 0.174 
edu 0.541** 0.369* 0.249 
uk 0.642** 0.369* 0.159 
org 0.500** 0.299 0.191 
net 0.485** 0.253 0.293 
co. uk 0.488** 0.331 * 0.124 
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6.1.3.3 Correlation Coefficient Values for the Biology Departments 
Tables 6.53,6.54,6.57 and 6.58 display the Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between the number of links to or from the biology departments with different 
ADMs and citations or RAE research productivities; and between WIFs or 
WUFs and citation or RAE averages. Tables 6.55,6.56,6.59 and 6.60 illustrate 
the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the inlinks from different 
domains and citations or RAE research productivities, and between WIFs and 
citation or RAE averages. 
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The Spearman correlations are more significant than the Pearson correlations as 
shown in tables 6.53 to 6.60. The Pearson correlation coefficient values between 
the file or directory inlinks and research productivities are not at all significant, 
as shown in table 6.57. This is caused by the biology department in the 
University College London, which hosts a lot of databases and attracts an 
extremely large number of links from its peers in the UK. However, the domain 
and departments document models successfully remove this effect. 
In tables 6.54 and 6.58, the correlation coefficient values are nearly all 
significant at the 1% level, even the values between the WIFs or WUFs (with 
number of web pages, directories, domains and departments as denominators) 
and research averages. 
The number of inlinks attracted by the biology department in the University 
College London dwarfs other departments' values, especially in figures 6.33 and 
6.35. It appears to be apparent outliers in all the four figures from 6.33 to 6.36. 
Table 6.53 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, for 
WIFs and WUFs n=46, the rest n=53) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.432** 0.428** 0.624** 0.681** 
Outlinks 0.385** 0.381** 0.450** 0.501** 
WIFs (staff) 0.309* 0.308* 0.195 0.185 
WUFs (staff) 0.089 0.087 0.124 0.165 
WIFs 0.332* 0.344* 0.514** 0.587** 
WUFs 0.216 0.138 0.325* 0.385* 
Table 6.54 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, for 
WIFs and WUFs n=46, the rest n=53) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.673** 0.673** 0.687** 0.673** 
Outlinks 0.511** 0.535** 0.591** 0.577** 
WIFs (staff) 0.477** 0.454** 0.411** 0.369** 
WUFs (staff) 0.303* 0.344* 0.366** 0.337* 
WIFs 0.508** 0.492** 0.546** 0.643** 
WUFs 0.383** 0.418** 0.432** 0.588** 
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Table 6.55 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(citation) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, 
n=53) 
Source Domain inlinks and citations WIFs (staff) and WIFs and CPP 
citation averages 
External 0.589** 0.258 -0.153 
corn 0.546** 0.099 -0.181 
edu 0.528** 0.262 -0.065 
uk 0.708** 0.264 -0.154 
org 0.650** 0.184 0.128 
net 0.563** 0.248 0.075 
co. uk 0.562** 0.147 -0.164 
ac. uk 0.684** 0.294* -0.144 
Table 6.56 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 










External 0.661 ** 0.369** 0.030 
com 0.568** 0.253 0.053 
edu 0.644** 0.380** 0.300* 
uk 0.688** 0.381** 0.053 
org 0.632** 0.361** 0.322* 
net 0.569** 0.303* 0.285* 
co. uk 0.620** 0.292* 0.106 
ac. uk 0.709** 0.444** 0.108 
Table 6.57 Pearson correlations between the link (from SocSciBot) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the l% level, n=53) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.196 0.191 0.556** 0.651** 
Outlinks 0.471** 0.470** 0.512** 0.595** 
WIFs (staff) 0.132 0.130 0.279* 0.360** 
WUFs (staff) 0.163 0.166 0.198 0.301 
WIFs 0.123 0.157 0.488** 0.500** 
WUFs 0.303* 0.196 0.444** 0.438** 
Table 6.58 Spearman correlations between the link (from SocSciDot) and research 
(RAE) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=53) 
Link measures File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.790** 0.789** 0.791** 0.779** 
Outlinks 0.663** 0.657** 0.701** 0.690** 
WIFs (staff) 0.602** 0.598** 0.557** 0.496** 
WUFs (staff) 0.473** 0.465** 0.474** 0.452** 
WIFs 0.482** 0.512** 0.586** 0.630** 
WUFs 0.506** 0.421** 0.469** 0.570** 
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Table 6.59 Pearson correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=53) 
Source 
Domain 
inlinks and research 
productivities 
WIFs (staff) and 
RAE averages 
WIFs and RAE 
averages 
External 0.442** 0.208 -0.308* 
com 0.587** 0.214 -0.269 
edu 0.355** 0.185 -0.193 
uk 0.630** 0.276* -0.327* 
org 0.669** 0.254 0.202 
net 0.432** 0.212 0.132 
co. uk 0.621** 0.238 -0.305* 
ac. uk 0.562** 0.284* -0.307* 
Table 6.60 Spearman correlations between the link (from AltaVista) and research 
(RAE) measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=53) 
Source 
Domain 
inlinks and research 
productivities 
WIFs (staff) and 
RAE averages 
WIFs and RAE 
averages 
External 0.755** 0.493** 0.069 
com 0.654** 0.364** 0.063 
edu 0.753** 0.521** 0.329* 
uk 0.764** 0.452** -0.011 
org 0.734** 0.483** 0.343* 
net 0.692** 0.453** 0.307* 
co. uk 0.708** 0.390** 0.039 
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6.1.4 Correlation Tests for Canadian and UK Departments' Citation 
Counts 
6.1.4.1 Results for the Canadian Departments between Citations and Research 
Grants 
Tables 6.61 and 6.62 illustrate the Pearson and Spearman correlations between 
the citation counts and research grants for Canadian departments. Apart from the 
values between CPP and research grants per staff member for biology and 
chemistry are not significant, the rest are significant at the I% value. 
Table 6.61 Pearson correlations (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 
I% level) 






Citations versus research grants 0.709** 0.876** 0.704** 
Citations per staff member versus 0.379* 0.716** 0.633** 
research grants per staff member 
CPP versus research grants per staff 0.266 0.085 0.546** 
member 
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Table 6.62 Spearman correlations (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at 
the 1% level) 






Citations versus research grants 0.853** 0.888** 0.864** 
Citations per staff member versus 0.484** 0.740** 0.622** 
research grants per staff member 
CPP versus research grants per staff 0.355* 0.238 0.662** 
member 
6.1.4.2 Results for the UK Departments between Citations and RAE Ratings 
Tables 6.63 and 6.64 illustrate the correlations between citation counts and RAE 
ratings for the UK departments. Nearly all values are significant at the 1% level. 
Table 6.63 Pearson correlations (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = si gnificant at the 
I% level) 
Data sets Biology Chemistry Physics 
(n=53) (n=41) (n=44) 
Citations versus RAE research 0.857** 0.847** 0.640** 
productivities 
Citation per staff member versus 0.550** 0.626** 0.351 
RAE averages 
CPP versus RAE averages 0.620** 0.554** 0.376* 
Table 6.64 Spearman correlations (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at 
the 1% level) 
Data sets Biology Chemistry Physics 
(n=53) (n=41) (n=44) 
Citations versus RAE research 0.903** 0.758** 0.739** 
productivities 
Citation per staff member versus 0.731** 0.561 ** 0.332* 
RAE averages 
CPP versus RAE averages 0.650** 0.526** 0.345* 
6.2 Results of the Target Page Classification 
6.2.1 Disappearance Rate for Each Set of Departments 
Table 6.65 lists the proportion of `disappeared' pages for each set of departments 
in each country. The `disappeared' proportion for Australian chemistry target 
pages is high at 0.355. The school of chemistry in University of Sydney attracted 
29 links from its peers, 12 had already disappeared when those target pages were 
visited. The major reason is the reorganization of homepages for staff members. 
Without these pages, the `disappeared' proportion for Australian chemistry 
departments could be 0.226. All target pages were visited in May 2004. Even 
though the link data was collected in June 2003 for the UK, June-July 2003 for 
Australia and January 2004 for Canada, the `disappeared' rates are very similar. 
This shows that the academic web pages in the three countries are relatively 
stable. On the other hand, some of the `disappeared' target pages may already 
have gone during the crawling of the link data, as a lot of old domains or URLs 
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for the departments are included. If this is the case, the links that pointed to those 
`disappeared' pages were just not updated in time. In order to pct a more 
complete result, it would be better to visit the target pages immediately after the 
crawling. 
Table 6.65 Pro portions ofdisappe aredl target pages 
Country Biology Chemistry Physics 
Australia 0.211 0.355 0.254 
Canada 0.208 0.114 0.198 
UK 0.081 0.175 0.193 
6.2.2 Target Page Classification for Australian Departments 
Table 6.66 displays the number of occurrences for target pages in different 
groups and relevant proportions for biology, chemistry and physics departments 
in Australia. Figure 6.37 illustrates the diftcrent proportions of those target pages 
in different categories for those three types of' departments. Some special target 
pages for Australian physics departments are listed in appendix 111. For the 
target pages about conference inlbrmation, one is about Visa applications for 
foreign participants, the other is to help research students to get Fondling to attend 
a conference. They are academic related, but without containing any subject 
content. I lowever, they are relevant information liar the source pages. 
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6.2.3 Target Page Classification for Canadian Departments 
Table 6.67 displays the number of web pages grouped in each category and 
relevant proportions for Canadian biology, chemistry and physics departments. 
Figure 6.38 illustrates the proportions of different categories o1' target pages for 
Canadian biology, chemistry and physics departments. The special target pages 
in each set of departments in Canada are listed in Appendixes 112 to 114. 
A web page from the chemistry department of the University ol* Calgary 
(littp: //www. cobalt. clicin. uCatg4ry. ca/zic glcr/1. ec. chm373/mathtooýIJ. IºtnºI) hosts 
ºnathematics tools (Mathematical Basics and Mathematics for Quantum 
Mechanics), which arc created by [)an "Thomas in the chemistry department of 
the University of Guelph. Fach page contains a link hack to its author's 
homepage (littp-//www. cliciiibiO. Ll_()gLICII ý]). C ºthOIMISAhýým, ºS. hti»), altogether 
there are 392 of' this type of link. The total number of links aniong Canadian 
chemistry departments is 1,057. This is the reason why the proportion of staff 
target is high at 0.571. 
Table 6.67 Different catcgorics of target pages lör Canadian biology, chemistry and 
Category Biokky 
_- 
Chemistr y Physics 
number_ 
-proportion 
number proportion Number hropu 
Department 86 0.232 262 0.248 237 0.201 
Group_____ 27 0.073 is 0.017 150 0.128 
Staff 69 0.186 604 0.571 250 0.213 
Resource 112 0.302 50 0.047 272 0.231 
Dippcared ___ 77 
_ 
0.208 121 0.114 233 0.198 
Others 0 0 2 0.002 34 0.029 
Li Biology 




Figure 6.38 Proportions of'dil7crcnt categories of target pages for Canadian biology, 
chemistry and physics cicpartnºents 
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6.2.4 Target Page Classification for UK Departments 
Table 6.68 displays different categories of target pages for the UK biology, 
chemistry and physics departments. Figure 6.39 illustrates proportions of 
different categories of target pages for the UK biology, chemistry and physics 
departments. Some special target pages identified for departments in the UK are 
listed in Appendixes H5 to H7. 
The student homepage (http: //student. cryst. bbk. ac. uk/-esodhOl/) found for the 
biology department in Birkbeck University was the only student's homepage 
found in this study. The source page pointing to the student's homepage was 
visited (http: //www. biochem. ucl. ac. uk/-sodhi/). By the time it was visited, the 
page had already disappeared. The target page has also a link to the source page. 
The student might study in the two universities. He/She may create one web page 
in each of the two universities and create links pointing to each other. 
There are altogether 2,676 links among the biology departments in the UK. The 
biology department in the Cambridge University links to the biochemistry and 
molecular biology department in the University College London 1,748 times. 
1,720 link to the databases hosted in that department. Details of those databases 
are listed in Appendix H7. This is the reason why the proportion of resources for 
UK biology departments is so high at 0.767. 
In Appendix H6, apart from some online journals, papers, student societies and 
national or international organizations, some non-academic related target pages 
were identified, such as maps, server statistics, history and phone numbers of the 
departments. They are categorised as resources because they are general 
resources. Even though they are not academically related, they are related to the 
department, and are more serious than recreational web pages. 
There are altogether 3,864 links among chemistry departments in the UK. The 
chemistry department in Cambridge University created 2,570 links. The majority 
of these links came from the web page 
http: //www. ch. cam. ac. uk/c2k/pcople/Staffl, ist/StaffListOO. html which hosts a 
link list for the UK chemists, linking to homepages of academic staff members in 
the chemistry departments in the UK. This is the reason why the proportion for 
homepages of staff members is so high at 0.501 for the chemistry departments in 
the UK. 
Table 6.68 Different categories of target pages for the UK biology, chemistry and 
physics departments 
Category Biology Chemist Physics 
number proportion number proportion number proportion 
Department 107 0.040 247 0.064 202 0.189 
Group 114 0.043 92 0.024 256 0.239 
Staff 176 0.066 1937 0.501 91 0.085 
Resource 2054 0.767 893 0.231 303 0.284 
Disappeared 217 0.081 675 0.175 206 0.193 
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Figure 6.39 Proportions of dif lcrcnt categories of target pages fiºr the UK hiology, 
chemistry and physics departments 
6.3 Discussion 
6.3.1 The Significance of the Correlation Tests 
The proportions cif departmental inlinks arc small with respect to the number of' 
university inlinks among the same set of- departments, as shown in table 6.61). 
Despite this, the correlations are nearly all significant, at the I% level, between 
the number of inlinks and research productivity fi)r the physics, chemistry and 
biology departments. This gives evidence that the three types of dlel)artnients 
publish enough on the Web to conduct meaningful link investigations, at least in 
these three countries. 
Fable 6.69 Proportions of departmental inliuks with respect to external links it) 
universities which host the set ol'departments fron the sank sit. tJI. stands I'm inlinks to 
universities that host the departments; 1)l, stands liar inter-departnmental inli nks; P stands 
for the-proportion of inter-departmental inlinks. 
Australia Canada UK 
Department 
UL UL P 111,1) 1,1' Uls UI, 1' 
Biology 381 90 0.236 2053 371 0.181 11515 2670 0.232 
Chemistry 402 93 0.231 1999 1057 0.529 7072 3864 0.546 
Physics 2085 837 0.401 2333 1 176 0.504 10021 1069 0.107 
6.3.1. / Size E/j'cl s 
It may be argued that the significant correlations are Caused by the size cf-fects, 
with bigger departments having more faculty members; creating more weh pages 
and hypcrlinks; conducting more research; and attracting more inlinks. Aller the 
size effects of' the departments are removal by dividing the number of' links by 
the number of academic staff members (i. e. moving to WlFs and research 
averages), the correlations are lower but many are still statistically significant. 
This shows that the significant correlations not only caused by departmental size, 
although it is one of- the reasons. There are hardly any significant correlations 
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between WIFs (with web pages, directories, domains or departments as 
denominators) and research averages in this study. This is consistent with that 
found by Thelwall & Harries (2004): better scholars create more web 
publications and attract more inlinks, although their web pages do not necessarily 
have bigger individual impacts. In other words, better departments probably 
attract more links through creating more web pages, rather than through creating 
better quality or more popular web pages. 
6.3.1.2 Disciplinary Differences 
The correlations between external inlinks and research productivities for the 
physics departments are larger than those for the chemistry and biology 
departments in each country, as shown in table 6.70. The reason may well be that 
the physics departments making more use of the Web than the departments from 
chemistry and biology. This may be a reflection of non-Web phenomenon; 
physicists being more willing to distribute their research outcomes quickly and 
widely than chemists and biologists (Kling & McKim, 2000). The largest 
correlation coefficient value is for the Australian physics departments. 
Table 6.70 Pearson correlations between external inlinks (from AltaVista) and research 
productivities (n is the number of departments). 
Department UK Australia Canada 
Physics 0.647** (n = 44) 0.900** (n = 24) 0.766** (n = 37) 
Chemistry 0.642** (n = 41) 0.410* (n = 25) 0.601 **(n = 40) 
Biology 0.442** (n = 53) 0.573** (n = 26) 0.497** (n = 40) 
6.3.1.3 The Effects of Alternative Document Models 
The application of ADMs in this project does not give the significantly differing 
results for departments that it does for whole universities. Nevertheless, it is very 
useful for removing the effects of apparent anomalies. An example is the UK 
biology departments; the domain and department document models effectively 
remove the anomaly caused by the biology department of the University College 
London, which hosts a lot of databases, and attracts large number of inlinks from 
its peers in the UK, as shown in table 6.57. Another example is the Canadian 
chemistry departments; the directory, domain and department document models 
successfully remove the anomaly caused by the chemistry department of the 
University of Calgary, which mirrors a set of lecture notes created by a staff 
member from the University of Guelph, and each page of the lecture notes has a 
link back to its creator's homepage, as shown in table 6.25. The domain 
document model does not give the most significant correlation coefficient values 
for the departments, in contrast to the case for universities. The reason may well 
be that some departments' urls are organized by different domain names, while 
others are by different directories. Universities with different departments which 
exploit different url conventions may average this effect out. Nevertheless, the 
ADMs have been confirmed to be an efficient technique to remove apparent 
anomalies from departmental link counts. It is therefore desirable to use the 
ADMs in future departmental link investigations. 
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6.3.1.4 The Correlation Tests for the Citation Counts 
Section 6.1.4 reports the correlation coefficient values between the citation 
counts and relevant research measures for the UK and Canadian departments. 
The fact that nearly all values are significant at the 1% level validates the semi- 
automatic citation counting technique proposed in this study. 
6.3.2 The Target Page Types 
The sparseness of journal papers as target pages means that the links between 
departments are not the same as citations between journal papers. However, the 
overwhelmingly academically related content in the target pages may suggest 
that departmental interlinking reflects informal scholarly communication 
amongst peers. Furthermore, the fact that no recreational target pages were found 
in this project suggests that departmental interlinking is more consistently serious 
than that for whole universities. 
In the three countries, the physics departments target the `resources' type of web 
pages more than any other type. Job information can be found in the target pages 
for all the three country's physics departments. This suggests that physics 
departments make more use of the Web than biology and chemistry departments. 
As each department follows different conventions for creating web pages and 
hyperlinks, it is hard to find the exact motivation for departmental interlinking. A 
set of departments' linking behaviour is especially vulnerable to an individual 
department's linking behaviour. In order to avoid certain departments rendering 
the whole research meaningless, isolated anomalies should be removed by 
applying a technique such as the ADMs. 
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7. National and Disciplinary Linking Differences 
In this chapter, the results with respect to the four different aspects, which are 
designed in section 4.2.3, are reported in tables 7.1 to 7.15. Figures 7.1 to 7.28 
are then drawn from the results, and reorganised both along country and 
disciplinary lines to facilitate pattern seeking. When a comparison is made along 
country lines, it is within the same discipline. Comparisons are also made within 
each country along disciplinary lines. 
7.1 Results from the Four Different Aspects 
7.1.1 General Web Uses 
7.1.1.1 Median Number of Web Pages 
Table 7.1 lists the median number of web pages (from SocSciBot) for each of the 
nine sets of departments. In comparison, the sizes of departments' web sites in 
the UK are the largest amongst the three countries, while those in Australia are 
the smallest. 
Table 7.1 Median web macs 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 327.5 220 267 
Canada 568 279.5 584.5 
UK 820 426 576 
7.1.1.2 Median Number of External Outlinks 
Table 7.2 lists the median number of external outlinks (from SocSciBot) for each 
of the nine sets of departments. Generally, the UK departments make the largest 
number of outlinks, while Australian departments make the smallest. The only 
exception is that Canadian chemistry departments' external outlinks is marginal 
smaller than those from Australian chemistry departments. 
Table 7.2 Median external outlinks 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 213.5 119 71.5 
Canada 562 118 419.5 
UK 595.5 182 375 
7.1.1.3 Median External Inlinks from the Whole Web 
Table 7.3 lists the median number of inlinks from the whole Web (from 
AltaVista) for each of set of departments. UK departments attract the largest 
number of inlinks from the whole Web, while Australian departments attract the 
smallest, with two exceptions from Canadian physics and chemistry departments. 
Table 7.3 Median external inlinks from the whole Web 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 101.5 100 80.5 
Canada 467 87.5 102.5 
UK 238 176 219 
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7.1.1.4 Proportion of National Inlinks 
The proportion of inlinks for each set of departments from its own country 
domain with respect to those from the whole Web is listed in table 7.4. The 
higher proportion of national inlinks for a set of departments, the less visible is 
the set of departments from the rest of the Web. The proportions of Australian 
chemistry and biology departments are larger than other sets of departments. 
They are more visible in Australia than from the whole Web. The proportion of 
chemistry departments in each country is larger than those of physics and biology 
departments. The chemistry departments' web sites are more nationally visible at 
least in these three countries. 
Table 7.4 Proportion of national inlinks 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 0.17 0.61 0.40 
Canada 0.21 0.31 0.20 
UK 0.22 0.26 0.26 
7.1.2 National Peer Inlinks 
7.1.2.1 Interconnection Rates 
The interconnection rates listed in table 7.5 below shows how much each set of 
departments is interconnected. The results are calculated from the link data 
collected by SocSciBot3. Overall, the interconnection rates for biology 
departments are relatively low, while those of physics departments are high. UK 
physics departments are an exception. The interconnection rate for the set of 
departments is smaller than that of the chemistry departments, but is still larger 
than that of the biology departments though. 
Table 7.5 Interconnection Rates 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Austalia 0.21 0.067 0.074 
Canada 0.25 0.135 0.108 
UK 0.131 0.19 0.067 
7.1.2.2 Median National Peer Inlinks 
Table 7.6 lists the median number of national peer inlinks for each set of 
departments. Chemistry departments in the UK attract the most inlinks from their 
national peers. Apart from the UK physics departments, each set of physics 
departments attract the largest number of national peer inlinks, while those for 
biology departments are the smallest. 
Table 7.6 Median number of inlinks from national peer departments 
Country Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 14 2 1 
Canada 16 8.5 3 
UK 4.5 82 3 
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7.1.3 International Peer Interlinking 
Although the international peer inlinks are small in number, as shown in 
appendix G1, interesting information can be identified along both disciplinary 
and country lines. 
7.1.3.1 Adapted Mean International Peer Inlinks 
Table 7.7 lists the adapted mean international peer inlinks for each set of 
departments. The values for the UK chemistry and biology are the largest in the 
three countries, followed by Australia and then Canada. The physics departments 
in Australia and Canada have the largest mean international peer inlinks along 
disciplinary lines, except those in the UK. 
Table 7.7 Adapted mean international peer inlinks for each set of departments 
Coutry Physics Chemistry Biology 
Australia 0.175 0.053 0.025 
Canada 0.100 0.038 0.021 
UK 0.079 0.081 0.050 
7.1.3.2 Link Propensities 
The link propensities are calculated both with the product of staff members and 
web pages as denominators. Since the link propensities are extremely small, as 
listed in appendix G2, the values in tables 7.8 and 7.9 are normalized by setting 
the largest value in each table as 100. From table 7.8, in each country the physics 
departments tend to attract the most links, followed by chemistry and then 
biology. The exceptions are: from Canada to the UK, where the chemistry 
departments tend to attract more links than the physics departments; and from 
Australia to Canada, the chemistry departments tend to attract fewer links than 
the biology departments. In table 7.9, the link propensities for the chemistry 
departments are the largest for each country. This may be caused by the smallest 
web sites for the chemistry departments in each country, as shown in table 7.1. 
So the results in table 7.8 are more reliable than those in table 7.9. 
For the physics departments, the UK tends to link to Canada and Australia, while 
Australia tends to link to Canada. For chemistry departments, Canada and the 
UK tend to link to Australia, and Canada tends to link to the UK. For the biology 
departments, Canada and Australia tend to link to the UK, and Australia tends to 
link to Canada, as shown in table 7.8. 
Table 7.8 Link propensities between sets of departments in same discipline from 
Australia, Canada and the UK (with product of staff members as denominators) 
Country from to Physics Chemistry Biology 
Canada to UK 19.8 56.7 9.76 
UK to Canada 44.6 37 2.3 
Australia to UK 70.4 39.5 7.84 
UK to Australia 100 41 3.78 
Australia to Canada 81.1 2.69 4.28 
Canada to Australia 39.7 14.5 4 
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Table 7.9 Link propensities between sets of departments in same discipline from 
Australia, Canada and the UK (with product of web pag es as denominators) 
Country from to Physics Chemistry Biology 
Canada to UK 5.8 77.4 14.9 
UK to Canada 13.1 50.4 3.5 
Australia to UK 19.1 96.7 14.4 
UK to Australia 27.1 100 7.1 
Australia to Canada 21.4 7.9 33.1 
Canada to Australia 10.5 43 31 
7.1.4 Interactions with Different Top Level Domains 
7.1.4.1 Proportions of External Inlinks from Different Top Domains 
Tables 7.10 to 7.12 list proportions of inlinks from different domains for each of 
the nine sets of departments. For each set of departments, the proportion of 
inlinks from com domain is larger than that of edu domain, while proportions of 
edu. au, ac. uk inlinks are larger than those of com. au, co. uk respectively, as 
shown in tables 7.10 and 7.12. 
Table 7.10 Proportions of inlinks from different domains for Australian departments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
com 0.229 0.093 0.137 
edu 0.127 0.052 0.230 
au 0.174 0.611 0.401 
org 0.077 0.020 0.066 
net 0.072 0.013 0.023 
com. au 0.023 0.017 0.034 
edu. au 0.112 0.556 0.288 
Table 7.11 Proportions of inlinks from different domains for Canadian departments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
com 0.197 0.200 0.253 
edu 0.161 0.149 0.184 
ca 0.205 0.313 0.195 
org 0.080 0.048 0.099 
net 0.043 0.030 0.043 
Table 7.12 Proportions of inlinks from different domains for the UK departments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
com 0.141 0.216 0.147 
edu 0.095 0.131 0.137 
uk 0.221 0.260 0.259 
org 0.059 0.055 0.064 
net 0.039 0.033 0.028 
co. uk 0.033 0.028 0.037 
ac. uk 0.171 0.221 0.200 
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7.1.4.2 Proportions of External Outlinks to Different Domains 
Tables 7.13 to 7.15 list the proportions of links to different domains from each 
set of departments with respect to the total number of external outlinks made. 
The results are calculated by the link data collected by the SocSciBot3. Appendix 
F lists the numbers of oulinks in detail. With regard to the three country domains, 
uk, au and ca, each set of departments tends to link to its own country domain 
first. Then the departments in Australia and Canada tend to link more to the uk 
domain. Departments in the UK tend to link to the au more than the ca domain. 
This is in parallel with the collaboration patterns found through co authorship 
analysis in bibliometrics (Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel & Schubert, 2001). The UK is 
the collaboration centre in formal scholarly communication in the world, and it 
collaborates more with Australia than with Canada. 
All the three types of departments in Australia are found to outlink heavily to the 
corn domain, compared with those from the UK and Canada. This may suggest 
that the departments in Australia cooperate more with industry. 
Table 7.13 Proportions of links to domains for the Australian departments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
uk 0.042 0.050 0.035 
au 0.166 0.224 0.314 
ca 0.011 0.008 0.011 
edu 0.137 0.090 0.111 
com 0.357 0.400 0.312 
gov 0.042 0.023 0.030 
org 0.109 0.091 0.064 
net 0.017 0.016 0.023 
Table 7.14 Proportions of links to different domains for Canadian departments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
uk 0.033 0.048 0.047 
au 0.011 0.008 0.005 
ca 0.132 0.206 0.194 
edu 0.221 0.169 0.159 
com 0.253 0.286 0.250 
gov 0.109 0.032 0.098 
org 0.132 0.127 0.143 
net 0.016 0.019 0.014 
Table 7.15 Proportions of links to different domains for theUK dcpartments 
Domain Physics Chemistry Biology 
uk 0.161 0.138 0.439 
au 0.013 0.014 0.005 
ca 0.013 0.011 0.004 
edu 0.204 0.158 0.085 
com 0.150 0.120 0.115 
gov 0.050 0.167 0.075 
org 0.181 0.125 0.099 
net 0.018 0.006 0.008 
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7.2 Link Differences Along National and Disciplinary Lines 
7.2.1 National Differences 
7.2. /. 1 General Weh Uses 
1. Median web pages. As shown in Figure 7.1, the Australian physics, 
chemistry and biology departments' median numbers of'weh pages are a1I the 
smallest amongst the three countries. Except that the UK biology 
departments' median number ot'web pages is marginally smaller than that liar 
the Canadian biology departments, the UK physics and chemistry 
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Figure 7.1 Malian weh pages by country (SucSciI u, t3 data) 
2. Median external outlinks. The median external outlinks liar Australian 
departments are the smallest in all three disciplines, as shown in ligure 7.: ' 
For the UK, apart from the biology departments, the median external outIinks 
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Figure 7.2 Median external outlinks by country (SocScilUot3 data) 
3. Malian number of external inlinks from the whole Web. Figure 7.3 shows 
that UK departments tend to attract the most inlinks from the Weh, while 
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Figure 7.3 Malian number ol'external inlinks hm the whole Weh (AltaVista data) 
4. Proportions of national inlinks. As shown in figure 7.4, the proportions of 
national inlinks for the chemistry and biology departments in Australia, and 
physics departments in the UK are the largest. These three sets of depart 11 ici )is 
are the most nationally visible in each of the three disciplines. The Australian 
physics, Canadian biology and tJK chemistry departments' proportion oI nutional 
inlinks are the smallest amongst the three countries, in Other words the sets 01' 
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Figure 7.4 Proportion ofnational inlinks by country (AltaVista data) 
7.2.1.2 National Peer lnterlinks 
I. Interconnection rates. As illustrated in figure 7.5, the Canadian physics and 
biology interconnected the most amongst the three countries, while, tlºe l1K 
chemistry departments interconnected the most. The 11K physics and biology 










Figure 7.5 Interconnection rates by country (SocSciliul l data) 
2. Malian number of national peer inlinks. As shown in figure 7.0, the UK 
chemistry departments attract the largest median inlinks tronn its peers, while 
the UK physics departments attract the smallest median peer inlinks. 
Canadian physics and biology departments attract the largest median inlinks 
from their peers a mongst the three countries. 
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Figure 7.6 Mcdian inlinks from pccr d epartnme nts by country (Surtirilio t data) 
7.2.1.3 lnicrnalional Peer lnierlinks 
1. Link Propensities. Figure 7.7 illustrates the Link Propensities between each 
pair of countries' departnments, which are Brun the same discipline. For 
physics, the link propensity from the IJK to Australia is the largest, while that 
from Canada to the UK is the smallest. For chemistry, the link propensity 
from Canada to the UJK is the largest, while that Iroin Australia to Canada is 
the smallest. For biology, the link propensity from Canada tu the UK is the 
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Figure 7.7 Link piopensitics (AltaVista data) 
2. Adapted mean international j ecr inlinks. Figure 7, X illustrates the adapted 
111Ca11 international peer nil inks. Amongst the three countries, the Australian 
physics departments' adapted mean value Of international peer inlinks is the 
largest, while that of the UK is the smallest. The UK chemistry departments' 
mean international peer inlinks is the largest, while that of ('ana. la is 111C 
Biology 
1 31 
smallest. The UK biology departments' mean international peer inlinks is the 
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Figure 7.8 Mean international peer inlinks (AltaVisla data) 
7.2.1.4 lnlernctions will, l)iffierent %up Lov/ 1)onrnins 
I. Proportions u! external inlinks Room dit'lürcnt domains. Figures 7. o) toi 7.11 
illustrate the proportions cif' external inlinks Irons dil'lercnt domains Iiºr cacti 
set of departments along county Tines. ('anadian physics and chenºistry 
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Figure 7.9 Proportions of'external inlinks from d1if'thrunt ddoiin, ains f()r physics 
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Figure 7.10 Proportions of external inlinks from ditiercnt domains for chemist my 
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Figure 7.11 Proportions ol'external inlinks from dill tont domains f'()r hiulut, v 
departments (AtaVista data) 
2. Proportions of external outlinks toi different domains. Figures 7. I2 to 7.14 
illustrate the proportions cif external outlinks to different domains limy each set 
oldepartments amongst the three countries. Fach set of departm ents tends to 
outlink to its own country domain the most. All the three types of' 
departments in Australia and Canada uutlink more toi the uk than ra car au 
domains. UK departments outlink more to the au domain than C. I. Australian 
departments outlink to the com domain the most, those from the UK the least. 
Canadian departments outlink to the cddu domain the most amongst the three 
countries, while the Australian physics and chemistry departments uutlink to 
the cdu domain the least. Australian departnments' proportions of outlinks to 
corn domain are the largest amongst the three countries, while those fier the 
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Figure 7.14 Proportions of links to dit leimt donmains for the biology departments 
(SocSriHut3 data) 
7.2.2 Disciplinary Differences 
7.2.2.1 General Web Uses 
1. Median web pages. Figure 7.15 illustrates median weh pages I 'Or each set of' 
departments along disciplinary Tines. The chemistry departincnts' nnecliati 
web page counts are all the smallest in the three countries. In the I JK and 
Australia, the physics departments' median web page counts are the largest, 
while the Canadian physics departments' median number of' weh pages is 
smaller than that for the biology departments. 
Australia 
Physics 
  Chemistry 
L7 Biology 
UK 
Figure 7.15 Median web pages by discipline (SocSciliutl data) 
2. Median external outlinks. Figure 7.16 illustrates median external out links Iimr 
each set of departments along disciplinary lines. The physics departments' 
median external outlinks again are the largest o1 all the three countries, while 
those for the chemistry departments in the UK and Canada are the smallest. 
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Figure 7.16 Median external outlinks by discipline (SueScil4o13 data) 
3. Median number of external inlinks from the whole Weh. Figure 7.17 
illustrates each set of departments' nicclian number of inlinks fnonn the whole 
Weh along disciplinary lines. Generally, physics dleharti»rnts attract the 
largest number of inlinks from the whole Weh compare with other 
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Figure 7.17 Median external inlinks them the whole Web by discipline (AltaVista data) 
4. Proportions of national inlinks. Figure 7.18 shows the proportion oI* national 
inlinks tier each set of' departments along disciplinary lines. "I he ncctuistry 
departments' proportion of national inlinks is the largest in the three 
countries. Both in the UK and Australia, the physics cicpartnments' prupurtiOn 
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Figure 7.18 Proportion ol'national inlinks by discipline (AllaVi. sta data) 
7.2.2.2 National Peer /n/er/inks 
1. Interconnection rates. Figure 7. I9 illustrates the interconnection rate ul' each 
set of departments along disciplinary lines. In Australia and Canada, physics 
departments interconnect the hest, while in the UK, the clºcniistry 
departments interconnect the best. In the l1K and Canada, the biology 
departments' interconnection rate is tue smallest, while in Australia, the 
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Figure 7.19 Interconnection raics by discipline (SocScil3ut3 data) 
2. Median national peer inlinks. Hure 7.20 illustrates the median number of 
national peer inlinks tör each set of departments along disciplinary lines. The 
median number of peer inlinks liar the UK chemistry departments is 
extremely large, dwarfing other sets of departniunts' values. Both III Callada 
and Australia, the physics departments' n1C(Iian peer inlinks are the largest, 
those for the biology departments are the smallest. In the IJK, the biology 
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departments' median number of peer inlinks is the smallest; however, the 
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Figure 7.20 Median peer inlinks in the wane country by discipline (SocSclBo t3 
data) 
7.2.2.3 International Peer lnterlinks 
1. Link Propensities. Figure 7.21 illustrates the Link Propensity fiºr each set of' 
departments along disciplinary lines. The physics clcpartincnts in each 
country tend to he linked the most from their leers in ()tiler countries, 
fbllowcd by the chemistry and then the biology. With two exceptions: fironº 
Canada to the UK, the chemistry dcpartmcnts tend to attract more 
international peer inlinks than the physics departments and from Australia to 
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Figure 7.21 link propensity (with (lei oIninator the product ol'IIle nunIhers of'sl: ºf'I 
ºncmbers) by discipline (; ýIt, ºý'isl. º (d, ºt; º) 
2. Adapted mean international peer inlinks. Figure 7.22 illustrates the adapted 
mean international peer inlinks for each set 4. ºf'c1epartnments along disciplinary 
lines. Both in Australia and Canada, the physics departments' adapted mean 
international peer inlinks is the largest, followed by chemistry and then 
biology. In the UK, the chemistry departments' adapted mean international 
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Figure 7.22 Adapted mean international peer inlinks Iw di, ciplinc" (/\ILiVist, i data) 
7.2.2.4 Interactions with I)i//i'rent liq? Level /)umcºins 
1. Proportions of external inlinks from dificrent top level domains. Figure 7.23 
to 7.25 illustrate the proportion of external inlinks fier each set ok1cpartments 
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Figure 7.23 Proportions ol'external inlinks from dillcrrºnI top level domains by 












Figure 7.24 Proportions of external inlinks from dlifleient top le"\vel domains by 
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Figure 7.25 Proportions of external inlinks frone dilfcrcnt 101) level (1011Mins by 
discipline fier UK departments (AltaVista data) 
2. Proportions of' external outlinks to c1i1'icrcnt top level domains. Figures 7.26 
to 7.28 illustrate the proportion o1' external out links fier each set of 
departments by disciplines. In Australia, the chemistry departments target the 
uk and coin domains the most, while the physics departments target the cdIu, 
gov and org domains the most. 'l'hc biology departments target the all and net 
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Figure 7.26 Proportions ofexternal outlinks to diflercnt top level domains for the 
Australian departments by discipline (SocScilRot3 Bala) 
In Canada, chemistry departments target the uk, ca, coin and net domains the 
most, while the physics departments target the au, edu and t10v dluinains tlhe most 
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In the UK, biology (1cpartn cats target the uk domain the iiioýsi, the physics 
departments target the ca, cdu, corn, ors and net domains the most, and flic 
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Figure 7.28 Proportions of external outIinks to d1iftercnt lulu level dunialus Iur the 
UK departments by discipline (SocScil3ot3 data) 
7.3 Summary 
The link patterns along country and disciplinary lines arc difficult to genciall/c, 
partly because of' the large number o1-results. Patterns are listed wills regard to 
the four dit-fcrcnt aspects and lid lowed by evidences and anomalies. The reasons 
for the anomalies will he identified and discussed in the nest chapter. 
7.3.1 Departments in Same Disciplines from Different Countries 
Employ the Web Differently 
7.3.1.1 General iVeb Use along ('nw1l/. v lines 
In all three disciplines, the UK departments make the most general use ()f llºe 
Weh, töllowcd by Canada and then Australia. 
/ videncc' 
I. All types of' Australian departments have the smallest median weh 
pages. 
2. All types o1' Australian departments Create the smallest median external 
outlinks. 
3. Australian physics and biology departments attract the smallest median 
external inlinks. 
4. Australian chemistry and biology departments' proportion of national 
inlinks are the largest. 
5. UK physics and chemistry departments have the largest inedian weh 
pages. 
6. UK physics and chemistry departments create the largest median 
external outlinks. 
7. UK chemistry and biology d epartnºents attract the largest median 
external inlinks. 
8. UK chemistry departments' proportion of' national inlinks is the 
smallest. 
Anomalies 
1. The UK biology departments' median web pages and external outlinks 
are marginally smaller than those of Canada. 
2. The Canadian physics departments attract the largest median external 
inlinks. 
3. The Canadian chemistry departments attract the smallest median external 
inlinks. 
4. Australian physics departments' proportion of national inlinks is the 
smallest. 
5. Canadian biology departments' proportion of national inlinks is the 
smallest. 
7.3.1.2 National Peer Interlinks along Country Lines 
Departments in Canada interconnect the best with their national peers, followed 
by Australia and then the UK. 
Evidence 
1. Canadian physics and biology departments receive the largest median 
national peer inlinks. 
2. Canadian physics and biology departments' have the largest 
interconnection rates. 
3. UK physics departments' median peer inlinks and interconnection rate 
are the smallest 
4. UK biology departments' interconnection rate is the smallest 
Anomalies 
1. The UK chemistry departments' median national peer inlinks and 
interconnection rate are the largest amongst the three countries. 
2. The Australian biology departments receive smaller median national peer 
inlinks than those in the UK. 
7.3.1.3 International Peer Interlinks Along Country Lines 
Departments in the UK attract the most international peer inlinks, followed by 
Australia and then Canada. 
Evidence 
1. The UK chemistry and biology departments receive the largest adapted 
mean international peer inlinks, while those in Canada receive the least. 
2. In chemistry, the link propensity from Canada to the UK is the largest, 
while that from Australia to Canada the smallest. 
3. In biology, the link propensity from Canada to the UK is the largest, 
while that from the UK to Canada the smallest. 
Anomalies 
1. Australian physics departments receive the 
peer inlinks, those in the UK the least. 
2. In physics, the link propensity from the UK 
while that from Canada to the UK the smallest, 
largest mean international 
to Australia is the largest, 
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7.3.1.4 Interactions with Different Web Areas Along Country Lines 
Departments attract inlinks or create outlink differently with regard to various 
top level domains along country lines. 
1. Canadian physics and chemistry departments attract the most edu inlinks 
amongst the three countries. 
2. UK physics and biology departments attract the least edu inlinks amongst 
the three countries. 
3. Australian chemistry and biology departments attract the least com 
inlinks amongst the three coutries. 
4. With regard to the au, ca and uk domains, each set of departments outlink 
to its own country domains the most. Departments from Australia and 
Canada outlink to the uk domain the second. Departments in the UK link 
to the au domain the second. 
5. All the three sets of Canadian departments outlink to the edu domain the 
most. 
6. All the three sets of Australian departments outlink to the com domain the 
most. 
7.3.2 Departments from Different Disciplines Employ the Web 
Differently in Each Country 
7.3.2.1 General Web Uses Along Disciplinary Lines 
The physics departments make the most general use of the Web, followed by 
biology and then chemistry. 
Evidence 
1. Chemistry departments have the smallest median web pages. 
2. Physics departments in Australia and the UK have the largest median web 
pages. 
3. Each set of physics departments creates the largest median external 
outlinks. 
4. Each set of chemistry departments creates the smallest median external 
outlinks. 
5. The physics departments attract the largest median external inlinks from 
the whole Web. 
6. The Canadian and UK chemistry departments receive the smallest median 
external inlinks. 
7. The chemistry departments' proportions of national inlinks are the largest 
in each country. 
8. The Australian and UK physics departments' proportions of national 
inlinks are the smallest. 
Anomalies 
1. The Canadian physics departments' median number of web pages is 
marginally smaller than that of biology departments. 
2. The Australian chemistry departments create larger median external 
outlinks than the biology departments. 
3. The Australian biology departments receive the smallest median external 
inlinks. 
4. The Canadian physics departments' national inlink proportion is 
marginally larger than that of the biology departments. 
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7.3.1.2 National Peer Interlinks Along Disciplinary Lines 
Physics departments attract the most national peer inlinks, followed by 
Chemistry and then Biology. 
Evidence 
1. Australian and Canadian physics departments attract the largest median 
national peer inlinks 
2. Australian and Canadian physics departments' interconnect rates are the 
smallest. 
3. Biology departments receive the least median national peer inlinks. 
4. Biology departments' interconnect rates are the smallest. 
Anomalies 
1. The UK chemistry departments' median national peer inlinks is the 
largest 
2. The UK chemistry departments' interconnection rate is the largest. 
7.3.2.3 International Peer Interlinks Along Disciplinary Lines 
Physics departments attract the most international peer inlinks, followed by 
chemistry and then biology. 
Evidence 
1. Physics departments in Australia and Canada receive the largest adapted 
mean international peer inlinks. 
2. Biology departments receive the smallest mean international peer inlinks. 
3. Physics departments' link propensity is the largest in each country. 
4. Biology departments' link propensity is the smallest in each country. 
Anomalies 
1. The UK physics departments' adapted mean international peer inlinks is 
smaller than that of the chemistry departments. 
2. From Canada to the UK, chemistry departments' link propensity is the 
largest. 
3. From Australia to Canada, biology departments' link propensity is larger than 
that of the chemistry, departments. 
7.3.2.4 Interactions with Different Web Areas Along Disciplinary Lines 
Various types of departments attract inlinks or create outlinks to various top level 
domains differently. 
1. Chemistry departments attract the least external inlinks from org domain 
in each country. 
2. Australian and Canadian chemistry departments attract the least external 
inlinks from edu and net domains. 
3. Each set of physics departments target the edu domain the most. 
4. Chemistry departments in Australia and Canada target the com and uk 
domains the most. 
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7.3.3 Examples of Outstandingly Good or Bad Web Exploitation 
Departments not fitting well into the patterns above are identified and listed in 
this section. This acts both as a warning for those having worse than expected 
performances on the Web relative to their research measures (see table 8.21, the 
world relative citation impact for each set of departments), and an indication of 
better web experience. 
7.3.3.1 Good Web Exploitation 
" Australian physics departments 
Despite the fact that the set of departments has the smallest world relative 
citation impact among the three countries, it exploits the Web efficiently as 
shown below: 
1. Adapted mean value of international peer inlinks is the largest amongst 
the three countries. 
2. Median national peer inlinks and interconnection rate are larger than 
those of the UK physics departments. 
3. Proportion of national inlinks is the smallest amongst the three 
countries. 
4. In physics, from the UK to Australia, the link propensity is the largest. 
" Canadian physics departments 
Canadian physics departments' world relative citation impact is smaller than that 
in the UK. 
1. Median external inlinks is the largest amongst the three countries. 
2. Median number of national peer inlinks is the largest amongst the three 
countries. 
3. Interconnection rate is the largest amongst the three countries. 
4. Proportion of national inlinks is smaller than that of the UK physics 
departments. 
5. Adapted mean value of international peer inlinks is larger than that of the 
UK physics departments. 
" Canadian biology departments 
The set of departments has the smallest world citation relative impact amongst 
the three countries. 
1. Median web pages and external inlinks are the largest amongst the three 
countries. 
2. Proportion of national inlinks is the smallest among the three countries. 
3. Median number of web pages is larger than that of the physics 
departments in Canada. 
4. From Australia to Canada, biology departments' link propensity is larger 
than that of the chemistry departments. 
" UK chemistry departments 
UK chemistry departments' world relative citation impact is smaller than that of 
the Canadian chemistry departments. 
1. Median national peer inlinks and interconnection rate are the largest 
amongst the three countries. 
2. Proportion of national inlinks is the smallest amongst the three countries. 
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3. Adapted mean number of international peer inlinks is the largest amongst 
the three countries, and also is larger than that of the UK physics 
departments. 
4. From Canada to UK, chemistry departments' link propensity is the 
largest. 
7.3.3.2 Bad Web Exploitation 
" Canadian chemistry departments 
The set of departments have the largest world relative citation impact among the 
three countries. 
1. Median web pages and external outlinks are smaller than that of the UK 
chemistry departments. 
2. Median number of national peer inlinks is smaller than the UK chemistry 
departments. 
3. Adapted mean value of international peer inlinks is the smallest among 
the three countries. 
4. Interconnection rate is smaller than that of the UK chemistry 
departments. 
5. Proportion of national inlinks is larger than that of the UK chemistry 
departments. 
6. Median external inlinks is the smallest amongst the three disciplines in 
Canada. 
7. In chemistry, from Australia to Canada, the link propensity is the 
smallest. 
" UK physics departments 
UK physics departments have the largest world relative citation impact amongst 
the three countries. However, its performance on the Web is not as good as 
expected, although the set of departments have the largest median web pages and 
create the largest median all and external outlinks among the three countries. 
1. Proportion of national inlinks is the largest amongst the three countries. 
2. Adapted mean number of international peer inlinks is the smallest 
amongst the three countries, and also is smaller than that of the UK 
chemistry departments. 
3. In physics, the link propensity from Canada to the UK is the smallest. 
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8. Discussion 
In this chapter, firstly methodological issues are discussed. The apparent outliers 
from the linear diagrams in chapter 6 are then identified, and reasons for them 
are tracked down. Finally, the link patterns and anomalies identified in chapter 7 
are discussed. 
B. 1 Methodological Issues 
Departmental link analysis involves more problems than university link analysis. 
Departmental level data collection is more difficult with regard to both web and 
non-web data. Furthermore, as departments are at a lower aggregation level than 
whole universities, statistically significant tests are less likely. Some of the 
methodological issues are discussed in this section. 
8.1.1 Critical Issues in Web Data Collection 
In addition to the generic data collection problems discussed in chapter 2, there 
are additional departmental level issues. As discussed in section 3.1, with regard 
to the preliminary study of the 79 computer science departments in the UK, the 
identification of departmental domain names is more complicated than that for 
whole universities. For example, major problems are caused by the identification 
of old department domain names. Recall that the rationale behind the inclusion of 
old domain names is to give the departments fairer inlink counts, especially for 
departments that have just changed their domain names. However, this may also 
introduce dead target pages (web pages being linked but already disappeared). 
The domain names for the physics, chemistry and biology departments in 
Australia, Canada and the UK are listed in Appendices B1, B4 and B7, Cl, C4 
and C7 and D1, D4 and D7. To identify the domain names, the departments 
involved must first be identified. Even this is not a straightforward task. The 
situation is that the physics, chemistry and biology departments may consist of 
more than, one department (sometimes also described as a school) or research 
group, institute, laboratory and unit which are classified as physics, chemistry 
and biology. For example, physics departments may include space and 
astronomy, condensed matter physics, subatomic physics and theoretical physics 
departments or research groups. Chemistry may include departments or groups 
such as inorganic and organic chemistry, and biochemistry, Biology may include 
departments or groups such as biology, zoology, plants, physiology, genetics and 
anatomy, and microbiology. The departments in Australia and the UK are 
classified in the REPP (details see Appendix 1) and RAE 2001 schemes 
separately. For Canada, the departments or research units which received 
research grants in 2003 were categorized into physics, chemistry and biology 
according to the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC, 2003) and the Library of 
Congress Bibliographies (LCB, 2003). Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that the 
classification is not exact, because of the existence of multi-disciplinary 
departments. 
The domain or directory names for physics and chemistry departments are fewer 
in number than those for biology departments. This is because the biology 
subject has more departments or units classified as biology. For example, the 
biology department in the University of Manitoba in Canada contains twelve 
150 
domain names altogether. The physics, chemistry and biology departments in this 
study in fact are all aggregations of sets of related departments or research units. 
To make the situation worse, a department may share a homepage with other 
disciplines. For example, http: //www. scieng. flinders. edu. au/cpes/ is the 
homepage of the school of chemistry, physics and earth science and science 
engineering from Flinders University in Australia. There is not a separate 
homepage for the chemistry or physics departments; in this case both the physics 
and chemistry departments have the same directory name. This may not be a 
problem when counting links from their peers, as departments are more likely to 
be targeted by the same type (Harries et al., 2004). However, when counting the 
number of links from large web areas such as the whole Web, the results 
certainly will be inflated, as the inlinks to other disciplines are also included. 
The number of inter-departmental links made amongst a set of departments in the 
same country is small compared with the external outlinks made from the 
departments to the universities that host the same set, as shown in table 6.69. In 
other words, departments link more outside their discipline than within their 
discipline, at least within their own country. The sparse number of inter- 
departmental links is certainly not a good thing for conducting a statistical test. 
However, everything has two sides. The relatively small number of links 
between departments makes it possible to visit all the target pages, and identify 
the nature of hyperlinks among peer departments. 
8.1.2 Critical Issues for non-Web Data Collection 
The non-web data collection for departments also has proved to be more 
troublesome than that for universities. Numbers of academic staff members for 
whole universities can easily be found in the International Handbook of 
Universities (IAU, 2003a) or World Higher Education Database (IAU, 2003b). 
The UK departments' numbers of academic staff members are included in the 
RAE 2001 submission. However, no official data for the departments' academic 
staff members in Australia and Canada has been found. The number of academic 
staff members for the departments had to be manually identified from the 
departments' web sites. As each department has a different web design, it is not 
feasible to collect this data automatically on the Web. 
With regard to research measures, citation counts are collected from ISI's Web 
of Science in a semi-automatic way. This is because that the citation counts are 
the most relevant data set to compare with link counts in the correlation tests. On 
the other hand, publicly accessible research performance reports are normally 
organized at university level. Thus citation counts are always a good candidate to 
represent departments' research performance when other measures not available. 
For example, Smith & Thelwall (2002) used the Research Quantum (DETYA, 
2001) to represent Australian universities' research performance. However, this 
data is not available at departmental level. 
In addition to citation counts, RAE 2001 provides the research ratings for the UK 
departments. However, the NSERC research grants for Canadian departments are 
organized both by field and university, but not by department (NSERC, 2003). In 
this study, the data has to be reorganized by departments. 
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8.1.3 Critical Issues in the Identification of Motivations for 
Departmental Interlinks 
8.1.3.1 A Comparison with Other Approaches 
The motivations for citations between journal papers have been investigated for 
more than three decades without a clear answer (Case & Higgins, 2000). This is 
because the process of creating a citation is both private and complex, even 
directly interviewing with authors does not necessarily give correct answers, as 
they may forget the original reasons for their citations. It is more difficult to 
identify motivations for creating hyperlinks. Firstly, it is not always possible to 
identify the creator of a web page. Even if a webmaster is identified, he or she 
may not be the person who makes decisions about whether to add or remove 
hyperlinks from web pages. Secondly, the content of web pages is not peer 
reviewed, thus there is no quality guarantee. Finally, web pages are dynamic by 
nature and can disappear at any time. Obviously a direct survey of creators of 
web pages is not a plausible method for any large scale analysis. The 
investigation has to be concentrated on link contexts. Recall that some 
researchers have focused on link targets (Thelwall, 2002g; Thelwall et al., 
2003c), some on the link contexts of source and target pages (Wilkinson et al., 
2003), some on link source and target pages (Harries et al., 2004) and others on 
all the different components: link sources, targets and the links themselves (Bar- 
Ilan, 2004b; Bar-Ilan, 2004a). 
As the numbers of links among departments are highly skewed and small 
compared with those at the university level, it is not as easy to get a 
representative sample as for university links (Wilkinson ct at., 2003). In this 
study, all target pages are visited to ascertain their types, and whether they are 
still there. One critical issue is that only one person carried out the categorization 
process in this project, while other studies normally have more than one coder 
and the inter-coder consistency can be used to prove the reliability of the results. 
However the definitions for each category are relatively straightforward, and so 
this is not believed to be a serious problem. 
Although the classification scheme applied in this project is simpler than those 
conducted by Wilkinson et al., Harries et al. and Bar-Ilan, by classifying the 
whole population of the target pages, it accurately illustrates the disappearance 
rate of departmental target pages; and by tracing back to some special target 
pages' source pages, the nature of inter-departmental hypcrlinks is illustrated 
more in context than would be possible through merely classifying the target 
pages. 
8.1.3.2 Difficulties in Categorizing the Target Pages 
The categorization is not always clear-cut. For example, PhD students are not 
academic staff members, although they are different from undergraduate 
students. Some universities have categorised them as research staff together with 
research fellows, assistants and associates. In this study, homepages of PhD 
students are grouped into `homepages of staff members' and this is the same as 
Harries et al. 's approach. 
The `resource' category includes a variety of different contents, such as course 
related information, technical documentation, databases, link lists of staff 
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members or research units, student societies, national and international 
organizations and conferences, online journals, research papers or job 
information. Student societies, national or international organizations and 
conferences are mostly linked through their homepages, however, they neither 
represent the department nor a research group within the department where they 
are hosted, and they contain some useful information and are therefore put in the 
`resource' category. 
The most obvious `disappeared' pages are those that no longer exist. This might 
be caused by a staff member moving to another university; out of date 
information no longer supported by a server, or the whole department's url 
structure being reorganized. Web pages might also be redirected to new 
positions. The `disappeared' category also involves some problems. For example, 
a staff homepage 
http: //www. ncl. ac. uk/chemistM/research/btg. html from the chemistry department 
in University of Newcastle is now redirected to the nature science department, 
which is combined by the chemistry and physics departments 
(http: //www. ncl. ac. uk/nsci/). The original chemistry department's homepage 
(http: //www. ncl. ac. uk/chemistry/) no longer exists. In this case the staff 
homepage mentioned above is classified as `disappeared'. Another staff 
homepage from the Hull University, 
http: //www. hull. ac. uk/chemistry/staff/idc. html, however, is redirected to 
http: //www. hull. ac. uk/chemistry/academic staff. php? id=jdc. This page is still 
regarded as a staff homepage because the redirected pages still point to that staff 
member's homepage. Homepages of departments or groups are less likely to 
disappear. Firstly, accordingly to Koehler (2002), higher level urls are more 
stable than lower ones. Even if their urls change, they are more likely to be 
redirected to the new positions. The urls for resources or homepagcs of staff 
members which are deeper in the directory structure, are more dynamic and once 
they disappear, they are less likely to be redirected to the exact new positions as 
more effort is needed. 
No recreational pages have been found in this study. In a previous study by 
Wilkinson et al. (2003), the links for recreational purposes between universities 
in the UK were 6.5%. The fact that no recreation target pages have been found in 
this study may suggest that at the departmental level the intcrlinking is more 
consistently serious than that at the university level. In an earlier study by 
Thelwall (2001b), apart from the `disappeared' and `others' categories in this 
study, the rest were all regarded as research related. In that study, even the 
homepages of departments were regarded as research related web pages. 
Thelwall argued that they contain more academic related resources than 
homepages of whole universities. 
It is hard to generalize the exact motivations for departmental interlinks, as there 
is no uniformity in creating web pages for departments. For example, homepages 
of staff members may contain research related contents, or just telephone 
numbers and e-mail addresses. Nevertheless, the categorization for each set of 
departments' target pages has shed some light on the reasons for departmental 
interlinking. 
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8.2 Outlier Investigations 
Strong linear trends are shown in the diagrams of chapter 6, especially those 
showing file or external inlinks and research productivities. In order to better 
understand the connection between research and link data, departments that do 
not fit the trends will be identified, and reasons why the departments receive 
more or less inlinks than expected will be tracked down. 
8.2.1 Apparent Outliers for Australian Departments 
8.2.1.1 Outliers in figure 6.1 
" Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New South Wales 
(714,1) 
" Monash University (265,17) 
" Flinders University (428,28) 
" Macquarie University (864,65) 
As listed in table 8.1, the physics department in the Australian Defence Force 
Academy from the University of New South Wales has a smaller web site than 
the median value. Either the department makes less use of the Web or it is unable 
to be crawled properly by SocSciBot3. It attracts less inlinks relatively to the 
citations it received. The physics departments in Monash and Macquarie 
universities have larger than median web sites and attract more median inlinks 
from their peers in Australia. In this context, Flinders University is an exception. 
It has less than median web pages, but attracts more than median inlinks. 
The physics department from the University of Queensland linked to 
http: //www. physics. mq. edu. au/-acols/ 18 times. This web page, hosted by 
Macquarie University, is about the Australian Conference on Optics, Lasers and 
Spectroscopy 2001 and had disappeared when visited. 
Table 8.1. Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.1 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Australian Defence 43 Median web pages 327.5 
Force Academy, 
University of New 
South Wales 
Monash University 1015 Median citations 450.5 




8.2.1.2 Outliers in Figure 6.2 
" Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New South Wales 
(714,45) 
" Monash University (265,408) 
" University of Melbourne (2670,4170) 
In table 8.2, the physics department from the Australian Defence Force 
Academy, University of New South Wales has a smaller than median web site 
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and attracts fewer than median inlinks, although the citations received by the 
department is larger than median value. Either it creates a smaller number of web 
pages or it is not indexed well by AltaVista. The physics department of Monash 
University has more than the median number of web pages and attracts more 
than median inlinks, even if its citations received is smaller than median value. 
The physics department in Monash University shares the homepage 
http: //www. spme. monash. edu. au with other disciplines. This is another reason 
for the department to have a larger web site and attract more inlinks from the 
whole Web. The physics department in the University of Melbourne has a larger 
than median web site, and attracts more than median inlinks from the Web. The 
department's number of citations received is also larger than the median value. 
Table 8.2. Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.2 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Australian 8 Median web 143.5 
Defence Force pages 
Academy, 
University of New 
South Wales 
Monash 395 Median citations 450.5 
University 
University of 11281 Median external 101.5 
Melbourne inlinks 
8.2.1.3 Outliers in Figure 6.5 
" University of Western Australia (2028,1) 
" University of Adelaide (1677,1) 
" Queensland University of Technology (995,0) 
" Macquarie University (370,9) 
" Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New South Wales 
(235,5) 
As illustrated in table 8.3, the chemistry departments from the universities of 
Western Australia, Adelaide and Queensland University of Technology all have 
smaller than median web pages. Even if their citation counts arc all larger than 
the median value, they all attract fewer than median inlinks from their peers. 
Macquarie University has a larger than median web site, and even if its citation 
counts is smaller than the median value, it attracts more than median inlinks. 
However, the chemistry department in Australian Defence Force Academy, 
University of New South Wales has a smaller than median web site, but it 
attracts more than median inlinks. This departments' number of citations 
received is also smaller than the median value. 4 out of the 5 inlinks are from the 
Australian National University, where two are from a visiting research fellow 
who is also a senior research associate from the chemistry department in the 
Australian Defence Force Academy and two others are from two chemistry 
departments' link lists. 
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Table 8.3. Web pages for outliers in figure 6.5 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 424 Median web 220 
Western Australia pages 
University of 172 Median citations 442 
Adelaide 
Queensland 227 Median peer 2 







University of New 
South Wales 
8.2.1.4 Outliers in figure 66 
" University of Tasmania (1217,2646) 
" Queensland University of Technology (995,31) 
" Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New South Wales 
(235,358) 
The number of web pages for Queensland University of Technology is only 1, 
which is obviously wrong. Even if it received larger than median citations, it still 
attracts fewer than median external inlinks. The number of web pages for the 
chemistry department in Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New 
South Wales is much larger than the median value, and it also receives more than 
median external inlinks from the Web. The chemistry department in the 
University of Tasmania shares its homepage with departments from other 
disciplines (http: //www. scieng. utas. edu. au/sciengý). The large number of inlinks 
from the Web for this department might be attracted by other disciplines, as it is 
not an outlier in figure 6.5, which shows the number of inlinks from its peers in 
Australia. As shown in table 8.4, the number of web pages for this department is 
only 3, which is obviously wrong. Nevertheless, I could not find out the reason 
for this, as AltaVista does not supply the same advanced facility now. 
Table 8.4 Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.6 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 3 Median web 116 
Tasmania pages 
Queensland 1 Median citations 442 
University of 
Technology 
Australian 3181 Median external 100 
Defence Force inlinks 
Academy, 
University of New 
South Wales 
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8.2.1.5 Outliers in figure 6.9 
" University of Adelaide (4437,0) 
" University of Canberra (340,7) 
" University of Wollongong (786,5) 
As illustrated in table 8.5, the biology department in the University of Adelaide 
has less than median web pages and receives 0 inlinks, although it received 4437 
citations which is much larger than the median value. Biology departments in the 
University of Wollongong and the University of Canberra have larger than 
median web sites and attract more inlinks, even if the numbers of citations 
received by them are all smaller than the median value. 
Table 8.5. Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.9 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 193 Median web 267 
Adelaide pages 
University of 10391 Median citations 1067.5 
Canberra 
University of 417 Median peer I 
Wollon on inlinks 
8.2.1.6 Outliers in figure 6.10 
" University of Canberra (340,932) 
" Queensland University of Technology (435,625) 
" University of Adelaide (4437,36) 
The biology departments in the University of Canberra and Queensland 
University have larger than median web sites, as shown in table 8.6 and attract 
more inlinks from the Web, even if they receive smaller number of citations than 
the median value. The biology department of the University of Adelaide has 
smaller web site than the median value, and attracts fewer than median inlinks, 
even if its number of citations received is larger than the median value. 
Table 8.6. Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.10 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 391 Median web 221 
Canberra pages 
Queensland 1315 Median citations 1067.5 
University of 
Technology 
University of 230 Median external 80.5 
Adelaide inlinks 
8.2.2 Outliers for Canadian Departments 
8.2.2.1 Outliers in figure 6.13 
" Queen's University (299870,156) 
" University of Quebec (741381,3) 
" University of Montreal (883307,5) 
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The physics department in Queen's University has a larger than median web site, 
as listed in table 8.7 and attracts more than median inlinks. The department 
received altogether 156 inlinks from its peers, and 88 are received by the 
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (http: //www. sno. phy. gueensu. ca/). Thus, one unit 
within a department attracts the majority of the inlinks. Those in the universities 
of Quebec and Montreal have smaller than median web sites and attract fewer 
than median inlinks, even if both departments received more than median 
research grants. Another reason might well be the French language used on their 
web sites. The same was found for whole universities' link study in Canada 
(Vaughan & Thelwall, 2005). 
Table 8.7 Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.13 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Queen's 2456 Median web 568 
University pages 
University of 374 Median grants 173000 
Quebec 
University of 295 Median peer 16 
Montreal inlinks 
8.2.2.2 Outliers in figure 6.14 
" University of Montreal (883307,117) 
" University of British Columbia (675308,4830) 
" Memorial University of Newfoundland (58800,1134) 
The physics department in the University of Montreal was again an outlier in 
figure 6.14. The underlying reason might be the same as found in figure 6.13, the 
smaller than median number of web pages indexed by AltaVista and the site 
being in French. The physics departments in the University of British Columbia 
and Memorial University of Newfoundland have larger than median web sites, as 
illustrated in table 8.8 and attract more than median inlinks from the Web. 
Table 8.8. The number of web pages for the outliers found in figure 6.14 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 42 Median web 603 
Montreal pages 
University of 10795 Median grants 173000 
British Columbia 
Memorial 2599 Median external 467 
University of inlinks 
Newfoundland 
8.2.2.3 Outliers in figure 6.17 
" University of Montreal (620331,8) 
" McGill University (985619,24) 
" University of Guelph (465613,428) 
" Dalhousie University (206571,51) 
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The chemistry departments in Universities of Montreal and McGill are both from 
French speaking Quebec. This might be the reason why they received fewer 
inlinks from their peers, as the research grants they received are both larger than 
the median value. Although McGill University's web site is mainly in English, it 
still receives fewer than median inlinks, as shown in table 8.9. The chemistry 
department in the University of Guelph has larger than median web site, 
however, the immediate reason for it receiving larger than median number of 
inlinks is that the chemistry department in the University of Calgary 
http: //www. cobalt. chem. ucalgary. ca/zieltler/educmat/chm386/tutor386. htm 
mirrored an online tutorial written by Dan Thomas from the University of 
Guelph. At the bottom of each page in that tutorial, there is a link back to the 
author's homepage (http: //www. chembio. uoguelph. ca/thomas/thomas. htm). 
There are altogether 392 such links. This is an anomaly, as the links arc all from 
the same motivation. 
Table 8.9 Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.17 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 
Montreal 
346 Median web 
pages 
279.5 
Mc ill University 351 Median grants 209375.5 
University of 
Guelph 






8.2.2.4 Outliers in figure 6.18 
" University of Alberta (711290,2110) 
" University of Guelph (465613,1827) 
" McMaster University (363218,1357) 
" University of Montreal (620331,71) 
" McGill University (985619,135) 
Again in figure 6.18 the chemistry departments in the Universities of Montreal 
and McGill appear to be outliers. They both received fewer than median inlinks, 
although they both receive more than median research grants, as shown in table 
8.10. The web site of University of Montreal has larger than median web pages, 
the reason might be being in French. The number of web pages for Univcrstiy of 
McGill is only 10, obviously the department is not indexed well by AltaVista. 
The chemistry departments in the University of Alberta, Guelph and McMaster 
all have larger than median web sites (see Table 8.10) and receive more than 
median inlinks from the Web. Their research grants are all larger than the median 
value. 
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Table 8.10 Web napes for the outliers in figure 6.18 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 2435 Median web 170.5 
Alberta pages 
University of 3390 Median grants 209375.5 
Guelph 
McMaster 1786 Median external 87.5 
University inlinks 
University of 216 
Montreal 
McGill University 10 
8.2.2.5 Outliers in figure 6.21 
" Universite du Qu6bec A Montr6al(493908,0) 
" University Laval (620853,1) 
" McMaster University (113850,12) 
Universite du Quebec A Montreal and University Laval arc both from Quebec. 
Although the biology department in the University of Laval has a larger than 
median web site, as shown in table 8.11, and received larger than median 
research grants, it receives fewer than median inlinks from its Canadian peers. 
The reason may be being in French. Although the biology department in 
Universite du Quebec a Montreal received more than median research grants, its 
number of web pages is smaller than the median value, and it receive fewer than 
median peer inlinks. McMaster University has a larger than median web site and 
receives more than median peer inlinks, even if its research grants received is 
smaller than the median value. 
Table 8.11 Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.21 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Universite du 174 Median web 584.5 
Quebec ä pages 
Montreal 
University Laval 2272 Median grants 269703.5 
McMaster 899 Median peer 3 
University inlinks 
8.2.2.6 Outliers in figure 6.22 
" University of Guelph (1579467,91) 
" McMaster University (113850,1003) 
" Universite du Quebec A Montreal (493908,0) 
" University Laval (620853,176) 
Universite du Quebec A Montreal and University Laval again are outliers in 
figure 6.22 as in figure 6.21 for having smaller than median web sites and being 
in French, even if their research grants received are smaller than the median 
value. The biology department from McMaster has a slightly larger than median 
web site, as shown in table 8.12. Although its research grants are smaller than the 
median value, it attracts more than median external inlinks. 
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Table 8.12 Web naees for the outliers in figure 6.22 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University of 62 Median web 308.5 
Guelph pages 
McMaster 334 Median grants 269703.5 
University 
Universite du 6 Median external 102.5 
Quebec ä inlinks 
Montreal 
University Laval 265 
8.2.3 Outliers for UK Departments 
8.2.3.1 Outliers in figure 6.25 
" Imperial College London (698.8,0) 
" University of Manchester (354,0) 
" Queen's University Belfast (330,0) 
" University of Glasgow (244,108) 
" Open University (60,38) 
Both the link structures of the physics departments in Imperial College London 
and Queen's University Belfast could not be extracted from their parent 
universities' link structure files. They were all crawled separately again. This 
might be the reason why they get fewer inlinks from their peers in the UK, as 
they are invisible even from their own universities, even if their research 
productivities are both larger than the median value. The numbers of web pages 
for physics departments in the Imperial College London, the University of 
Manchester and Queen's University Belfast are smaller than the median value as 
shown in table 8.13. They receive fewer peer inlinks than the median value. 
Although the Open University has smaller than median web pages, its research 
productivity is also smaller than the median value; the number of inlinks is larger 
than the median value. The physics department in University of Glasgow has a 
larger than median web site, and attracts more than median peer inlinks. 
Table 8.13 Web vages for the outliers in figure 6.25 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Imperial College 114 Median web 820 
London pages 
University of 77 Median research 159.35 
Manchester productivitics 
Queen's 280 Median peer 4.5 
University Belfast inlinks 
University of 1703 
Glasgow 
Open University 499 
Two staff members' homepages http: //physics. open. ac. uk/-ainorton/, and 
http: //physics. open. ac. uk/-chaswell/ from the Open University's physics 
department are linked by the institute of astronomy hosted by Cambridge 
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University 16 times altogether for the same reason, as occurred in a physics 
scientists' list. This is the immediate reason why the Open University is an 
outlier in figure 6.25. 
http: //www. physics. gla. ac. uk/gww_p, /, the homepage of institute for gravitational 
research in the University of Glasgow has been linked 19 times by the physics 
department in Cardiff University. A set of slides hosted by the physics 
department in University of Glasgow is targeted by the physics department in 
University of Strathclyde. By the time the target pages were visited, they had 
already disappeared. However, according to the content of the URLs, one could 
guess that they were a set of 26 slides, each slide having a different url, the first 
being 
httD: //www. physics. gla. ac. uk/lis/show/sIdOOl. htm, and the last being 
http: //www. physics. gla. ac. uk/lis/show/sld026. htm. The 26 links are from the 
same motivation, to point to the set of slides. If the 45 inlinks were removed, 
then the physics department of Glasgow University would not be an apparent 
outlier in figure 6.25. 
8.2.3.2 Outliers in figure 6.26 
" Imperial College London (698.8,3) 
" Queen's University Belfast (330,1) 
" University of Exeter (120,4840) 
The physics department in Imperial College London and Queen's University 
Belfast are again found to be outliers in figure 6.26. They have fewer than the 
median web pages according to the link data collected by AltaVista, as shown in 
table 8.14, even if their research productivitics are both larger than the median 
value, they receive fewer than medina external inlinks. The number of median 
web pages for the physics department in the University of Exeter is huge at 
5,994, which is much larger than the median value. This may be the reason why 
this department attracts much larger than median inlinks from the whole Web, 
even if its research productivity is smaller than the median value. 
Table 8.14 Web pages for the outliers in the figure 6.26 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Imperial College 22 Median web 528.5 
London pages 
Queen's 370 Median research 159.35 
University Belfast roductivities 
University of 5 994 Median external 238 
Exeter inlinks 
8.2.3.3 Outliers in figure 6.29 
" Nottingham Trent University (30,81) 
" University of Southampton (227.7,10) 
" University of Sussex (198,5) 
" University of Sheffield (180,223) 
In table 8.15, the number of web pages for the chemistry department in 
Nottingham Trent University is the same as the median value, and the number of 
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inlinks is 81 (median value: 82). However, its research productivitics is only 30 
which is much smaller than the median value (140), so it appears to be an outlier 
in figure 6.29. The chemistry department in Sheffield University has a larger web 
site than the median value, and receives more than median inlinks. The chemistry 
departments in the University of Southampton and Sussex have fewer web pages 
than the median value, and they both attract fewer than median inlinks, even if 
their research productivities are both larger than the median value. 
Chemistry Staff members' homepages in the University Sheffield are linked by 
the chemistry department in Cambridge University 92 times. This is caused by 
the web page http: //www. ch. cam. ac. uk/c2k/people/StaffList/StaffListOO. html 
hosting a UK chemists list. The chemistry department in Oxford made links to 
the site http: //www. shef. ac. uk/chemistry/web-elements/ 86 times. If these links 
were removed, the University of Sheffield would not have been an outlier in 
figure 6.29. 
Table 8.15 Web naees for outliers in figure 6.29 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Nottingham Trent 426 Median web 426 
University a es 
University of 852 Median research 140 
Sheffield productivitics 
University of 184 Median peer 82 
Sussex inlinks 
University of 700 
Southampton 
8.2.3.4 Outliers in figure 6.30 
" Queen Mary University of London (61.5,5323) 
" University of Sheffield (180,7983) 
" University of Durham (255.5,46) 
" University of Sussex (198,40) 
" University of Southampton (227.7,199) 
In table 8.16, although the chemistry departments in the universities of Durham 
and Sussex both have larger than median research productivitics, they attract 
fewer than median inlinks from the whole Web. The chemistry department in 
Queen Mary University of London has a larger than median web site and attracts 
more than median inlinks from the whole Web, even if its research productivity 
is smaller than the median value. The chemistry department in Southampton has 
a larger than median web site, and attracts more than median inlinks from the 
Web. The chemistry department in the University of Sheffield has a larger than 
median web site, and it receives a huge number of inlinks (7983) which is much 
larger than the median value. Although the department's research productivity is 
also a little bigger than the median value, it is difficult to reply why the 
department attract such a large number of inlinks. 
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Table 8.16 Web naees for outliers in figure 6.30 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
Queen Mary 4314 Median web 329 
University of pages 
London 
University of 549 Median research 140 
Sheffield roductivities 
University of 309 Median external 176 
Durham inlinks 
University of 329 
Sussex 
University of 712 
Southampton 
8.3.2.5 Outliers in figure 6.33 
" University College London (518.4,2129) 
" Birkbeck University of London (174.6,105) 
" University of Edinburgh (918.9,8) 
As listed in table 8.17, the biology departments from University College London 
and Birkbeck College both have larger web sites than median value. The research 
productivity of biology department in Birkbeck is nearly the same as the median 
value, it receive 44 inlinks from University of College London, 14 from 
Cambridge University. The immediate cause for so many inlinks to University 
College London, however, is the biology department hosting a lot of databases 
heavily linked by other UK biology departments, especially by the biology 
department in Cambridge University which created 1,720 links to the databases. 
Details of the databases are listed in Appendix H7. Although both the number of 
web pages and research productivity for the biology department in the University 
of Edinburgh are larger than the median values, it attracts fewer peer inlinks than 
the median value. It seems that the department needs to pay some attention to 
enhance its web visibility. 
Table 8.17 Web pages for outliers in figure 6.33 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University 2445 Median web 576 
College London pages 
Birkbeck, 16946 Median research 172.5 
University of productivities 
London 
University of 1455 Median peer 3 
Edinburgh inlinks 
Once the two apparent outliers, the biology departments from the University 
College London and Birkbeck College are removed, the correlation coefficient 
values are more significant, as listed separately in tables 7.18 and 7.19, than 
those in tables 6.57 and 6.58. It shows how individual department's link 
behaviour can have a large impact on a set of departments in a country. 
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Table 8.18. Pearson correlations between link (from SocSciBot) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=51) 
Link measure File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.777** 0.759** 0.788** 0.756** 
Outlinks 0.495** 0.492** 0.643** 0,668** 
WIFs (staff) 0.542** 0.529** 0.520** 0.485** 
WUFs (staff) 0.222 0.209 0.437** 0.416** 
Table 8.19 Spearman correlations between link (from SocSciBot) and research (RAE) 
measures. (* = significant at the 5% level, ** = significant at the 1% level, n=51) 
File Directory Domain Department 
Inlinks 0.796** 0.795** 0.797** 0.785** 
Outlinks 0.660** 0.654** 0.703** 0.695** 
WIFs (staff) 0.631** 0.626** 0.585** 0.518** 
WUFs (staff) 0.488** 0.483** 0.494** 0.485** 
8.2.3.6 Outliers in figure 6.34 
" University College London (518.4,14470) 
" Birkbeck College, University of London (174.6,5666) 
" University of Edinburgh (918.9,693) 
The three outliers found in figure 6.34 are exactly the same as those found in 
figure 6.33. The reason might be the same. As shown in table 8.20, the biology 
departments from the University College London and Birkbcck College are again 
found to have more than median web pages, and attract more than median 
number of inlinks from the whole Web. The biology department in Edinburgh 
has larger than median web pages, and receives larger than median inlinks, 
however, compared with the large research productivity the department has, the 
number of inlinks is relatively small. 
Table 8.20. Web pages for the outliers in figure 6.34 and relevant median values 
University name Web page number Median type Median value 
University 110744 Median web 543 
College London pages 
Birkbeck 7755 Median research 172.5 
University of productivitics 
London 
University of 1107 Median external 219 
Edinburgh inlinks 
8.2.4 Outlier Analysis Summary 
Through the analysis above, departments with larger web sites tend to attract 
more inlinks both from their peers in the same country and elsewhere on the 
Web, while departments with smaller web sites tend to attract fewer inlinks. In 
order to enhance their web visibility, departments should consider creating more 
web publications. Departments that share the same homepages with other 
disciplines may receive a biased larger number of inlinks from the whole Web, as 
the number of inlinks from other disciplines has been included. The departments 
in Quebec are isolated from both their peers in Canada and the whole Web. 
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Creating web pages not only in French but also in English might be a useful way 
for them to change this situation. 
8.3 Linking Differences Along National and Disciplinary Lines 
As discussed in section 6.3.2, the departmental interlinking may reflect informal 
scholarly communication amongst departments. Different link patterns identified 
along country and disciplinary lines may well be influenced by formal scholarly 
communication. The underlying reasons for the patterns will be discussed in this 
section. Departments that do not fit well into the patterns will also be discussed. 
8.3.1 National Comparisons 
The results show that for general web use, UK departments arc the best, followed 
by Canada and then Australia. This finding is in parallel with the countries' 
research performances. Table 8.21 lists relative citation impact compared to 
world average in each field in percentage terms ('world relative citation impact' 
for simplicity), for each set of departments in the three countries from ISI (2003). 
England's result is used to represent the UK, and biology and biochemistry is 
chosen to represent biology as no biology category is present. The UK's world 
relative citation impacts for the three disciplines are nearly all the largest, those 
for Canada are the second and Australia the smallest. With one exception: the 
value for UK chemistry is smaller than that of Canada. 
Canadian chemistry departments and UK physics departments are relatively 
invisible on the Web with regard to their research performances. Despite the fact 
that both departments have the largest world relative citation impact amongst the 
three countries, Canadian chemistry departments receive the smallest number of 
inlinks from different web areas, and the UK physics departments receive fewer 
inlinks from different web areas than those of Canada. The two departments may 
need to enhance their web profiles in order to match their research performances. 
With regard to national peer interlinks, the Canadian departments interconnect 
the best with their national peers, and the least with their international peers. The 
Canadian departments might be biased in this study as to their ability to attract 
international peer inlinks: according to the collaboration patterns identified 
through co authorship analysis in bibliometrics (Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel & 
Schubert, 2001), the UK and Australia have closer collaboration than with 
Canada. In this project, the UK and Australian departments prefer to outlink to 
each other's country domain than the Canadian (ca) domain. Should other 
countries, such as the United States be included in this study, a different 
conclusion might have been drawn for Canadian departments. 
Although the UK physics departments have the largest median web pages, 
creating the largest median outlinks, receiving the largest median inlinks from 
different web areas and with the best research performance, the set of 
departments' median national peer inlinks and adapted mean international peer 
inlinks are both the smallest amongst the three countries. They need to pay 
particular attention to enhance their visibilities on the Web to their peers. On the 
other hand, the Australian physics departments' visibility from their national and 
international peers is the best amongst the three countries, despite their smallest 
world relative citation impacts. 
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Table 8.21 The world relative citation impact (percentages) for Australia, Canada and 
the UK in Biology, Chemistry and Physics, from ISI (2003) 
Discipline Australia Canada UK 
Biology -6 3 15 
Chemistry 8 27 24 
Physics 9 18 29 
8.3.2 Disciplinary Comparisons 
For general web use, physics departments are the best, followed by biology and 
then chemistry. For peer interlinking, a pattern identified for both national and 
international peers is that physics departments are the best, followed by 
chemistry and then biology. Physics departments perform the best on the Web 
amongst the three disciplines in each country, the chemistry departments the least 
on general web use, while biology departments the least on peer intcrlinking. The 
subtle difference between chemistry and biology departments is very interesting, 
as there is more similarity between chemistry and biology than with physics (e. g. 
biochemistry). 
This favourable showing of physics departments is not surprising. In the study of 
(Harries et al., 2004), physics web pages make more intra-subject links than 
those in maths and sociology. As discussed in section 6.3.2, physics departments 
prefer to link the most to useful resources suggesting that physics is particularly 
well supplied with online information. In table 6.70, the physics departments' 
correlations between external inlinks and research productivitics are the largest in 
each country. The physics departments tend to make the most use of the Web, 
just as physicists tend to distribute their research quickly and widely in formal 
scholarly communications (Kling & McKim, 2000). For example, it is a common 
convention for them to put their preprints online. The situation is different for 
scientists in chemistry and biology. The different linking behaviours found in this 
project for different disciplines suggest that link patterns may well mirror offline 
phenomena. Garfield (1999) stated that `All citation studies should be 
normalized to take into account variables such as field, or discipline, and citation 
practices. ', and this can now be seen to apply to the Web, even for similar 
disciplines in hard sciences. This also gives empirical evidence to support Kling 
& McKim (2000) who have argued that 'the World Wide Web can be adopted 
and used by different fields in dramatically different ways. ' 
The set of UK chemistry departments does not fit the general patterns. It receives 
the largest median national peer inlinks and adapted mean international peer 
inlinks, and its interconnection rate is the largest both along country and 
disciplinary lines. Its proportion of national inlinks is the smallest in chemistry 
amongst the three countries. From Canada to the UK, the link propensity of 
chemistry departments is the largest. This set of departments has very efficient 
web profiles with regard to both general web use, and peer interlinking (both 
national and international). In section 6.2.4, a UK chemists list identified in 
Cambridge University causes a huge number of links pointing to other UK 
chemistry departments. This is one of the reasons why the set of departments 
performs so well on national peer interlinking. 
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Canadian biology departments' performance on the Web is better than expected, 
as discussed in section 7.3.3, it does not fit the general pattern and is listed under 
`good web exploitation'. The median web pages from SocSciBot3 for the set of 
departments is larger than that of the physics departments. The proportion of 
national inlinks for the set of departments is smaller than that of the physics 
departments. The median web pages and external outlinks are larger than those 
for the UK biology departments from SocSciBot3. From Australia to Canada, the 
link propensity to Biology departments is larger than that of the chemistry 
departments. 
8.3.3 Summary 
Apart from some exceptions, link patterns have been identified both along 
national and disciplinary lines. 
8.3.3.1 International Patterns 
There are three types of international pattern: general web use, national peer 
interlinking and international peer interlinking. With regard to general web use, 
the link patterns have been found to reflect formal scholarly communication. UK 
departments perform the best in general web use and have the largest world 
relative citation impact amongst the three countries, followed by Canadian and 
then Australian departments. 
The differences between national and international peer interlink patterns may be 
caused by the small range of countries included in this project. The UK and 
Australian departments have been found to outlink to each other's country 
domain more than to Canadian (ca) domain. Canadian departments interconnect 
the best with their national peers, however, the worst with their international 
peers. Canadian departments may be biased in their ability to attract international 
peer inlinks. 
8.3.3.2 Disciplinary Patterns 
There are two types of disciplinary pattern: general web use, and peer 
interlinking (both national and international). Physics departments arc found to 
perform the best in both cases. Chemistry departments make the least general 
web use, while biology departments perform the least on peer interlinking. 
The difference in link patterns along disciplinary lines is also a reflection of 
informal scholarly communication. Physicists are more willing to distribute their 
research outputs, while chemists and biologists are more conservative. The 
different link patterns between chemistry and biology departments with respect 
to general web use and peer interlinking may reflect that the two disciplines are 
more similar than with physics. 
In summary, link patterns are different for the three similar disciplines in the 
three similar countries. However, the differences are not independent, they are 
reflections of off-line phenomena. 
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9. Conclusions and Future Work 
Despite the difficulties encountered with both web and non-web data collection, 
and the sparseness of interlinking amongst departments, the departmental 
interlinking investigation in this project has been proved not only to be plausible, 
but also productive. Not only are significant correlations found between link and 
research measures, but also different link patterns have been identified along 
country and disciplinary lines. It is known that very different disciplines have 
different web profiles. In this project, the three similar departments were found to 
employ the Web differently with regard to both general web use and peer 
interlinking. Almost all previous studies of departmental interlinking have had a 
national focus, as an international one is more difficult to achieve. In this project, 
the same types of departments in the three countries are found to use the Web 
differently, and the differences are consistent for the three disciplines; three 
disciplines use the Web differently in each country, and the differences are 
consistent for the three countries. Disciplinary and international differences are 
important for web link researchers, in order to take variations into account when 
designing procedures and methods in future research, as is currently the case 
with the more mature similar field of citation analysis. 
9.1 Validity of the Departmental Link Data 
The significant correlations together with the categorization of target pages serve 
as the answer to the first hypothesis H1 in section 4.1.2 `Links to departments 
associate with research in terms of a) significant correlations with existing 
research measures and b) a majority of links having some association with 
research. ' The significant statistical associations between links and research 
measures are very useful evidence for the validity of the departmental link data. 
However, significant correlations do not prove that one is the cause of the other, 
but the categorization of target pages for the departments is used to further 
identify what departmental interlinking signifies. Apart from around 20% 
`disappeared' target pages for these departments, the majority of the rest are 
homepages owned by departments, research groups and academic staff, or 
resources that are useful to the source departments. This suggests that 
departmental interlinking is predominantly academic-related. 
9.1.1 Link-Research Correlations 
Significant correlations have been discovered between various link counts and 
different research measures in this study. Through this, the associations between 
departmental link counts and research performances are tested from various 
aspects. Generally, the correlation coefficient values between link counts and 
research productivities are larger than those between WIFs and research 
averages. This is because of the size effect, where larger web sites attract more 
inlinks. 
9.1,1.1 Inlinks to a set of departments from the whole Web correlate with 
departmental research measures significantly 
The correlations between external inlinks and research productivitics are nearly 
all significantly at the 1% level for each set of departments. However, the 
correlations between external WIFs (staff) and research averages are less 
significant. 
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9.1.1.2 National Peer Inlinks or Outlinks Correlate with Departmental Research 
Measures Significantly 
The correlations between peer inlinks or outlinks with different ADMs and 
research productivities are nearly all significantly at the 1% level. After both the 
links and research productivities are divided by academic staff members, the 
WIFs (staff) still correlate with research averages, although the correlation 
coefficient values are less significant. This shows that although size of 
department is a reason to attract peer inlinks, after the size effects are removed, 
research performance is still a reason for departments to attract peer inlinks. 
9.1.1.3 Inlinks to a Set of Departments from Some Important Domains Correlate 
Significantly with Departmental Research Measures 
The correlations between inlinks from different web domains and research 
productivities are nearly all significant at the 1% level for each set of 
departments in the three countries. Those between relevant WIFs (staff) and 
research averages are less significant. 
Hardly any significant correlations have been found between WIFs (with web 
pages, directories, domains and departments as denominators) and research 
averages, not even for Australian physics departments, which have the highest 
correlation between links and research productivitics, and between WIFs (staff) 
and research averages in this project. Highly rated academic staff members tend 
to create more web pages and receive more inlinks from peer departments or 
different web areas. However, their individual web pages do not necessarily have 
a higher impact. 
Regarding the investigation of outliers in linear diagrams for the departments in 
Section 8.2, departments that receive extraordinarily many inlinks are found to 
have larger web sites, while those with smaller web sites receive fewer inlinks. 
Departments in Quebec (Canada) are found to be isolated both from their peers 
and different domains. Departments that want to enhance their web visibility 
should consider creating web publications as much as possible. Departments in 
Quebec may consider creating web pages not only in French but also in English 
in order to change the current situation. 
9.1.2 Categorization of Target Pages 
The majority of the departmental target pages are categorized as homepages of 
departments, research groups or staff members, or resources, and only around 
20% of the target pages are categorized as ̀ disappeared'. This suggests that the 
interlinking among the departments is academic related. The lack of journal 
papers in the target pages shows that the interlinking among the departments is 
different from that between citations among journal papers. The fact that no 
recreational target page was found in this study shows that departmental 
interlinking is more serious than that of university interlinking, although the 
numbers of links to departments are smaller than that to universities. 
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Physics departments in the three countries target the `resource' type of web pages 
more than chemistry and biology departments. This shows that physics 
departments tend to make the most general use of the Web amongst the three 
disciplines, just as physicists are more willing to distribute their research quickly 
and widely in formal scholarly communication. This is a reason why physics 
departments performed comparatively better than those in two other disciplines. 
9.2 Link Patterns along National and Disciplinary Lines 
The link patterns identified along national lines are the answer to the hypothesis 
`H2: Departmental link patterns differ along country lines. ' Those patterns 
identified along disciplinary lines are the answer to the hypothesis '113: 
Departmental link patterns differ along disciplinary lines, even for similar 
disciplines. ' The link patterns for the three types of departments in the three 
countries are identified with regard to the four aspects. 
9.2.1 Link Patterns in Four Aspects 
9.2.1.1 General Web Uses 
" Departmental web site sizes 
Along national lines, UK departments have the largest web sites, followed by 
Canada and then Australia. Along disciplinary lines, chemistry departments have 
the smallest web sites in each country, while physics departments have the 
largest. 
" Departmental external inlinks or outlinks 
Along national lines, UK departments attract the most external inlinks, followed 
by those in Canada and then Australia; UK departments create the most outlinks, 
followed by those in Canada and then Australia. Along disciplinary lines, physics 
departments attract the most external inlinks, chemistry attract the least; physics 
departments create the most outlinks while chemistry departments create the 
least. 
" Proportion of national inlinks 
Along national lines, UK departments have the smallest proportion of national 
inlinks, followed by those in Canada and then Australia. Along disciplinary lines, 
proportion of national inlinks for physics departments is the smallest, while that 
of chemistry departments is the largest. 
9.2.1.2 National Peer Interlinks 
" Interconnection rate 
Along national lines, Canadian departments' interconnection rate is the largest, 
followed by Australia and then the UK. Along disciplinary lines, physics 
departments' interconnection rate is the largest, followed by chemistry and 
biology. 
" National peer inlinks 
Along national lines, Canadian depargtments' have the largest median peer inlink 
counts, followed by Australia and then the UK. Along disciplinary lines, physics 
departments have the largest median national peer inlink counts while biology 
departments have the smallest median national peer inlink coutns. 
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9.2.1.3 International Peer Interlinks 
" Link Propensities 
Along national lines, the LP for UK departments is the largest, followed by 
Australia and then Canada. Along disciplinary lines, physics departments' link 
propensity is the largest while that of biology departments is the smallest. 
" Adapted mean international peer inlinks 
Along national lines, the UK departments receive the largest adapted mean 
international peer inlinks, followed by Australia and then Canada. Along 
disciplinary lines, physics departments receive the largest adapted mean 
international peer inlinks while biology departments receive the smallest. 
9.2.1.4 Interactions with Different Top Level Domains 
Along national lines, Canadian departments attract the most edu inlinks while 
those from the UK attract the smallest edu inlinks; Canadian departments outlink 
to edu domain the most amongst the three countrie; Australian departments 
attract the smallest com inlinks amongst the three countries, however, they 
outlink the most to the com domain; with regard to the country domains, each set 
of departments outlink to its own country domains the most, and then Canadian 
and Australian departments tend to link to the uk domain, while UK departments 
tend to link to the au domain. 
Along disciplinary lines, physics departments outlink to the cdu domain the 
most; chemistry departments outlink to the org, edu and net domains the least, 
while they outlink to the com and uk domains the most. 
9.2.2 Summary of General Link Patterns 
The number of web pages and outlinks are reflections of a set of departments' 
web publishing activity level. The number of inlinks shows the influence of a set 
of departments, with peer inlinks showing the influence over peers and external 
inlinks showing the influence over the Web. 
9.2.2.1 Link Patterns along National Lines 
" The UK departments make the most general use of the Web, followed by 
Canada and then Australia. 
" The Canadian departments interconnect the best with their national peers, 
followed by Australia and then the UK. 
" Departments in the UK attract the most international peer inlinks, followed 
by Australia and then Canada. 
" With regard to au, ca and uk domains, each set of departments link the most 
to its own country domain, then the departments from both Australia and 
Canada link to the uk domain. The UK departments link more to the au than 
ca domain. 
" Among the three countries, the Canadian departments outlink to the edu 
domain the most, while the Australian departments outlink to the com 
domain the most. 
The UK departments make the most general use of the Web. Canadian 
departments interconnect the best with their national peers, however, the worst 
with their international peers. The influence of Canadian departments over their 
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international peers may be biased by the limited selection of countries in this 
study. The above results illustrate that Australian and UK departments have a 
relatively closer relationship on the Web. This is a reflection of a closer 
collaboration in formal scholarly communication between the two countries. The 
fact that Canadian departments link the most to the edu domain reflects the closer 
relationship between Canada and the United States. 
9.2.2.2 Link Patterns along Disciplinary Lines 
" Physics departments make the most general use of the Web, followed by 
Biology and then Chemistry. 
" Physics departments interlink the most with their national and international 
peers, followed by Chemistry and then Biology. 
" Physics departments outlink to the edu domain the most. 
Physics departments make the most general use of the Web, while chemistry the 
least; for influences over both national and international peers, physics perform 
the best and biology the least. This may be a reflection of physics being the 
hardest science out of the three disciplines and making the most use of the Web. 
Chemistry and biology are similar, comparing with physics, and patterns are 
different for them with regard to general web use and peer interlinking. This may 
also be a reflection of different ways for researchers from different disciplines to 
deal with their research outputs, with physicists being more open, and chemists 
and biologists being more conservative. 
9.2.2.3 Significance of the Link Patterns Identified 
Different link patterns have been identified along national and disciplinary lines. 
This is very useful for future investigations into departmental web use in 
webometrics. As departments from same disciplines in the three similar countries 
employ the Web differently, departments from more different countries may well 
employ the Web differently to an even great extent. Similarly, although the three 
disciplines in the project are similar, different link patterns have been identified 
and the patterns are consistent in the three countries. This is in parallel with 
findings from citation analysis that various disciplines use citations differently. 
Just as it is not relevant to compare the research performance of departments 
from different disciplines according to their citation counts, it is also not relevant 
to compare web performance between different types of departments within one 
university according to their link counts. 
Another interesting finding is that the link patterns reflect off-line phenomena. 
Departments with better research performances tend to make more web 
publications and create more links. With regard to international peer intcrlinking, 
countries having more formal scholarly communications tend to interlink more 
with each other. Departments from a discipline that are more willing to distribute 
their formal research outputs also tend to create more web pages and links 
(elsewhere or to their peers). Even among similar departments, harder disciplines 
tend to make more use of the Web. 
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9.3 Future Work 
Future research can go in two directions. One is to study on more disciplines in 
one country; another is to study one discipline in more countries. The results 
from the first approach may illustrate different link patterns along disciplinary 
lines, while the results from the second approach may show different link 
patterns for one discipline along national lines. 
The three disciplines in this project are similar. If more disciplines are added, for 
example, in addition to physics, chemistry and biology, departments in law, 
mathematics, engineering, linguistic, business and computing are included, a 
fuller picture of different link patterns along disciplinary lines can be identified 
for a country. 
The Canadian departments' ability to attract international peer inlinks is biased 
by considering international peer inlinks from only the UK and Australia. If the 
United States were included in this study, the Canadian departments' ability to 
attract international peer inlinks would have been better. It is sensible to choose 
one discipline, such as physics, and include more countries in future research, for 
example, the United States and Western European countries, to seek international 
interlinking patterns. Hopefully the patterns can be identified more accurately, 
and nations that do not exploit the Web efficiently can also be notified of the 
need for remedial action. 
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Glossary 
" All links made: both internal and external outlinks created by a department. 
" Alternative Document Models (ADMs). A method of aggregating web 
content into units for counting purposes. See file ADM, directory ADM, 
domain ADM and site or department ADM definitions. 
" Bibliometrics. The study of the quantitative aspects of the production, 
dissemination and use of recorded information (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). 
" Citation. A reference by one publication of another. A citation is the 
reference viewed from the perspective of the referenced document. 
" Co-linked. Web documents or units are linked by same ones. This is an 
analogy of co-citation in bibliometrics. 
" Co-linking, coupling. Web documents or units link to same target. This is an 
analogy of bibliographic coupling. 
" Cybermetrics. The study of the quantitative aspects of the construction and 
use of information resources, structures and technologies on the whole 
Internet drawing on bibiometric and informetric approaches (Björncborn, 
2004). 
" Department ADM. All files belonging to a department are regarded as a 
single document unit. 
" Directory ADM. All files in the same directory are treated as a single 
document unit. Directories are equated with the position of slashes in URLs, 
rather than by the actual directory/folder structure of pages on the hosting 
web server. 
" Domain name. The part of an URL of a web page normally following the 
http: // and preceding the first subsequent slash (if any). Note that this is a 
simplified definition and there is a longer computer science definition that 
encompasses additional variations (Berners-Lee et al., 1998). 
" Domain ADM. All files with the same domain name are treated as a single 
document unit. 
" File ADM. Each separate file is treated as a document unit for extracting 
links, or for other counting purposes. 
" Host. Used to refer to an individual computer such as a web server. 
" Hyperlink. A feature in a web page that allows users to click to navigate to a 
different web page. 
" Informetrics. The study of the quantitative aspects of information in any 
form, not just records or bibliographies, and in any social group, not just 
scientists (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). 
" Inlink. A link to a web unit, a web page or web site (e. g. a web site for a 
university or department). Unless otherwise stated, inlink means external 
inlink. External inlink is a link received by a web unit in question from 
outside. With regard to a web site of a department, an external inlink is 
defined as a link received from outside the university where the department is 
hosted. 
" Interlink. A link between two different web units. For example, departmental 
interlinking means links between departments. 
" Internet. A large public network of computers running IP and able to 
communicate with each other. 
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" Journal Impact Factor (JIF). The number of citations received in the current 
year by all papers published in a journal during the previous two years, 
divided by the number of papers published within that period. JIF can also be 
calculated based on the articles published in the previous one year if the field 
is a rapidly changing one, or based on the articles of more than two years if 
the field in question is a less current impact one. 
" Link, hyperlink. Links connect web documents together, sometimes referred 
as ̀ sitation'. Unless otherwise stated, link can be inlink or outlink regardless 
of direction. 
" Link page. A web page containing a link. This terminology is sometimes 
used instead of link because search engines count link pages rather than links 
in response to a link-based query. 
" Outlink: a link from a web unit, a web page or web site. Unless otherwise 
stated, outlink means external outlink. For example, an outlink from a 
department's web site is a link from the department to a web page outside 
that university where the department is hosted. 
" PageRank. An algorithm used by Google to rank web pages using the link 
structure of the Web. 
" Peers: colleague-scientists in the field. 
" Power law. A mathematical law that has been applied to many kinds of web 
data. It is related to rich-get-richer phenomena. For example, the distribution 
of TLDs (top level domains) on a given topic follow Lotka's law (Rousseau, 
1997). 
" Search engine. A program that allows users to type in an information request, 
such as a keyword query, and returns lists of web pages matching the query. 
" Site ADM. All files belonging to a clearly defined web site are treated as a 
single document unit. 
" SocSciBot. A web crawler available online and designed for research 
crawling. 
" SocSciBot Tools. A suite of programs that can be used to analyse the link 
structure files produced by SocSciBot and those available in cybermetrics 
university link structure database. 
" Top Level Domain (TLD). The final segment of a domain name. This will 
either be a generic top level domain, such as edu, com and int, or a country- 
specific domain, such as uk for the UK or ca for Canada. 
" Web. The collection of resources that can be obtained over the public Internet 
using HTTP. 
" Web crawler, robot, bot. A program that visits web pages, automatically 
extracts their links and follows them. 
" Web site. A group of related web documents. For example, a personal, 
departmental or university web site. 
" Webometrics. The study of the quantitative aspects of the construction and 
use of information resources, structures and technologies on the Web 
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